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PERFECT 

An acoustic guitar doesn't have to 
be a big dreadnought to sound 

rich and full. The new 
Takamine Santa Fe PSF-95 

is a perfect case in 
point. The body is 
just 14 inches wide 
at the lower bout 

and just 4 inches 
deep at its deepest, / 

but the tone is / 
perfectly balanced. / 

The cedar top is hand-calibrated 
and braced for an even response 
from top to bottom. The ovangkol 
body has that rare blend of lively 
response and excellent sound 
reflection. Together they're pure 
acoustic pleasure. 

The intricate Santa Fe Sunrise 
rosette is perfectly 
complemented with matching 
maple and abalone position 

\ markers and multicolored 
I wood binding. 

If your thinking of getting a 
new acoustic, think a little 
smaller. Think Takamine. 

«Sima» 

Takamine Guitars • PO Box 507 • Bloomfield, CT 06002 
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HOWTO 
MAKE 
YOUR 

GUITAR 
TALK. 

For the guitar player, there are basically 
two ways to express the language of music. 
Through the fingers that create the riffs, 
chords and melodics. And through the 
strings beneath them. 

With all the time spent perfecting your 
sound, don’t let an inferior string hamper 
your ability to say it the way you want. 

Put on a set of Adamas Strings. 
Adamas are professional-quality strings 

specifically engineered for any acoustic or 
acoustic /electric. Their natural feel enables 
your guitar to speak like never before. 

One reason is the technology. Through an 
innovative development called Composite 
Gauging™, Adamas Strings have an amazingly 
uniform sound. The fifth and sixth strings are 
engineered with core and wrap wire which is 
identical in size. This prevents any part of 
either string from becoming dominant. 

The other reason is in the materials. 
Adamas uses a special blend of phosphor and 
bronze resulting in brighter-sounding, longer-
lasting strings. This blend also produces a 
smoother, more even feel. 

True, we are extremely expressive about 
Adamas Strings. But no more than you’ll be 
once you play them. 

Adamas Strings...« sound difference. 
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Playing the TD-5K Drum Kit may lead 
spontaneous purchase. 

Whether practicing alone with headphones or playing with the 
band, the TD-5K is as powerful as it is fun. It comes with 32 expres¬ 
sive drum kits from Rock to Rap to Latin to Jazz. And because it has 
MIDI in and out, you can enter realistic drum parts right into your 

Take advantage of the TD-5K's 
dual-trigger inputs 
and expand it with 

the Roland PD-7 
and PD-9 dual¬ 

trigger pads. 

WARNING 

sequences. So check it out at your local Roland dealer — but be 
prepared to give in to a spontaneous urge to take it home with you. 1^ Roland 

Roland Corporation U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 (213) 685-5141 
Roland Canada Music Ltd.. 5480 Parkwood Way. Richmond, B.C V6V 2M4 (6(M)270-6626. COMPUSERVE' GO ROLAND; 72662.376 
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The wan moon, half overveiled 
By clouds, shed her funeral beams upon the scene; 
While in low tones the mournful night-wind wailed... 

CHIEFTAINS 
THE LONG 
BLACK VEIL 
FEATURING PERFORMANCES BY 

Sting 
Mick Jagger 
Sinéad O’Connor 
Van Morrison 
Mark Knopfler 
Charlie watts 
Marianne Faithfull 
Keith richards 
Ry cooder 
Ron wood 
and many others 

TO HEAR THE LONG BLACK VEIL CALL 1-8OO-89O-VEIL (24 hours a day) 
(8345) 

Enter to Win A FREE Trip To IRELAND! 

Proudly Sponsored by 

Aer Lingus A 
HELPING IDEAS TAKE ELIGHT 

THE JTIZI'ATKK K FAMILY GltOt TOF HOTELS 
».HUS • CORK • HL-MUm • NEW YOKE 

FTTZI'ATKiCK MANHATTAN HOTEL 
W7 l^rxlnffton Avenue (between Milh A 57th) New York 

Urr/e*) Owwr* f USA. *>«*0 B»#. toy»W  HMO IM*. ’ W. HMD 



FRONTWOMAN 
Last year you released your first solo album, Hips and Makers. Now 

you have a new Throwing Muses album, University. Did you think 
about not returning to the band? 

No. I didn’t mean to do Hips in the first place. 1 put those songs down 
just to get them out of rm head and oft the band’s back in the couple of 
weeks between rehearsal for University and going down to New Orleans 
where we made it. And 1 just forgot about it until my husband Billy, Ivo 
from 4AD, and Michael Stipe—who are all members of the music business 
who are also musical, which could be kind 
of rare—convinced me to put it out. I had 
wondered if it was too literally personal, 
just from my dorky little life. It seemed like 
something that wasn’t particularly publish¬ 
able—more like a photo album. It seemed 
presumptuous. Until I realized that every¬ 
body has a dorkv little life, too. I’m not the 
only one, it’s a pretty universal thing. 

1 really fell in love with the acoustic gui¬ 
tar itself. I love the idea of playing a piece of 
wood and using muscles and air to make 
sounds just like the wav your vocal cords 
work. It was like playing a tree. There’s a 
lot of power in that. I had thought playing 
an acoustic guitar was a wimpy thing to do, 
but it’s a real muscular instrument. 

You did not replace Tanya Donelly 

“I was 
pissed off 
at all my 

friends in 
trios for 

not telling 
me how 
great it 
was!” 

when she left the Muses. How did you like playing all the guitar? 

I just loved it! The first time I played in a trio I couldn’t believe it! After 
years of trying to hold all these pieces together. I loved all the counter 
melody that was going on [in the four-piece] but it made it not as solid as it 
could have been and kind of confusing to people who didn’t want to work 
so hard. Without being lofty about it, most people are used to music you 
can turn on and off, music that’s literally inoffensive—it doesn’t go in any¬ 
where. That’s not what we were. 1 think now it’s a nice combination of 
solidity and detail which I thought was impossible. I was so pissed off at 
all my friends in trios for not telling me how great it was! I called Bob 
Mould immediately and said, “l uck you!” He said, “Yeah, isn’t it great?” 

I feel very free and I appreciate the amount of space we’ve got now. I 
also have a very melodic and tight bass player so I don’t feel that I’m over¬ 
burdened in my rhythm or lead guitar. 

Did you play a wah-wah to get that effect on “No Way in Hell” or is 

that something more complicated? 

It’s a weird German wah pedal. It was like a hundred \ ears old [laughs] 
and there are only about ten of them in the world. 

Yon don't see many hundred-year-old wah-wahs these days. 

Maybe somebody made it by mistake in some war. It’s not much like a 
wah-wah; it distorts and compresses according to the wave of the wah 
against the EQ. It screws with the sound so bad that it sounds great. That 
took over two songs, “No Way in Hell” and “Bright Yellow Gun.” 

There's an awful lot of stupid rock songs about sex, but it seems on Uni¬ 
versity you’ve found a new way to write about sex. Did you start out this 
album saying, “Step aside, Prince, let me show you how it ’s done "? 

There’s a lot of sex all over it. There always has been, I think. It’s the 
same kind of hard living, just the most you can do all the time. Sex is a real-
ly good picture of that. So is music. It’s a good picture of loving hard. 

When yon sing, “I start at his knees and 1 end in his dreams ” it seems at 

KRISTIN HERSH 
first pretty straightforward and sexy—but the way that song, “Start, ” 

spins out it becomes more a portrait of how sex or infatuation can be used 

to get possession of someone, to get inside someone’s head. 

Yeah, exactly. But that’s pretty much what everybody does. You can’t 
love hard without breaking yourself and them in half. At the same time 
there’s a lot of goofiness in that. You can’t help but end up dorkv in that 
situation. You’ll say these ridiculous things and yet they’re true. It saddens 
me to think that there’s a lot of bad sex out there. As hard as it is to think 
about all the bad music out there, think of all the people who arc getting it 
wrong [laughs] and lying with it. That’s really harsh. We don’t have long 
to live and to not know how to keep your skin alive and give with that is 
really sad. You have kids—you know how sensual and giving that is, too. 
Yet it’s a foreign concept to a lot of people. 

In “Bright Yellow Gun ”—in many of your songs—you write and sing 

from a disordered perspective. Do you ever say to yourself, “Gee, maybe I 

better lay off the madwoman stuff this time ”? 

I never hear it that way. I’m very aware that the mental illness thing has 
been overplayed in all of my press, so it’s frustrating on a personal level. 
But I never heard it in the songs. When I’m at my most healthy I’m 
always bouncing off of and being torn up by the people I love the most. 
And it feels great'. It’s a hash kind of a high, it’s never calm to be that in 
love. It’s a very sensual kind of craziness. I don’t like my disorder. 1 don’t 
like the fact that I’ve had to fight any kind of mental illness, obviously. 
And I would never write a song if I were depressed or screwed up in any 
way. I think songs arc even better at seeing the human condition than 
most people are. 

The songs seem to have as much a life of their own as my kids do. 
Almost exactly as much a life of their own. [laughs] Even if they look like 
me and sound like me, I know enough not to guess what they’re going to 
donext. BILL FLANAGAN 
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"DinOHEAD," “213," 
“S3 3" and "DIVINE INTERVENTION" 

PRODUCED DY SLAYER 

Management: Rick Sales, Los Angeles, CA 

For the latest info about Slayer and all other American Recordings artists contact American Recordings on the Internet at 

httpJamerican.recordings.com or e-mail american@american.recordings.com. 
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XR 600E 
« 

- OUTPUTS -
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The XR 600E is the latest addition to Peavey’s popular powered mixer line. With cool features, 
great sound, easy affordability, and total reliability, the XR 600E is the obvious choice! 

»Gool 
?» Features, 
“ Great Sound! 

v 

In addition to the 
XR 6OOE, IVavey has 
three other excellent 

powered mixers 
available in I x>th to|>-
box and rackmount 
formats. XR1 "680E 

Featuring eight 
channels for bands 

with additional 
mixing needs. 

XRD IW68(> Eight 
channels and a 

digital effects section 
with over izo revêtit 
and delay presets to 

choose from. 
XRD' M680SThe 

stereo model with 
individual pan 

control on all eight 
channels, and a 

digital effects section 
featuring over 120 
reverb and delay 

presets. 

XR600E FEATURES 
’Six channels 

External graphic EQ input and output jacks 
Switchable 48V Phantom Rower 
Auxiliary Input jack 1 
FX footswitch jack 

’ ^Suggested retail price (USA prices only) 
, , The Monitor Magazine is a publication filled with the latest information mus clans want to knok To receive a issues for only St 

11

'Available in top-box or rack-mount formats 'Internal spring reverb 
’Power amp section features: 
300 watts total output (dual 150 watt amplifiers into 4 ohms) 
Dual i /4" output jacks for each amplifier 
Independent direct input jacks on each amplifier 
Power amps can be used for main output only or can be spilt for 
independent main and monitor applications with assignable EQ capability 

'Six channels each featuring: 
Balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4" line inputs 
3-I Kind active EQ (high. mid, low) with ± 15 dB cut/boost 
FX & Monitor Sends 
Channel Gain control with professional taper 

'Master section featuring: 
9-band graphic EQ with ± iz dB cut/lx>ost 
Main, Monitor, FX, and Tape Output level controls 
Aux/Tape to Main and Monitor level controls 
Reverb to Main and Monitor level controls 
I jeft & Right Tape In and Out RCA jacks 
Main, Monitor, and FX line out jacks 



LETTERS 
E-MAIL 

Thanks for Michael Lipton’s review of Paul Kel¬ 
ly’s Wanted Man (Dec. ’94). I couldn’t have said 
it better myself. I’ve been a fan since 1987’s Gos¬ 
sip and have all ten of his records. But all I can tell 
you is that he’s Australian and sadly unnoticed: 
How about an article on “one of music’s most 
consistent and accurate songwriters”? 

Chip Saam 

Ypsilanti, Ml 

I would like to commend you on printing Danzigs 
picture on your cover (Aug. ’94) even though you 
did stand to lose advertising. From a 
Marxist point of view, you stood up 
against the money/establishment 
class. I am always glad to see a publi¬ 
cation that is not afraid to lose some 
dollars for free speech. It is not the 
government in this country that sti¬ 
fles free speech much anymore, it’s the 
businesses that control the advertis¬ 
ing. It seems that nowadays, they can 
say what goes, and what gets canned. 

Sean Maguire 

Thanks for the extraordinarily in¬ 
teresting book excerpt titled “From 
Surfing to Psychedelia,” by Timo¬ 
thy White (Dec. ’94). It was re¬ 
markably well-written, carrying 
a sense of cultural inertia as the roots 
of rock ’n’ roll began to spread 
through the country. 

Also, now that Robert Fripp and 
King Crimson are back to making 
music, howzabout getting him to 
write for Musician again, like he did 
when I first started subscribing? 

Dan Sonnier 

Thanks to Vic Garbarini for the guitar lesson with 
Peter Buck (Dec. ’94). As someone who does most 
of his guitar-playing these days in the living room 
with his kids, I can tell you this sidebar was fun 
for the whole famn damily. Features like “Guid¬ 
ed by Voicings” are what keep us subscribers. 

P.S. The kids and I think Hope Sandoval 
should piss off. 

Craig Hankin 

HEY GREEN DAY 

I think I’ve figured it out. Alternative is an alter¬ 
native to: 1) learning how to play; 2) tucking in 

hacks.” Any type of music is an artform in its 
own right. 

Mitchell Townsend 

Orange County, CA 

REVIEWED 

I cannot let Robbie Robertson (Frontman, 
Nov. *94) get away with using your pages to 
slag off a book which, by his own admission, he 
hasn’t even read. He says “the first 30 pages” of 
my Across the Great Divide: The Band and 
America are “full of inaccuracies,” to which I 
must point out a) that an account of the child¬ 

hoods of five men growing up in 
Canada and America in the early 
1940s is necessarily going to contain 
a few “inaccuracies,” and b) that 
Robbie himself had every chance 
to assist in making that account 

less inaccurate; he failed 
to respond to literal¬ 
ly dozens of phone calls 
and faxes I sent to his 
management. Perhaps 
the real truth is that Rob¬ 
bie Robertson knows the 
remaining 370 pages of 
Across the Great Divide 

fail to depict him as the 
godlike genius he so obvi¬ 
ously thinks he is. 

Barney Hoskyns 

MOJO magazine 
London, England 

PAT MARTINO 

Pat Martino’s struggle back 
to life and to his musical chops 
is truly inspirational (Nov. ’94). 
These days there are too many peo¬ 
ple throwing their lives away far 

I always thought Robert Plant and Jimmy Page should 

reunite and create more musical magic instead of involv¬ 

ing themselves in moderately successful solo projects 

(Dec. ’94). Unfortunately, when I saw "Unledded" on MTV. 

I was disappointed. I reckor 

Page and Plant assumed their 

fans would buy anything 

they’d do. Are they afraid 

that if they did “Unplugged" 

the way it was meant to 

be, they'd be exposed as 

unable to perform without 

the elaborate musical ara¬ 

besques, filigrees and spe¬ 

cial-effects microphones 

that have been provided? I 

It's fortunate that they've I 

neglected to tell John Paul 1 

Jones about this project. I 
Only he has had the sense 1 
to lend his talent to young¬

er musicians, rather than perpetuate a myth long gone. 

Kim Andrews 

Jersey City. NJ 

What’s the deal, Kenneth? In your November 
issue you promised “From Murmur to Mon¬ 
ster: A Zen Guitar Lesson with Peter Buck.” 
Instead we got the overly tabbed “The One I 
Love” and a not-so-successful attempt at sim¬ 
ulating “Losing My Religion’”s mandolin 
bridge. “Perfect Circle,” “Wolves, Lower” or 
“Sitting Still” would have been more helpful 
to perplexed, aspiring ¡anglers like ourselves. 
Don’t fret over not knowing the name of 
“that D chord with the open high-E string,” 
Peter, you’re still far more wizardly than Joe 
Satriani or any similar technically inclined 
schmuck. 

Matt Pendelton 

John Gorenfeld 

your shirt; 3) tuning; 4) long pants; 5) all of the 
above. Uh, dude, could I have a little more abili¬ 
ty in my headphones? 

Brett Wakefield 

Sherman Oaks, CA 

It was obvious in Matt Scharfglass’ pompous, 
weepy letter (Nov. ’94) that he knows nothing 
about punk rock music and does not care to. 
None of these bedroom virtuosos can speak a 
word about the “paying of dues” until they 
quit their job, jump in a van and drive from 
dive-bar to dive-bar to prove to whomever 
that your music is your life. Green Day did 
exactly that for nearly five straight years, along 
with countless other so-called “three-chord 

too easily. 
I also wanted to call your attention to a great 

recording that wasn’t mentioned in the article: 
We’ll Be Together Again is a set of beautiful 
duets between Pat and keyboardist Gil Gold¬ 
stein on Muse. I really enjoy your magazine: 
Where else could I have found R.E.M., Bootsy 
Collins and Pat Martino in the same place? 

Kevin McLeod 

New York, NY 

Send letters to: Musician, 1515 Broadway, New 
York, NY 10036. Musician magazine now has 
an e-mail address. Letters to the editor, sub¬ 

scription inquiries and other messages can be 

sent to: musician.mag@sonicnet.com. 
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.[ hr product manager said we could graphically represent 

ir Cri-Power sound anyway we wanted provided we told you 

it provides "more gain helore feedback without requiring 

EQ or displaying funky oil-axis honk«" 

Perhaps he was expecting a chart« 

Uri-Power. It cuts through the Music. 

H A Harman International Company 

\K(i sS<m> Balltoa Bhd XonhridKV.CA 913’9 ISA Phone I.8I8.893.8411 I’ax 14118.787.0788 Hash I’ax 14118.909.4576 IIW>4 

Yoh want live sound that grabs the audience? Just grab a Tri-Power mic and 
cut loose. Tri-Power gives you incredible vocal presence and punch, without 
feedback. So even w hen you crank it up, you never lose your edge. The 
Iri-Power sound is always crisp, clean and natural. With more cut-through 
than any other performance mie. I lands down. 



The Loopei/DelavZSamplM 

'definitely 

TetepaTu, 1994 

FUNCTION 
RESET /BYPASS 

OUTPUT 
INPUT 

STONE 

CLEAN 

1RST there was Alex. You know Alex — the affordable, professional digital reverb 
unit. The one they called: "definitely something special." From Lexicon, the people 
who virtually invented digital effects boxes. Now, expand your creative options 
with JamMan, the Looper/Delay/Sampler — and Vortex, the Audio Morphing™ 
Processor. Read what the press said about them — then cruise on down to your / 
local Lexicon dealer, take 'em away, and review them for yourself. Here's how: / 

-DEPTH I 
-RESONANCE IJ 
-RATE 2-1 I 

-DEPTH T- I 
- RESONANCE 2-1 

layer /jjj 
REPLACE/JW 

NO DOUBT ABOUT IT, 

jamMan is 
A WINNER.” 

Greg Rule, keyboard, 

AUGUST, 1 994. 

ON THE MARKET.” 
LARRy THE “0”, Electronic 

Musician, May, 1994 

I'raceisor is m Ma„d „rimmtlve 
eccentricity in a sea of 

all-too homogenous effects boxes" 
Joe Gore, Guitar Player, 

August, 1994 

■••Vortex is a fun and unusual box. Its 

real-time parameters, fap tempo and 

morphing features can produce some very 

expressive and interesting results 

And, as to be expected from a unit made by 

Lexicon, the sound qualify is excellent.” 
Greg Rule, Keyboard, July, 1994 

IF you ARE LOOKING FOR SOMETHING 
TO SPARK INSPIRATION AND GIVE you 
SOME DIFFERENT SOUNDS, VORTEX 
CAN DO IT MORE EASILy, AND AT A 

better price, than anvthing else 

INPUT PEDAL/TAP 

-- ECHO 2 
ECHO » 

I-ENVELOPE- _ _ 
-MORPH A/B-
hECHO FX LVL-
r—MOD FX LVL — \ 
I- OU TPU T - * 

Lexicon has delivered an 
effects processor with 

unique, musical capabilities 
available nowhere else.” 

David (Rudy) Trubitt 

Electronic Musician. March. 1994 



The Bddicdt Effects Processor 

PUNCHIN 
LOOP It' 

I«' 
U 

” shimmer 
It SWEEP -

-13 SHADOW 
. -14 CYCLOID 
\ —IS BLEEN-
'->« FRACTAL 

- Just leave your credit card info at your 

participating Lexicon dealer* and take either 

(or both) home. Then you've got three whole 

1 days to put 'em through their paces. If your 
* experiences are anything like these review-

...at these participating Lexicon 
Dealers until January 31, 1995 

• Al Nalli, Ann Arbor, Ml • Alto Music, 
Middletown, NY • American Music, Seattle, WA 
• Arnoldt Williams Music, Canton, Ml • AST 
Sound, New York, NY • Band Central Station, 
Gainesville, FL • Bell Electronic, Paris, TX • 
Berler Communications, Waukegan, IL • Bogner 
Sound, Flint, Ml • Broadway Music, Merrillville, 
IN • Cintioli Music, Philadelphia, PA • Daddy’s 
Junky Music, Boston, MA • Daddy’s Junky 
Music, Salem, NH • Daddy's Junky Music, 
Nashua, NH • Daddy’s Junky Music, Manchester, 
NH • Daddy’s Junky Music, Portsmouth, NH • 
Daddy’s Junky Music, Portland, ME • Daddy’s 
Junky Music, Peabody, MA • Daddy’s Junky 
Music, Shrewsbury, MA • Daddy's Junky Music, 
Vernon, CT • Daddy’s Junky Music, New Britain, 
CT • Daddy’s Junky Music, Cambridge. MA • 
Daddy's Junky Music, Dedham, MA • Daddy’s 
Junky Music, Stamford. CT • DJ’s Rock N Roll, 
Berwyn, IL • Dr. Sound, New York, NY • Electric 
City Music, Kaukauna, Wl • Guitar-Guitar, 
Sherman Oaks, CA • House of Guitars, 
Rochester, NY • Main Street Music, Tallahassee, 
FL • Manny’s Musical Instruments, New York. 
NY • Marc’s Music Mart, Port St. Lucie, FL • 
Metro Sound & Lighting, St. Paul, MN • Music 
Box, Clinton Township, Ml • Music Center, 
Boynton Beach, FL • Music Warehouse, 
Louisville, KY • New York Music, Boardman, OH 
• Northern Music & Video, Potsdam, NY • 
Pontiac Sound & Music, Sylvan Lake, Ml • 
Reliable Music, Charlotte, NC • Roadshow 
Sound, Columbus, OH • Sam’s Music, 
Brentwood, TN • Sam Ash Music, Brooklyn, NY 
• Sam Ash Music, Carle Place, NY • Sam Ash 
Music, Cherry Hill, NJ • Sam Ash Music, Edison, 
NJ • Sam Ash Music, Forest Hills, NY • Sam Ash 
Music, Huntington Station, NY • Sam Ash 
Music, New York. NY • Sam Ash Professional, 
New York, NY • Sam Ash Music, Paramus, NJ • 
Sam Ash Music, White Plains, NY • Sound 
Deals, Birmingham. AL • Sound Force, Dayton, 
OH • Spitzer Music, Fresno, CA • Spitzer Music, 
Concord, CA • Spitzer Music, Hayward, CA • 
Spitzer Music, North Hollywood, CA • 
Sweetwater Sound, Fort Wayne, IN* Torp's 
Music Center, St. Paul, MN • Veneman’s Music, 
Rockville, MD • Victor’s House of Music, 
Paramus, NJ • Washington Music, Wheaton, MD 
• The Woodwind & Brasswind, South Bend, IN 
• Wray Music, Lemoyne, PA 

»orle« can vreM effects fat îre difficult enough |0 e„,isjl)n w , 

Boh Hoss. Recording magazine. September. 199Z 
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ers', you won't want to bring them back. So don't. 
Whether you're a musician or engineer, you'll find JamMan fi Vortex 

a killer combination. Now, at last, you can have Lexicon quality and 
unique, amazing effects on your music. At a price you can afford. 

"At selected dealers listed at right. Individual dealer programs may vary. 

Test Dnve 
Program! 

" the unit lives up to the hype. 
It s sinfully fun to play with, and you d 

have to be a dense slab indeed not to come 
up with some very compelling sounds 

within minutes. 
Gore, Guitar Player, March, 1994 
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ROUGH _ 
Engine East Bay rockers with a 
buzz and a drummer who man¬ 
ages Green Day (Caroline) 

Mother Champaign, IL trio who 
fall “between Ziggy Stardust and 
the Smashing Pumpkins” 
(Capitol) 

RECENT SIGNINGS 

Flying Saucer West Country 

Brits big on acoustic ballads with 
heavy feedback (Drag City) 
Rebecca Moore Avant-gardish 
NYC singer/songwriter (Knitting 
Factory Works) 

Growing with the Greats 
by Daryl Jones 

I guess I’ve always been a bass player. I grew up in Chica¬ go, and when I was nine, I saw a guy who lived a couple of 
doors down from us play bass guitar in a talent show, and 

it dawned on me: I could be doing that! So I asked him, will 
you teach me to play the guitar? He said what do you want to 

learn, bass or lead? I didn’t know there was 
even such a thing as a bass guitar; I thought 
they all had six strings. I asked him, well, what 
do you play—that’s what I want to play, too. 

When I was a kid, I was taught to play dif¬ 
ferent kinds of music. There were rock ’n’ roll 
tunes, Led Zeppelin, Hendrix stuff, a little bit 
of blues, and I’ve carried that sensibility with 
me. My mom loves different things, and 
maybe I got that from her. My dad was a 
drummer, though not professionally. I used to 
watch him go to work, and he was real consis¬ 
tent; he hardly ever missed a day. This is a little 
abstract, but when I think about it, the way he 
did his thing is the way I play bass. I don’t do 
tricks. It’s almost like I want to give people 
that feeling that I had as a kid—this is one part 
you won’t have to worry about. 

When I first played with Miles Davis, he 
said, “Listen, if I don’t dig the way vou play, 
that doesn’t mean you can’t play. It just 
means I’m looking for something else.” So 
he made it easy for me. I definitely do better 
with positives or soft criticism, and I think 
maybe Miles knew that I might crumble 

under more pressure. But he taught me to 
pay attention and to really listen. 

He said to me once, “Daryl, you don’t 
always have to answer yourself.” Which 
was brilliant, you know: Leave some space, 
you don’t have to be churning on and on. 
From the first night with him, 1 was playing 
the bass the best that I could, and every 
night was like that until it became a like a 
permanent part of what I do. I think that’s 
why I’ve done as well as I have. 

FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHT 

TO PREVIEW 

Life isn’t getting any easier for 
hip-hop journalists. On top of 
recent incidents of writers being 
threatened or even pummeled 
by artists (in the case of writer 
Cheo Coker, by a member of the 
Wu-Tang Clan), record labels 

have been depriving reviewers 
of advance copies of the latest 
rap albums. Critics hoping to 
review the most recent records 
by Snoop Doggy Dogg, Gang 
Starr and Pete Rock & CL 
Smooth were forced to wait until 
the albums were available in 
stores, or confronted with the 
option of listening to an ad¬ 
vance tape in a record company 
conference room with eager 
publicists waiting outside. 

The reason for the stinginess 
is, of course, that bootlegging 
has become a problem in hip¬ 
hop. Counterfeit tapes, as well 
as some yet-to-be-released rap 
records, are available on innu¬ 
merable street corners. But 
Billboard rap columnist Have¬ 
lock Nelson doesn’t believe 
that writers should be suffering 
the consequences. "I don’t 
think that any writer has ever 
been charged with bootleg¬ 
ging,” he says. “I’ve got prob¬ 
lems making deadlines. I don't 
have time to be making tapes.” 

-N.B. 



IX 
The decision to leave Miles to play with 

Sting was probably the toughest thing I ever 
had to do in my life. We were on tour and I 
had gone to Miles’ room and was looking at 
some recent photographs and I told him, 
‘Man, you look like you’re getting younger.’ 
And he said, ‘That’s ’cause all you mother¬ 
fuckers are leaving my band!”’ So later I said 

WHAT’S THAT SCRATCHY SOUND? 

Pearl Jam's Vitalogy debuts at num¬ 
ber 55 with a bullet—what's the big 
deal? In fact, why only number 55? 

Are they on a downward trend? 
In fact the Seattle primo-rock-

ers’ latest did debut at number 55 

in the second week of December 
—on the strength of their vinyl 
sales alone. Although marketing 
the disc before the CD or cassette 

goes on sale is not unusual—their 
own Vs. and Nirvana's In Utero 
also had vinyl prereleases—such 
sales rarely make a ripple on the
charts. Soundscan tracked the first 
week sales at 33,500 copies, accord¬ 
ing to Billboard, out of approximately 
75,000 copies shipped.-K.P 

we’re gonna do a bunch of tunes and if you 
don’t know them, we’ll learn them, and then 
do the audition. So it was very informal. After 
we started, I realized how Charlie was really 
easy to play with, he’s got a swing. So I got 
hired to do the record; later I found out I was 
gonna do the tour and now I’m trying to live 
one day at a time. 

But 1 really haven’t had a bad tour experi¬ 
ence. The last big tour was Madonna’s Blonde 
Ambition and that was a gas. Everyone asks, 
is she a musician? The bottom line is she’s got 
ears. She knows how to come in and say, I 
don’t want you to play that, play something 
else. She may not be a musician but she’s 
damn sure a listener. It was different because 
the spotlight wasn’t on the musicians, it was 
on the dancers, which bugged me at first. But 
some of those basslines really rule! I audi¬ 
tioned for Janet Jackson because I liked the 
music and the basslines—it’s funky. I could 
have fun playing the stuff. 

I guess I’ve gotten a charge being around 
people like that. Not because they’re famous; 
I get a charge talking to old men, too. Because 
they’ve seen things, and I’m inquisitive about 
people who have seen things, like Miles and 
the Stones, or people who have set out on 
their own way and made themselves, like 
Madonna and Sting. That’s what I aspire to. 

I reallv didn’t think, “1 want to be Michael 
Jackson.” I did think, “ 1 want to be the bass play¬ 
er for all the best people.” Now those dreams 
have been realized. So I’m at a 
point where I think, 
this is a beginning 
for me, again. 

to him, I have you to thank 
for everything I’m doing. I 
just think this is a good 
move for me. And then, 
actually, he kissed me on 
the cheek and gave me his 
blessing. 

With Sting I’d already 
done the film Bring On the 
Night, and I could see this 
could make a difference in 
my career. And the bottom 
line is, that’s what musi¬ 
cians do: You see a chance 
to play in front of more 
people and to widen your 
audience. I don’t consider 
it selling out because I 
don’t think I’ve ever sacri¬ 
ficed my integrity, musical¬ 
ly or humanly. And Sting 
was great. He’s a talented 
guy and he was trying to 
find something at the time, 
so it was exciting. The peo¬ 
ple coming to see us, the 
average age was 15 and a lot 
of them would be wearing 
their Police T-shirts and 

looking at me funny. But I remember taking a 
bass solo one night, and at the end this young 
girl was looking at me like okay, I got that! I 
could see it in her face. 

With the Rolling Stones, I just followed my 
intuition about things. I never microscoped 
the band or Bill Wyman’s playing. Even the 
audition felt really comfortable. Mick said, 



H MIX 
Slowly Turning Green 
by Eckart Rahn, president, Celestial Harmonies 

ompanies in the recording industry have traditional¬ 
ly been far behind others in demonstrating real com¬ 
mitment to protecting the environment. As a record

company president, I find the lack of genuine, impactful 
action in this area embarrassing. 

The record industry produces billions of 
compact discs. Phasing out the 12-inch 
throw-away long-box format in 1992 had 
some impact on reducing packaging waste, 
but much remains. Too much plastic is used 
for most CD jewel box packages. Liner notes 
and booklets are traditionally printed on 
nonrecyclable paper. Toxic inks remain the 
standard tool for printing music information. 

market, a product which dramatically re¬ 
duces the volume and weight of plastic 
packaging for all two-CD packages. In 
1993, we began using the CD slim-line box, 
the first company to use this plastic-reduc¬ 
ing package for full-length CDs. Also, we 
began using recycled paper for all our 
printed materials, and earlier this year 
began using nontoxic vegetable inks in our 

In November 1994, Celestial Harmonies 
became the first company in the industry to 
publicly issue a corporate environmental 
policy. All of the plastic used in our packag¬ 
ing is recyclable. We were the first label to 
introduce the CD duobox to the American 

printing. 
Celestial Harmonies will no longer 

record artists who do not demonstrate envi¬ 
ronmentally responsible practices. In fact, 
some of our artists, such as the Australian 
group Coolangubra, are leaders of the envi¬ 

ronmental movement in 
their countries. 

What prevents most 
record companies from 
stepping to the forefront of 
this issue? Likely, the 

costs our company more 
to package the way we 
now do, and the retail 
industry is somewhat 
frustrated with accom¬ 
modating packaging 
changes. Nevertheless, 
it is no secret that 
the environment has 
suffered tremendous-
ly during the last 
few decades. As an 

industry that otherwise 
contributes so much to 

the world, it is time for our 
business to institute and 

follow responsible 
environmental policies. 
We all have a stake 
in that. 

LIFE SAVERS 

While Sweet Relief has 
received deserved attention for 

helping musicians with stan¬ 
dard health problems who lack 

insurance, the Musician’s 
Assistance Program, or MAP, 
has quietly become the first 

organization of its kind to 
effectively address the prob¬ 

lem of drug and alcohol addic¬ 
tion. Founded on a shoestring 
in 1992 by veteran jazz saxo-

Buddy Collette, Arnold, and .Branford Marsalis at MAP benefit 

phonist Buddy Arnold, MAP has 
helped over 100 musicians, 
and its high success rate, cou¬ 
pled with the drug-related sui¬ 
cide of Kurt Cobain and 
Arnold's own indefatigable per¬ 
sonality, has recently inspired 
a stronger financial commit¬ 
ment from the music industry. 

Two benefit albums are also in 
the works, one featuring Eric 
Clapton, Dr. John and others, 
the second with younger 
artists. 

For Arnold, himself an ex¬ 
junkie, the key to MAP is a 
post-clinical therapy program 
which encourages a kind of 
buddy system, in which recov¬ 
ering addicts are paired with 
musicians who’ve shared their 

experiences. “Instead of one 
drunk talking to another, it’s 
one musician talking to anoth¬ 
er,” cracks Arnold, who runs 

the entire program out of an 
office at the Musician’s Union 
in Los Angeles. Musicians in 
need are encouraged to call 1 
(800) 707-4MAP, or to fax 
(213) 993-3198. 





TALENT 

JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION 

TRANS GLOBAL UNDERGROUND 

Boston Symphony record, the Double-Live 

Gonzo Sponge. I'm incredibly ambitious,” 

he decides. “But not very realistic. K. T. 

DES'REE “I suppose 
the reason I emphasize 
my writing is that I want 
people to know that / 

TRANS-GLOBAL UNDERGROUND While you 

may have heard Natacha Atlas’s exotic 
Arabic and Spanish vocals on records by 

Jah Wobble, Love & Rockets or in the 
movie Stargate, Atlas is most notable for 

her contribution to the pan-global sound of 
London band Trans-Global Underground. 

“When I was younger I tried to get into rock 

’n’ roll," explains Atlas, who also speaks 
English and French. “But something didn’t fit. 

I’d pretend to like the Sex Pistols or whom¬ 
ever, but I’m through pretending now.” 

JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION When 

Jon Spencer yowls, “Play the blues— 

punk!" at guitarist Judah Bauer on the 
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion’s new 

album, Orange, he might as well be lay¬ 
ing down his group's manifesto. The 
Blues Explosion's raw, fractured and 
often funky forays into the music from 
the Mississippi Delta could be the kick in 
the rear the venerable genre has needed 
for some time. Their two guitars, drums 

and no-bass set-up is modeled after 
Hound Dog Taylor’s band; still, Spencer 
won't cop to being an aspiring bluesman. 

“We're not a blues band in the formal 
sense,” he protests. True enough, JSBX 
are less than constrained by the 12-bar format, and quote 
hardcore punk riffs, '70s soul and Dr. Dre keyboard licks as 

much as they evoke crossroads and hellhounds. And Charlie 
Patton never used a Theramin, the nearly impossible-to-play, 
howling proto-synthesizer Spencer pulls out for live shows. “It 
pushes the set to another level,” he explains.-A/.B. 

write the songs,” says Des'ree, whose single “You Gotta Be" 
from her Sony 550 album I Ain’t Movin'is heading toward’s 
Billboard's Top Ten. The 25-year-old Londoner certainly doesn’t 
need to call attention to her voice, which can move from sultry 
to defiant in a beat. Born to West Indian parents, raised in Bar¬ 
bados, Des’ree seasons her earnest singer/songwriter sensi¬ 

bility with sly Afro-Caribbean grooves. “I’ve always wanted to 

encompass who I am and where I come from in my music." 
A tour with Simply Red and a U.K. hit with Terence Trent 

D'Arby (“Delicate”) helped build momen¬ 
tum for / Ain't Movin’. Her first album, 
Mind Adventures, slipped through the 

cracks: Part of the problem stemmed from 
the British music scene’s difficulty compre¬ 
hending a black woman whose tunes owe 
more to 1970s Stevie Wonder than '90s 

dance music. 
“I find it very hard when people say, 

‘You're not black enough for black radio.’ I 

found it quite insulting, really. The fact that 
I’m not like everyone else, don't you see 

that as a challenge?”-/!G. 

On their second album (and U.S. debut) International Times, 

TGU travels where no Deep Forest has gone, and their club¬ 

friendly beats, bass grooves and ultra-cool remixes garner 
cheers from the U.K.’s 
fickle dance community. 

“It’s not some 
earnest, purist, ‘right-

on’ attempt at assimila¬ 
tion,” says bassist/gui-
tarist Count Dubulah. 

“We just do it because 
we like this music and 
we believe in it.”-D.S. 

SPONGE “People think of a deep-sea creature," muses Vinnie 
of his band, Sponge. "I 
look at it as deep-space. 

It picks up deep-space fre¬ 
quencies, man. We write 

songs based on those 
transmissions.” Dressed 
like a hip hybrid of Richard 
Butler and Willy DeVille, 
Vinnie laughs. He's kid¬ 
ding—maybe. 

Formerly signed to Vir¬ 
gin with the band Loud-
house, Vinnie— no last 
name, please—learned 

not to be overwhelmed by
major-label machinations; hence the confidence and diversity 
displayed by the Detroit-bred quintet on its first Columbia re¬ 

lease, Rotting Piñata. From the dirge-like opener to the raucous 
title track, Sponge's roots are hard to pin. “I've had the chance 
to work with musicians that have been 
around Detroit," Vinnie relates. "Guys from 
the MC5, Asheton, Iggy Pop’s boys.” 

“'Rotting Piñata' was kinda inspired by 
Jack Kevorkian,” he continues. “The right 
to die. The image came from G.G. Allin. 
When he died we had a gig that night, and 
we were thinking about what if we took 

his body and put it out on tour; people 
would go to clubs to see it." 

On a less morbid level, Rotting Piñata is 
getting good reviews, but Vinnie isn’t content. 
"There’s gotta be a Sponge Plays with the 

MUSICIAN 
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Sealed rotary controls. 
All-metal chassis. 
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y > y— NEW & Nimi Source 
Alt 3/4 switch routes 

Alt 3/4 bus to AUX 3 returns, creating 
2 submix buses for remixing back into 
the main L/R buses. 

IB Signal 
Present LED. 

4 AUX sends per ch. accessed via two 
knobs & SHIFT button. AUX 1&3are 
true stereo; 2&4are 
mono. 

Introducing the ultimate line/keyboard mixer. The 
LM-3204 is everything 

you've come to expect from 
Mackie Designs: Ultra-quiet. 
Packed with features but easy 
to use. Built like a tank. 
Embarassingty late into 
production... 

As with our8*Bus Console 
series, the LM-3204 is one of 
those mixers that ire re always 
wanted to have around. 
Mackie Designs abounds with 
keyboard nuts, 
se¬ 
quenc¬ 
ing 
fanatics 
and 
other 
Line Level 
Input 
Challenged 
types. Thus 
we boldly set 
out to create a 
line mixer that 
could handle 
more hot stereo 
inputs than 
nature ever 
intended. 
Complete with , 
dedicated control 
room cutouts and tape 
monitonngleatures. 

But we also wanted to 
satisfy the Official Musician's 
Minimum-Daily Requirements 
for microphone inputs. For 
sampling. For vocals. For live 
single and duo dub acts. 

So we supplemented the 
LM-3204 with two of our 
highly-regarded mis preamps. 
They have the same very 
impressive specs, can't-bust-
'em headroom and switchable 
phantom power as our 8»Bus. 
CR-1604and MS1202 mic 
preamps. Each can be patched 
to any of the LM-3204's 16 
stereo channels. 

If you currently have more 
inputs than channels to put 
them in. call us toll-free today. 
We ll send you detailed 
information on the mixer that 
packs the most inputs into the 
least space ever. 

The LM-3204 from the 
rain forest fanatics at 
Mackie Designs. 

3-band EQ (BOHz, 2.5kHz 
512kHz like our CR-1604). 

MUTE ALT 3/4 doesn't just 
mute. ..it assigns the 
channel to a separate 
stereo bus. Especially 
handy when multitracking. 

Stereo In-Place Solo 
monitors channel 
without affecting 
main or AUX outputs. 
It also lets you read 
channel operating 
levels via the 
LM-3204's 13-segment 
LED meters. 

Forgiving UnityPtus gain 
structure, adds headroom, 
cuts noise & gives you 3OdB 
more gain above Unity. 

Studio-quality, high-headroom, low-
noise balanced mic preamps with 
-129.5dBm E.I.N. Complete with trim 
controls and switchable phantom 
power, they’re assignable to any 
LM-3204 stereo channel via A" TS 
Mic Outj acks. 

Not shown but extremely important 
in terms of noise & headroom: 
Professional +4dBu internal operating 
levels throughout (versus wimpy, 
hobbyist -1OdBVlevels found 

Solo level control and 
conspicuous, Rude Solo LED 

Aux Return to Control Room switch 
routes AUX 4 returns to separate 
Control Room/Headphone bus so 
you can “wet monitor” (listening 
with effects without applying them 

to the main L/R outputs) or 
play along with a cue 

track without 
having it go 
to tape. 

Elaborate 
monitoring: 
Separate 
Control Room & 
Headphone 
outputs w/level 
controls. Source 
from main L/R 
buses, tape output 
(when Tape Monitor 
button is pushed) or 

’ stereo In-Place Solo 
bus when any solo 
button is pushed. 

Built-in power supply (no hum¬ 
inducing, outlet-eating wall 
wart) uses standard IEC cord. 

Channel inserts on Channels 1 thru 4. 

SOOK09
J Suggested retail 

* * price. Slightly 
higher in Canada and uncharted 
regions of Cygnus XI. 

Both 
W&RCA-
type Tape Inputs and 

I Tape Outputs. 

Main L/R Inserts 

Control Room outputs so you 
don’t have to tie up your headphone 
output to drive a monitor amp. 

Expandability! Need even more inputs? 
You can add another 16 stereo inputs 
by plugging in our LM-3204 E expander 
here. It looks just like an LM-3204 
except that it doesn't have a master 
section over on the right side. 
You can “daisy chain multiple 
LM-32O4ES for almost unlimited 
inputs. Note: Aux sends are separate 
on each expander. 

*32 individual inputs 
plus 8 AUX inputs. 



ROUGH 
SOMETHING FISHY AT THE MUSEUM 

OF SYNTHESIZER TECHNOLOGY 

A bunker stuffed with hybrid telephone switch-
board/soft drink dispenser/pinball machines 
probably excites or appalls depending on 
whether you regarded Rick Wakeman as God or 
just some posturing Batman impersonator dur¬ 

ing the '70s. 
Inclined toward the former point of view, affa¬ 

ble Brit Martin Newcomb not only had the cash 
to assemble the world’s biggest collection of 
analog synthesizers, he also had enough to fly 
inventor Bob Moog to London for the opening of 
his Museum of Synthesizer Technology. It was a 
sunny, sweaty, squeaky, thweepy “happening” 
endowed with celebs like the Underworld's Rick 
Smith and Karl Hyde, Carrie Booth of Shake¬ 
speare’s Sister, Steve Hackett and producer 

Flood. 
The Museum is open to the public and can 

even be rented, allowing you to record wondrous 
beasts like the AKS Synthi 100, Buchla 700 and 
EML Polyfusion in situ. Analog may smell funny, 
but it’s certainly not dead in the U.K.-J.C. 

PURE-
GENIUS 

Now Acoustic Instruments Can 
At Last Share The Forefront With 
Electric Instruments Live On Stage, 

With Full Acoustic Timbre 
and Minimum Feedback. 

I K 



PRIVATE LESSON 

GEORG WADENIUS 

Swedish-born Georg Wadenius, a 16-year veteran of the New York 
studio scene whose resume includes stints with the Saturday 
Night Live Band, Luther Vandross and, most recently, touring with 
Steely Dan, has built a career on his keen ability to come up with 
tasty guitar parts under the gun. “First I assess the song struc¬ 
ture," he says. “Then I decide what kind of attitude the guitar will 

impart. Does it call for muffled single-note lines, contrapuntal lines 
or arpeggios with glassy, ringing sounds? I may change and devel¬ 
op these lines, but they will retain the same attitude throughout. 

“When I come to the chorus," he continues, “I want to create 
some sort of contrast to the verse. I aim for something that sup¬ 
ports the tune. For example, the tendency may be to play fuller 
chords in the chorus if I've been playing single notes in the verse.” 

It’s critical never to lose sight of what the other players are 
doing. "Listening helps me rhythmically and melodically," Wade¬ 
nius says. “If the keyboard is playing some really busy lines in the 
first bar of a repeating phrase, I may do more in the second bar 
where there's more room.” 

But even when things get busy, he is careful not to overplay. 
“Less is more. It’s not imperative to play a lot of technical stuff 
because, more often than not, it gets in the way of the other instru¬ 
ments. You don’t want to play your most heroic guitar line just 
when the vocalist is singing something subtle. "-R.L. 

R.E.M. BUSTS OPEN KBG/STING CONNECTION 

Kenneth, who knew the frequency, has been 
found! You all remember when CBS newsman 
Dan Rather made headlines—and standup com¬ 
edy routines—by claiming he’d been mugged in 
New York by two men who kept demanding, 
“Kenneth, what's the frequency?” Lately R.E.M. 
have taken that mysterious question and made 
a hit song of it. Now New York magazine has 
revealed that Rather was probably mistaken for 
Kenneth Schaffer—and electronics whiz who 
had built a system for pulling down and monitor¬ 
ing Soviet satellite transmissions. Kenneth told 
New York that in 1986, when the assault took 
place, he and Rather were both hanging with 
Jonathan Sanders, then with Columbia Universi¬ 
ty’s Harriman Institute for Advanced Study of the 
Soviet Union, now CBS News Moscow corre¬ 
spondent. Kenneth reckons that spies mistook 
Rather for him. Kenneth, by the way, also says 
he made guitars for John Lennon and inspired 
Sting’s song "Russians.” 

This month’s Rough Mix was written by Nathan 

Brackett, Julian Colbeck, Andrew Gilbert, Roberta 

Lawrence, Keith Powers, Dev Sherlock and Katherine 

Turman. 
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Amsterdam I' mopean press tour, it has been an 

uneventful past couple of weeks. 
” The animated and hyperaware Gordon has a slight¬ 

ness that won her a description as a “bag of bones” in a 
British music mag, for which she is not grateful; Post, not 

quite as thin, has darker features and a more insular mien. 
They’re wearing the same shirt because they’re best friends 
and best friends will do that. In conversation, they vary 
between listening intently to what the other has to say and 
rushing to finish each other’s sentences. They order the 

k same meals. “If you get something that I think 1 want,” 
Mb Post explains to her partner, more than half-scriously, 

“but I’m not sure, I get nervous that when it comes, 
I'm going to want it. So I just order the same thing." 

Adds Gordon, cheerfully, “We’re trying to 
•’"»H manipulate our media image.” 

Some observers charge they’ve already done 

1ft A 



DREAM 

ou* plan 

pop. “I’m speeding up/I 
can’t control my car” are 
the prescient words that 
open the record; in the 

jetsam—“25” references “Bend Me, Shape Me” by Chicago forbears 
American Breed; the concussive beginning of “Seether” is an homage 
to Cheap Trick’s “He’s a Whore.” (And wait till you hear the band’s 
volatile cover of the Sex Pistols’ “Bodies,” due out as a B-side.) Veruca 
Salt’s secret weapon is that Gordon and Post write separately, and both 
write well. Attempts to pigeonhole either one collapse: The band’s 
indie hit “Seether” is Gordon’s handiwork; one notes her pop facility 
and contrasts it with Post’s more rococo and emotional approach in a 
song like “Wolf.” Except that the even more epically scaled “25” turns 
out to be Gordon’s, while “Victrola,” as irresistible as “Seether,” is a 
Post song. That’s Gordon howling on “All Hail Me,” ripping through 
the puns of “Number One Blind” a few tracks later; that’s Post blazing 
away on guitar on “Wolf,” proffering a delicate falsetto on “Fly.” 

The Verucas embrace a classical, romantic notion of rock: The emo¬ 
tional divides and haggard longings that mark their music have roots in 
the familial wreckage they experienced or witnessed while coming of 

that, all too well. In the wake of Veruca Salt’s rapid launch from tenta¬ 
tive bar band to Talk of the Industry, there’s been no shortage of theo¬ 
ries to explain their quick success, some far from flattering. There is a 
certain mystery here: How did a relatively untested local quartet with 
one single on a tiny local label crack the major playlists of powerful 
rock stations like Chicago’s Q-101 and Los Angeles’ KROQ? What 
accounted for the concurrent surge of media publicity, including 
MTV play and interview offers from the New York Times? Did Gef¬ 
fen Records really sign them to a multimillion-dollar contract after 
their indie success on Minty Fresh, or has the company been secretly 
greasing the wheels all along as a clever marketing strategy? 

These are serious questions, or at least questions that are taken seri¬ 
ously, on the indie side of town. And right now, there is no town more 
indie than Chicago. It’s the home of Touch 
and Go Records, bastion of un-
compromising Midwest under- 1_ 
ground rock; of Drag City 
Records, ultrahip purveyors of 
ultrahip rock from Pavement and Royal 
Trux; and of Steve Albini, seminal post 
punkster (Big Black, Rapeman) and 
producer (Nirvana’s In Utero), the 
philosophical chief of a 
school of thought that JB K9 II 
says the indier the better. ■ ■ ■ 

Such thinking has earned 
its adherents an enormous amount of 
credibility in certain circles (Kurt 
Cobain, it’s said, really wanted to be on 
Touch and Go). But until recently few 
others noticed. This changed in 1993, 
when Smashing Pumpkins’ Siamese 
Dream went triple platinum, Liz 

All of which helped promote a climate for a) major-label signings, 
b) indie angst. When Touch and Go favorite sons the Jesus Lizard 
were given $100,000 from a division of Warner Bros, for rights to a 
single recording of a single appearance (the basis of the Lizard’s Show, 
on Collusion Arts Records), no strings attached, the issue caused a rift 
between Albini and the Lizard. And in what became the most talked-
about broadside of the year, Albini lambasted the town’s new rock 
royalty as “pandering sluts” in a letter to the Chicago Reader, point¬ 
edly including in his derision his former friends and labelmates in 
Urge Overkill. 

Now it’s Veruca Salt’s turn. “Veruca Salt are a seamless paradigm for 
marketable ‘alternative’ rock,” sniffed one local writer, Peter Margasak, 
reviewing a recent performance. “Lost in all the hoopla is the fact that 
Veruca Salt aren’t a particularly exciting or compelling rock band.” 

With a mix of amusement and resignation Post and Gordon are 
coming to terms with their new positions as media targets. “I keep 
hearing that we’re a marketing dream,” says Post. “Maybe that’s true, 

songs that follow we watch our heroines on a 
deeply felt quest for self in a world of slippery 
surfaces, unstable relationships and shattered 
families. Along the way they address elegantly 
primal subjects like murder (“All Hail Me”), 

anger (“Seether”) and suicide (“Wolf”), 
and also rather more complicated 
things, like the price of female self¬ 
denial in the face of the male sense of 

entitlement (“Celebrate You”). As the record 
progresses, the listener is unnervingly dragged 

along on their quest, a journey nicely resolved in the 
concluding song “25,” which begins with a metal roar 
and settles into a silky confessional. 

The record also bristles with salutes to pop flotsam and 

maybe we are a marketing dream. But that wasn’t our plan. There 
wasn’t a board meeting where someone said, okay, these two girls are 
going to front this band.” 

“It was our parents,” Gordon says dryly. “My mom and your 
mom got together and said—” 

‘“We’re going to have girls now,”’ Post says, picking up the thread, 
“‘and our girls are gonna have tits and ass and—’ ” 

‘“’Cause in the ’90s this grunge thing is going to be really big—’ ” 
“ ‘And it’s going to be really trendy to have girls fronting bands... ’ ” 
With a sort of futile idealism, Veruca Salt has labored over the course 

of their short career to be judged on their music. This has sometimes 
backfired, as when Gordon and Post turned down an interview 

request with the New York 
—Times last winter, on the rea-

sonable grounds that they 
“hadn’t done anything yet, and 

were promptly dubbed prima donnas. But it’s 
still a good idea. American Thighs—the title is 
an acid tip o’ the hat to an AC/DC cock-rock 
anthem—is an audacious debut, an album that 
uses a set of well-constructed pop and rock 
songs as the setting for a distaff coming-of-age 
story—a girldungsroman of twentysomething 

Phair’s Exile in Guyville 
won the Village Voice’s crit¬ 
ic’s poll, and Billboard, 
while touting those acts 
along with Urge Overkill, 
Material Issue and Ministry, 
devoted a front-page report to 
“Rock’s New Cutting Edge Capital. 

“NIA’ 0

BUT THAT WASN’ 
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age in the 1980s. “I spent I 
my life believing that 1 
had this perfect family 
and making my friends believe 
we had this perfect family,” Gor¬ 
don says. “My mother and I 
worked hard to keep this rosy 
facade up, that everyone was 
so close and happy.” A “huge 
and miserable” divorce ensued: 
“That rewrote mv entire life.” , ' . 

“I’ve seen all those _ 
kids has nee f * 

ing what to do 
with their lives, or having prob-
Icms w uh drugs, feeling w orth ‘ V -

less,” Post adds. “I don't leel 

confident oi competent in tills *P 

world.” That's wh.tt "( elcbratc 

You " is about : “It started with 

mv lather and extended to the 

other men in my life,” 
so 

much time celebrating 
them that I sort of 
neglected to celebrate myself or even 

Good 

Zoo. Powers put 
Veruca in an art¬ 
fest music pro¬ 

gram he was curating, then convinced the band to 
record his label’s first full album. Brad Wood, already 
acclaimed for helping Liz Phair craft the luminous 
song-settings on Exile, agreed to produce. 

By the end of the year Veruca Salt were getting 
looks by some majors. By the time the band played 

■ « an arresting set at the South by South-
- west mu-

which later signed with 

F°RA major 

' i (he’d signed the Cowboy 
I Junkies) and Zoo (the 

Pooh Sticks), who’d come 
back to Chicago to start 

his Minty Fresh label; one of his early releases was 
Liz Phair’s first single, another was by Love Jones, 

sic conference the 
following March, the buzz was overwhelming. 
“Every label president you can imagine was there,” 
marvels Powers. Post and Gordon claim they’d 

resolved by then to stick with Minty Fresh; the 
I majors could have a crack at their second 
I release. “We went on Minty Fresh because we 

gaimd. 99
acknowledge myself in that way.” weren’t ready for a major, because we weren’t 

It is this powerful sense of discovery, at once sobering and intoxi¬ 
cating, which permeates American Thighs from first song to last. “If I 
were the only songwriter in the band it would be obnoxious to ana¬ 
lyze the songs,” says Gordon. “I do think there is a thread through 
the record; it’s about trying to find our identity. I think about the line 
in ‘Celebrate You’—I can talk about it ’cause it isn’t my song—when 
Louise says, T lost my innocence today/When 1 learned how to write 
this.’ When we made this record it was a turning point in our lives. 
Maybe not even making the record: maybe just writing the songs, or 
making the decision to be in a band together.” 

THEY ARI friends who met over the phone. Gordon is a child of the 
tony Chicago Gold Coast who’d gone to Tufts and was back home 
precociously coordinating a Monet retrospective at the Art Institute 
of Chicago. (How many rock stars have translated Monet’s corre¬ 
spondence on the side?) Post, from St. Louis, went to Barnard; back 
in Chicago, she hooked up with actor John Cusack’s theater group 
New Crime, which specializes in raucous pieces of commedia 
dell’arte. Both wrote songs at home. 

At a New Year’s party, a friend of a friend played Gordon a tape of 
Post’s music over the phone. They made a date, and “I felt like I met 
my mirror,” says Post. “We both immediately felt we wanted to take 
this really seriously.” They advertised for a female rhythm section, but 
ended up with bassist Steve Lack, who saw the ad and applied anyway, 
and with Gordon’s brother, Jim Shapiro, on drums. When they ven¬ 
tured into the Chicago club scene some 18 months later, it was into one 
with its senses heightened by the Pumpkins’ success and the Billboard 
pronouncement; Veruca Salt, playing most of the songs that would 
make up American Thighs, drew local attention almost immediately. 

Enter Jim Powers, a onetime A&R man for BMG International 

a good enough band,” says Post. “We were scared,” concurs Gordon. 
“We just wanted to make a record with songs we loved and no pres¬ 
sure.” Powers put out a single of a power-pop Gordon tune, pressed 
2000 copies and started preparing for the fall release of the album. 

It didn’t quite turn out that way, of course. In overheated Chicago, 
rumors fly that the fix was in with Geffen from the start. It’s true that 
Uni, Geffen’s manufacturer, handled Minty Fresh product; true also 
that Powers now has his own A&R deal with the label. (“‘Minty-
Gef,’ we call him,” tweaks Gordon.) But what put the band on a 
major label ultimately had less to do with that (at that point, the pair 
nearly went with Virgin) and more to do with a song called “Seether.” 

Gordon thought that the tune, despite a fairly intense lyric limning 
a woman’s fight with her own anger, was a bit light. “When I walked 
into the practice room I said, ‘Forgive me, you guys.’” What trans¬ 
formed the song into a hit was a strange and unusual disease that 
began infecting certain radio programmers in 1993 and 1994. Every¬ 
one knows that radio has shifted massively leftward over the course of 
what critics are fond of calling the post-Nevermind era, to the point 
where one of the fastest-growing radio formats is “alternative rock.” 
While some and perhaps a lot of these stations play too few songs too 
often, they display a crucial conceptual difference from the rock sta¬ 
tions that ruled the airwaves just a few years ago. Based in grunge and 
fed by MTV, modern rock radio has gotten into the business of pro¬ 
viding listeners with what’s new—something mainstream classic-rock 
and AOR outlets had avoided as a matter of principle for years. 

Some stations—here’s the symptoms of that strange disease—have 
even gotten aggressive about it. Soundtrack cuts, odd covers, live 
tracks, B-sides, import B-sides—many of them unavailable in stores, 
much to the dismay of record companies—are often put in rotation at 
some very large outlets. Hence the phenomenon of Beck, whose 
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“Loser,” against all odds, was a number-one 
song on L.A.’s muscular KROQ as an inde¬ 
pendently released 12-inch, and the Off¬ 
spring’s Smash, at nearly three million sold, is 
the biggest indie record of all time. 

Powers sent a radio friend in Albany an 
early copy of “Seether” and was happy when 
the station played it. But when Chicago’s 
Q-101—the most powerful rock station in 
the market and a format bellwether— 
slammed the song into heavy rotation, he 
blanched. The 2000 Minty Fresh singles were 
long gone; Powers had been in the business 

enough to fear that fickle stations would for¬ 
get the band once the album came out. So he 
asked Q-101’s programmer Bill Gamble to 
stop playing the song. “I told him that this 
was a first,” Gamble recalls. “I said that I was 
going to mark this day down in my calen¬ 
dar.” But he shrugged and agreeably scaled 
airplay back to evenings. 

By this time, one of the spotters for 
KROQ had brought the single in to program 
director Kevin Weatherly. The radio’s staff 
spun it at a weekly listening meeting, and put 
it on the air that day. Soon it was being played 
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Saxophonist Joe Lovano meets 
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of music by Monk, Mingus. 
Ellington and others. 

A landmark jazz recording. 

heavily on modern-rock stations across the 
country. Q-101 put the song back into days. 

Billboard, meanwhile, was continuing to 
buzz the Chicago scene in general and Veruca 
in particular. Gordon and Post found them¬ 
selves in an enviable but difficult position. 
They had a hit single on a record that effective¬ 
ly didn’t exist. Did they want the same thing 
to happen to the album? Powers had decent 
distribution lines up, but... “At some point 
we realized that ‘Seether’ was going to be on 
the radio whether we liked it or not,” Post 
says. “We’d guessed we’d better enjoy it and 
figure out what it meant. What does it mean 
for the rest of the record, what does it mean 
for the rest of our careers? In a certain way, it 
was liberating. Once it was out, we wanted to 
make sure that we were protected and that we 
were dealt with well. And whatever one can 
say about a major—we’re very wary of major 
labels—I don’t have the incentive or the drive 
or the finances to release [cant’d on page 92] 

SALT BOX 

I
 know what they’re going to call it,” says 

drummer JIM SHAPIRO, excited about 

appearing in the Musician equipment side-

bar: “‘Salt Licks’!” Well, close. Shapiro 

plays a Slingerland kit with a teakwood oil 

finish—“a dead branch on the evolutionary 

tree of drum finishes,” he notes. He’s got an 

18-inch floor tom and a 24 kick drum: On it is 

the disturbing drawing of an imp (official title: 

“Evil Sailor 9”) that graced the cover of the 

band’s original single. Also: Ludwig snare and 

lots of Paiste cymbals. 

NINA GORDON plays a Gibson Melody Maker 

with a Gibson humbucker put in, and a 1974 

SG. Either can go through a Mesa/Boogie dual 

rectifier to an orange cabinet—just one, four 

12s. She’s got no pedals and “some hi-tech 

microphone.” LOUISE POST plays a 1972 Gib¬ 

son Les Paul Custom, a ’74 Junior through an 

Electro-Harmonix Big Muff to a Rivera 100-watt 

head cabinet. Bassist STEVE LACK generally 

pounds away at a ’77 Fender Precision, but also 

owns a ’75 Rickenbacker 4001: “I’m oscillating 

between the two at this point.” He also oscil¬ 

lates through a Hughes & Kettner Blue Tube 

pedal (“I’m using it as a boost for now”) and an 

Ampeg SVT II, which he says he uses only 

because he has a road case for it. He’d rather 

use his Ampeg V-9, but too many of the speak¬ 

ers are blown. “If anybody knows someone who 

can recone speakers cheaply, I’d be much 

obliged.” 
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ri with this album was to 
Í their fantasies,” claimed 
ave up, do it. Don’t hesi-

■ss in Seattle and The Bodyguard. 
Liad it made, admits LeMel. “But there 
hI. Something important was missing 

Med with former and current 
1c the switch to the other side of 
ated Warner Music Group head 

music departments of 
recently, Warner Bros. l ilni^B 

But the bug didn’t die. A™ 
dream” when Blue Note label! 
him to cut a record of songs frq 
the Dream, for his label. LeMe 
ing at the Hollywood Cinegril 
included both Beatty, who inti 
man of the board himself, Sinai 

“What I wanted to accom■ 
inspire people my age to livA 
LeMel. “Whatever it was 

U WOULD THINK GARY LEMEL IS 
Muhe luckiest guys around. As President of Music 
W^^^ros. films, he gets to pal around with the likes 

ttty and Frank Sinatra, working with direc 
kers to create best-selling soundtracks tc 

■Mel got to “live out my 
d Bruce Lundvall urged 
he movies, Romancing 
iped it off by perform-
tore an audience which 
ced him, and the chair-

“It looked lin 
was a hole in m\l 
from my life.” I 

That somethin; 
he hadn’t done p 
since his first albj 
having “the hcaij 
by Darin, the ; w 
appeal of a 
on Vee-ja^^Rc 
Î

 singing, his first love and something 
sionally for almost 30 years—ever 
vhose liner notes described him as 
Tony Bennett, the rhythm of a Bob-
of a Frank Sinatra and the youthful 
” had the misfortune of coming out 

ords a month before the same label 

Doug Morris, Bros. president/CEO Lenny Wa-
ronker, EM|^Kords president Davitt Sigerson, Inter-
scope^^^R Iovine, Qwest’s Quincy Jones, Maverick 
jw^^RBonna, Epitaph’s Bret Gurewitz and Herb Alpert 
■Re A in A&M—are just a few. But what motivates an 
artist to cross over into the business end? 

axl^^^BFibum by another new act called the Beatles. 
other jazz musicians, I thought rock ’n’ roll was a 

fad which would go away quickly,” he recalled. “It took 
me about four more years to realize maybe my singing 
career wasn’t going to happen. I was about to get married, 
I had adopted my wife-to-be’s two children and it was 
aime to get serious.” 
A Ironically, the very rock ’n’ roll which steamrollered 
ReMel’s performing career became his meal ticket to suc-

Wss in the souim^^^usiness. He segued from working 
with music publisn^^^^ssembling the soundtrack for 
Barbra Streisand’s A St^^Born, and went on to head the 



PAUL ATKINSON 
OINED THE ZOMBIES AT THE AGE OF 15, HIS FIRST 
and only professional band. Went on to work at U.K. publisher 

Dick James Music, then at the original Charisma Records U.K. 

and as an A &R rep at CBS U.K., RCA and MCA. 

How he gravitated towards business side: “I became more and 
more interested in the studio. I would stay there long after we finished 
recording, watching the engineers work. My goal was to be a produc¬ 
er, and I did a few records, none of them very successful. I discovered 
it wasn’t something I was very good at, but it put me in touch with 
more record labels. And frankly, I found I enjoyed hanging around 
the offices of Decca and EMI Records back then. I just became more 
fascinated with the whole process of making records, and less inter¬ 
ested in touring. So I started managing a couple of bands, doing a little 
producing and shopping their records to various record companies.” 

The turning point: “Being onstage was 
fun, but playing the same ten songs night 
after night going around the world in a van 
was not exactly glamorous. I found being an 
A&R man much more fulfilling. I liked the 
fact you could involve yourself in several 
projects simultaneously, and then jump off to 
something completely different. The frustra¬ 
tion came for me, ironically, when I got to be 
more successful and took on more responsi¬ 
bilities as an administrator, which removes 
you further from the actual creativity.” 

How his musical background helps in his 

current job: “I wouldn’t be doing this if I 

mind-set. I liked to write songs, talk to people and help them with their 
music. That’s why journalism was always fun for me. It was my life sup¬ 
port, my way of getting free records and talking to people just to educate 
myself about their work. The things which made me poorly qualified to 
be an artist made me quite well-quakfied to be a journalist, an A&R exec¬ 
utive or a producer—people who have opinions about music they are 
willing to stand by. What I did as a critic was not dissimilar to what I did 
as a producer, which was to figure out whose work I felt was worthwhile 
and then try to ascertain what I loved about it... If only they could do 
this or that differently. The great thing about becoming a producer was, 
instead of bitching about a record after the fact, you could say, ‘Have 
you ever thought about doing it this way?’ Sometimes, the artist would 
say, ‘That’s a terrible idea,’ and that meant we shouldn’t work together. 
But sometimes they’d say, ‘That’s cool. How can we do that?’ It was all 
about getting into people’s heads to try to make their music better.” 

The tumingpoint: “The death of my perform¬ 
ing career was the Portastudio. What was impor¬ 
tant to me was writing a song and hearing it back. 
I didn’t need the world to hear what I was doing. 
And I realized a big part of being an artist is not 
just having the talent, but having a real desire to 
grab the world by its lapels and say, ‘Would you 
please pay attention to this because it’s great and 
I’m great.’ Which I didn’t have. What was impor¬ 
tant to me was my opinion, which is the arro¬ 
gance of the critic and the record producer. The 
most important thing for a producer or an A&R 
executive is not necessarily any set of skills, but 
an ability to sit in the chair and say, ‘No, it’s better, 

“GOING AROUND THE WORLD IN A VAN WAS NOT EXACTLY GLAMOROUS.” 

hadn’t been a musician. At every stage of the 
A&R process, I look at a band as musicians 
and watch how they play. When you’re 
meeting a group, having been a working 
musician gives you an advantage. Musicians 
talk to record company executives in a cer¬ 
tain guarded fashion because they’re suspi¬ 
cious. But if they know you’ve been in their 
shoes, their attitude is different. I remember 
meeting Tom Petty years ago when I was 
with MCA, and there was no secret he’d had 
his differences with that label over the years. 
I was introduced to him by his manager as an 
ex-Zombie and his face immediately bright¬ 
ened. We could talk about something that 
had nothing to do with business. It gives you 
a common ground.” 

Paul Atkinson as a young mod Zombie (above) 

and on the other side of the desk, today. 

DAVITT SICERSON 

but it’s not there yet,’ and not let go until it’s right.” 
How his musical background helps in his cur¬ 

rent job: “My profession is helping people 
achieve their artistic dreams, so it very much 
helps to have someone who has had the experi¬ 
ence of being an artist and been through the pain. 
I don’t think it makes it any less painful, but it 
does make it more efficient. When I got to Poly-
dor, there were 23 names on the domestic roster 
and, after a couple of months, two were left.” 

DEREK SHULMAN 

Scottish leader of progres-sive art-rock group Gentle Giant joined 

PolyGram doing promotion and artist 

development before moving on to do A&R at 

Mercury, where he worked with Bon Jovi, Cin¬ 

derella and Kingdom Come. Later headed Ateo 

Records and most recently has worked as an 

Manhattan-born sigerson began writ-
ingfor England’s Melody Maker and Black Music before 
releasing two solo albums in the late ’70s. That led to a 

stint as a staff songwriter at Alma Music, then to producing David + 

David, Tori Amos and the Bangles. He became president of Polydor 

Records, senior VP A&R at EMI Records Group and is now president 

and CEO of EMI Records. 

How he gravitated towards business side: “I never really had the artist’s 

A&R consultant for Giant Records. 

How he gravitated towards business side: “My theory is, careers in 
the music business have ten-year spans and after that you should 
move on. When we first started, the bottom line was we wanted to 
make music. I decided to manage the band myself because we kept 
getting ripped off. Which, in retrospect, is the worst thing an artist can 
do, you’re not taken seriously as either. With Gentle Giant, we did 
everything ourselves, just like an indie band does today.” 
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The turning point: “We were on a headlining tour with Gentle 
Giant and the kids were going crazy. But we just weren’t playing that 
well. I realized it had become like a day job and I had always vowed, 
since I was in high school, if the music business ever became like a job, 
I’d quit. At the end of that U.S. tour, we had a meeting, looked at one 
another and decided to break the band up. 

“1 had a couple of production deals with labels, but I wasn’t sure I 
wanted to sequester myself behind four dark walls for the rest of my 
life, either. And then a couple of people from PolyGram I was friendly 
with called and said, ‘Why don’t you work for a label?’ They suggested 
I do promotion and artist development and why not? People like Jeff 
Pollack and Lee Abrams were both radio DJs who were big fans of 
Gentle Giant. And 1 got to know these people from the ground up.” 

How his musical background helps in his current job: “Underneath 
this music business executive is a revolutionary 
musician who doesn’t want a day job, and who 
wants to do something a little bit more creative¬ 
ly. 1 feel I can relate to young bands because I can 
relate to being on a crappy tour bus as well as 
doing the big mega-tours. And 1 can relate to the 
musical part. Rather than say, T don’t like this 
song because I don’t like it,’ I can say, ‘Why 
don’t you trv this?,’ pick up a guitar and give 
them a chord change. Whether they laugh at me 
behind my back, I don’t know, but I’m still a 
musician at heart.” 

HOWARD WU ELF INC 
HISJERSEY CITY NATIVE FRONT-
ed a variety of D. C. punk outfits and 

was a rock critic for both the Washington 

music as a full-time career, I was shortchanging my son as a father.” 
How his musical background helps: “It allows me to understand 

what’s going through the heads of the bands as creative people and 
keeps it clear in my mind that what we’re talking about is something 
that someone felt in their hearts and meant a great deal to them while 
they were making it. Which is something you can forget in the midst 
of trying to market music successfully. Then there are those artists 
who are familiar with some of what I’ve done, which I suppose 
makes them feel a little bit more at ease. Perhaps having someone at a 
company perceived as a major corporation who once played in a 
band as determinedly obscure and idiosyncratic as Half Japanese 
makes them think, if there’s space for this guy, maybe we can feel 
comfortable as well.” 

HUGO BURNHAM 

The ex-drummer for politi¬ 
co/ U.K. punk-rockers Gang of Four 
launched his own management company, 

Huge & folly, with his brother, after being forced 

to take the business reins of his own band. Went on 

to become an A&R executive at Island, Imago 

and is currently at Quincy Jones’ Qwest Records. 

How he gravitated towards business side: “We’d 
fired the manager we’d had in Gang of Four and we 
couldn’t find anyone else we trusted, so I basically 
took over management with my brother. It was the 
days of ‘do it yourself,’ and that’s what we did.” 

The turning point: “After I left the Gang of 
Four, I started to do some session work. Then both 
ABC and Shriekback asked me to manage them. 
I’d gotten to the point where I wasn’t enjoying 

“IF GANG OF FOUR HAI) THE KNOWI I 1)GE WE HAVE NOW WE’D BE BIGGER THAN U2.” 

Post and New York Rocker, among others, but 
his main claim to fame is having played bass for 

renowned cult band HalfJ apanese. He went on 

to work publicity at the one-time leading record 

importer, Jem, and is now a director of publicity 

at Columbia Records, where his acts include 

Gumball, Firehose, Jeff Ruckley, London Suede 

and Soul Asylum. 

Turning point: “The decision to give up try¬ 
ing to play music for a living came when I broke 
up with my first wife and I had to take over full-
time care of my son. At that time, I was juggling 
three jobs simultaneously—working in a record 
retail store, playing in bands and writing for the 
Washington Post. I decided it was necessary, in 
order to actually be a good parent, to make the 
same amount of money doing one day job. 1 
started out looking for something in sales and 
was told there was, instead, an opening for a publicist. At that point, I 
was totally ignorant of the ways of the record industry, so when they 
asked me what kind of salary I wanted, I gave them a figure which 
equaled the total of all those other jobs. I guess it was so ridiculously 
low, even though I had no background at all as a publicist, they gave 
me the job. The decision to set aside music, though, wasn’t purely a 
business one. As my second wife pointed out to me, in pursuing 

drumming or trying to find something with the 
intensity I could give myself up for like I did in 
Gang of Four. So I gave up playing. I don’t regret it 
because I wouldn’t be where I am now, rather than 
a miserable old punk-rock drummer. It’s just a lot 
easier to maintain a musical career as a singer or a 
guitarist than a drummer. I can give back much 
more doing what I’m doing now than I could if I 
was still playing. And I’ll still play on occasion. I’m 
very grateful to anyone who wants me to— 
whether it’s Michael Been or John Lydon.” 

How his musical background helps: “I believe in 
the old-fashioned style of A&R, which goes be¬ 
yond just making the record to doing everything, 
much the way the product or label managers do 
now. For a young band that is concerned about 
getting involved with a big record company, if they 
can connect in some realistic way with somebody 

at the label who’s been there, perhaps it can help. If the Gang of Four 
had the knowledge we have now, we’d have been bigger than U2. We 
were arrogant and intelligent, but very naive about the business. 

“One of the things which caused the Gang of Four to fall apart was 
learning that the one who wrote the melody and lyric of a song got 
paid for the publishing. That’s been the beginning of the end for more 
bands than any single reason. Which is why I tell rock bands, before 

Hugo Burnham beat against the estab¬ 

lishment as part of Cang of Four, but 
found his true calling doing A&R. 
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you earn a single penny, get your agreements together as to where the 
money goes when it comes in. As a drummer I may be prejudiced, but 
I feel every member of the group should get something out of every 
penny earned by the band. This isn’t Tin Pan Alley. Mick and Keith 
might’ve written the songs, but it’s not the Stones without Charlie.” 

NICEL HARRISON 
HIS U.K. NATIVE PLAYED BASS IN SILVER-
head before recording with the Runaways, joining Ray Man-

zarek’s Night City and then his most successful outfit, 

Blondie. After that, he did music supervision on "Repo Man ” and 

"Light oj Day, ” seguing to A&R gigs at Capitol and, currently, Inter¬ 

scope, where he’s just signed Tom Jones. 

How he gravitated towards business side: “I’ve been earning money 
at music since I was 13. This is my whole life. Growing up in the music 
business, I was always fascinated by this thing of us vs. them, the 
record company guys and these godlike A&R figures on the one hand, 
and the musicians on the other. I was interested in the behind-the-
scenes bidding wars. I saw what are now some of the biggest bands in 
the world before they had record deals. The way I looked at it was I 
played the game and I hit the jackpot with Blondie. I still play on peo¬ 
ple’s records occasionally, but I did want to move on.” 

The turning point: “One day, I just woke up and decided I wanted to 
do music for films. Then it dawned on me that you work on a movie for 
three months and then it’s over and on to the next one. So I decided to 
focus on trying to get a record company job—which wasn’t easy at all.” 

How his musical background helps: “I’m truly a hands-on music 
guy. I was always worried about becoming a suit, except they don’t 
make them in my size. At Interscope, I get to deal with the music. 
That’s all I do. Bands relate to me because of my background. When I 
was at Capitol and Duran Duran got off the elevator, they’d come and 
hang with Nigel. I’ve found that musicians who’d be self-conscious 
about an unfinished track would play it for me because they knew I 
could understand what they were trying to do.” 

BOB PFEIFER 
HE CLEVELAND-BORN PHILOSOPHY STUDENT 
put off a teaching career to launch his own Velvets-inspired 

new wave garage band Human Switchboard, doing all the 

band’s press, promotion and distribution out of his Ohio basement. 

After a well-received solo album, Pfeifer put that “DIY” experience to 

good use as an A&R executive at Epic, where he signed Omette Cole¬ 

man and helped launch Alice Cooper's comeback as not only his label 

rep, but his co-songwriter. The one-time scuffling punk-rocker recent¬ 

ly took over the helm of Hollywood Records as executive VP. 

How he gravitated towards business side: “I called up all the critics, 
retail record stores and radio PDs myself. That’s one of the reasons I 
always look for someone who’s done it on their own. That’s where the 
passion comes from. I took to A&R right away because it wasn’t about 
the business, it was about the music. And I knew enough about the 
other functions of the label from having done everything on my own. I 
had an overview of what it took to break a record, so I was able to relate 
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that to the different departments at the label.” 
The turning point: “I had just turned 32, was 

living in Hoboken with a stove as my heater and 
starving. I had to figure out what to do with my 
life. So I started talking with friends in the busi¬ 
ness and they suggested I look into A&R be¬ 
cause it was the only place I could continue to be 
creative and also make a living. Don Grierson of 
Epic was the first one to offer me a job.” 

How his musical background helps him: 
“I’ve been able to be an outside listener, ad¬ 
viser and the ears for some of the greatest 
artists in the world. We talk about the same 
stuff I’d talk about to a member of my own 
band. I still feel like a musician; I’m just not a 
member of the band.” 

NANCY JEFFRIES 

THE BROOKLYN-BORN ELEK-
tra senior VP A&R was a guitar¬ 
strumming, Joan Baez-styled folk¬ 

rocker who moved to Memphis, where she 
became active in researching the roots of the 
blues, then to Hoboken, joining journalist/ 
clarinet/sax/recorder player Robert Palmer in 
the art-rock-progressive outfit Insect Trust, 
which released a pair of albums in the late '60s 
on Capitol and Ateo. She joined the RCA 
A&R department as a secretary, rising to 
become one of the industry’s first female tal¬ 
ent executives, with subsequent jobs at A&M, 
Virgin and Elektra. Some of the acts she’s 
been associated with include Evelyn “Cham¬ 
pagne” King, Suzanne Vega, Iggy Pop, Lenny 
Kravitz, Keith Richards, Ziggy Marley, Deee-
Lite and Freedy Johnston. 

What drew her towards the business end: 
“I found that with the band the time spent in 
the studio was the most fun. 1 tried to pursue 
producing but—not to push the pedal too 
hard on this—the studio was and still is a 
very macho, locker-room environment. 

“Being in a record company A&R depart¬ 
ment was fun because it was very close to 
being in the studio—you were working with 
music and had a creative say. I remember, 
when I was a singer in the Insect Trust, it was 
my job to talk to the lawyer and come to the 
record company because everyone was too 
high or too uncomfortable to do it.” 

The turning point: “I didn’t love touring or 
performing live, and I realized, to have this 
life, I would have to. But I was too self-con¬ 
scious to feel comfortable onstage. I realized I 
wasn’t the best there was at it, which drove me 
crazy. I attempted to become a producer, and 
took a temporary secretarial job for Tom 
Draper, who was head of black A&R for 

RCA Records, to make ends meet while I 
tried to pursue this goal. I think he needed 
someone who could talk on the phone intelli¬ 
gently about making records more than he 
needed someone who could type, and when 
Tom left to go to Warner Bros., I began to take 
over the administration of the department, 
keeping track of the budgets. I began to help 
them sign artists, while they’d pat me on the 
back and say, ‘Okay, now go back to paying 
the bills.’ And I said, ‘No, I want to do this.’” 

How her background as a performer helps 
in her current position: “It’s better than a col¬ 

lege degree. Because you can understand why 
the artists need to do what they do. You can 
understand the pressures and the motivation. 
I still remember how much fear I had going 
into the label because artists feel the record 
company has such a degree of control over 
their life. Once I started working at a record 
company, I realized it was just a bunch of 
people doing the best they can. But it’s a 
monolith to the artist. Sometimes, it feels like 
their worst fears come true. Other times, I 
wish they could see it because they would 
really get an insight into what goes on.” 'u' 
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It was an idea so 

just a few ridges apart as the crow flies 

across Mulholland. And both players were * - » 

done. Bring together Edward Vdn 

Slash, guitarists and guiding musical sp 

of the top two world-class rock n'vOH'* 

bands to emerge from Los Angelas in the^ ’ 

past two decades. Timing was excell^^^ 

Both have just completed new albums 

Halen’s Balance features the familiar qu'ar'^ 
tet of Eddie and Alex Van Halen, Michael \ 

Anthony and Sammy Hagar; It’s Five 0 Clo^ 
Somewhere, courtesy of Slash's Snakepit, iS 
a solo debut of sorts, with a crew compris, 

ing Jellyfish's Eric Dover, Alice in Chains 

bassist Mike Inez, and past and present Guns 

N’ Rosers Gilby Clarke and Matt Sorum), 

which will arrive in early '95. Logistics 

seemed feasible: Both reside in the L.A. hills' 

agreeable, albeit with the wary enthusiasm 

of musicians who’ve liked each other from a 

distance. There was really only one concern, 

* ' 

Slash suggested, a few days before the inter-

view was to take place: “We really don't 

have anything in common.” 

Well, yes and no. Different personalities for 

sure. Dressed casually in shirt and jeans, 

life afte 

alert eyes sparkling behind a pair of black¬ 

framed glasses, Edward Van Halen has the 

look and manner of a scientist who naturally 

attracts electrons. His speech is quick and to 

the point, sometimes thoughtful, sometimes 

gruff, with a surprisingly quick wit and AW. 

infectious laugh that charms you into think 

ing you're having a wonderful time, tfajh’as 

J 

lud« 



he’s telling you how mueh he hates interviews. Slash, who looks like, 
well, Slash, is more laid-back and reflective, and his humor tends to be 
more droll. They complement each other nicely, which makes you 
wonder what they’d be like together onstage. That’s not likely to 
occur any time soon, though; Ed gets up at 6:30 these days, around the 
time Slash falls into bed. 

They met at high noon in the comforting confines of Ed’s 5150 
recording studio, a short drive up the pavement from the sprawling 
Tudor house he shares with his wife and young son. Choice of setting 
was no accident, for while Slash travels in ever-widening social and 
musical circles, Edward has long trained his own sights literally close 
to home. Van Halen is his band—“only as long as 1 live,” he explains 
—offering the space and secure foundation for his increasingly 
assured pop songcraft and ever-amazing solo flights. Van Halen has 
endured precisely one personnel change in 20 years, while Guns N’ 
Roses seems to go through six or seven each month. (Just who is in 
that band now, anyway?) Yet within and without that world of con¬ 
trolled chaos, Slash continues to surprise as a songwriter probing the 
frontiers of riff-based rock, and a bluesy stylist whose solos are at 
once soaring and soulful. What they share, most obviously, is a com¬ 
mitment to their bands, to their instruments, and to the notion of 
music as a field of experience and journey into the unknowable. 

Pop styles wax and wane, and while both Van Halen and Guns N’ 
Roses remain enormously popular, it’s become fashionable in the cli¬ 
mate of the alternative ’90s to dismiss them as old hat. Well, it’s a free 
country as far as that goes, but rejecting their claims on rock star 
celebrity misses the point. For all the mythic baggage that comes with 
their territory, both players remain willing to take musical chances, 
which means they’re willing to fail—which helps explain why they’ve 
made it this far, and why they’re likely to endure. 

And, maybe, why they hit it off so well. “It’s strange to be sitting 
with a guy whose band was one of the ones that really kicked in when I 
was first getting started, and now I’m sitting here as one of his peers,” 
Slash observed with some awe. “I feel more like an understudy.” 

“You probably saw us at Gazzarris,” Ed surmised. 
“Actually it was the Starwood,” Slash replied. “I was like 14, and 

I’d hang out front and sell quaaludes.” 
Ed chortled. “You probably sold me some.” 
So began a freewheeling repartee that covered the waterfront from 

’60s rock to the dearth of ’90s guitar heroes to the mysteries of the 
muse to the strangeness of lead singers. “I have to call him up 
tonight,” Slash enthused, after it was over. “That was the most per¬ 
sonable hang we’ve ever had. Actually,” he admitted, “It was the first 
time we ever had a conversation when we were sober.” 

MUSICIAN: Do you worry about your new albums’ reception by the 

public? 

SLASH: It ’s not supposed to matter. But because it’s got my name on 
it, there’s a little pressure. When I’m in the car and just listen to it for 
what it is and strip the pressures away, I like it. But I’ve got so many 
people coming at me from so many directions that sometimes I’ll lis¬ 
ten to it and stress out. At least in Guns I’ve got five or six guys on the 
line as much as 1 am. 
VAN HALEN: I don’t really think about it. 1 guess I’m very selfish in 
that respect. If I’m happy with it, that to me is at least half of it, and if 
someone else likes it too, that’s like a home run. But if they don’t like 
it, that’s okay—I still do. 

That’s actually the whole reason why I built this studio. Because, I 

think it was our fifth album, Diver Down, was half cover tunes and I 
hated it. ( ertam people in the hand and around us had the philoso A 
ph\ of “1 les, if \ ou redo a pros en hit, \ ou 're half ss ay there." I don’t ^^B 
like that "haltw ax there” shit. I’d rather bomb w ith mv own stuff çnM 

than make it doing someone vise's. Because il s ou do music dial sou 9 
really don’t enjoy playing, you’re not satisfying yourself, and if i ^B 
nobody else likes it, you’re double-fucked. You got zilch. Pleasing 
yourself has got to be number one. ^^B ' JH 
MUSICIAN: So you built the studio because of that conflict or ? 

because you weren’t getting enough time to make your own music? 

VAN HALEN: No, I had plenty of stuff, that’s never a problem. I 
write like crazy. Say like that song “Dancing in the Street”—I was 
writing a song with a synthesizer riff, my own piece of music, and ^^B 
someone took it and said, “Hey, we can use it for this!” Well, fuck 
you! So I built my own studio and the first song I wrote was j 
“Jump.” And that was a struggle to get on a record but I just said, ^^B 
we’re doing it. And now we please ourselves, which is maybe a 
selfish-prick attitude. But it’s the old premise of how can you 
love someone else if you don’t love yourself? ^^B 
MUSICIAN: Is that why you made a solo album, Slash? 

SLASH: I just needed an outlet. \\ it 11 ( mils w e had toured lor so 

long, and w hen the tour ended, I built a studio in m\ house and 

1 wrote all these songs and thes didn't turn out to lie ( Inns 

material. Axl w as dealing with his lawsuits, and Matt [Sorum | .) JSiA 
and I were jamming these songs up so I thought, well, a solo B^H| 
record. We wrote 17 songs in 17 days or so and then went in ^^B 
the studio and did it under budget. ^^B c wl 

It was a bunch of musicians just having a good time without 
the pressure of Guns N’ Roses. I think that was the real reason 
for pursuing it, realizing that you could break it back down to 
where you’re just a band again, albeit your lives have changed ^^B 
from being on the street and having to pawn stuff back and 
forth. Now you have your own amp—but the feel is the same. km 

VAN HALEN: I think the only reason people do solo records is 

because thes can't express themsels es lulls within then unit. ^^B 
I mean, there's stuff that didn't make our record because it .^B^v-I 
was too "out," but I has e the freedom w ithin the band to 

not warrant solo record. I generails- look at music as a 

form of expression, but it's also therapeutic. So a lot of 

limes, depending on w liât mood I'm m, I'll do something 

for ms sell that is just weird, like sax, the intro to the ballad >^^MB| 
“Strung Out.” I have hours and hours of weird piano nois- Tl 
es. [Producer] Bruce Fairborn happened to hear it and 
goes, “What is that?” That’s been laying around for ten i i A 
years. I had never thought of putting it on a record; for me 
it was more therapeutic. I have a lot of weird stuff that 
maybe, at some point, people will hear—but 1 don’t see ^^B 
the point. ’Cause it’s really not a song. ^^B 
MUSICIAN: Edward, you’ve always been the sole guitarist ^£¿3g 
m your band, bile \la>h mo pLwd oil another '<MmbB 

run. inist ..lih < mm \ ' Rosen \re either <>l you tempted b̂BBbB 
to go the other way? tC 
VAN HALEN: \o, xx 

tan st. I like the Irccdimi to do w hates ei I w ant to w hen 
like to and do ms ow n tlmig. 

had to conform w nil somebi>d\ else, I'd 

has c to start counting, and that w ould Im k w ith m\ Jä h . " • 
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SLASH: “The music business won’t let you be a musician 
other guy to be plugged into your head and think the same way? 
SLASH: I like jamming with other people—when it’s their band. I like 
getting up with people that are way above par and trying to see if I can 
stand up on my own and pull it off. If you have a good night, it means 
the world to you. I had Les Paul wipe the stage with me the first time I 
jammed with him. I never wanted to be off a stage so badlv. And Les will 
fuck with you, because in his own mind, as well as the public’s mind, he 
is the king. I Ie looked over at me like “Well, vou’ll learn how to play one 
day, kid.” But I did jam with him recently, 
and I’ve gotten better—we managed to play 
four songs together without any alterca¬ 
tions or any serious faux pas, and that was 
nice. It gives you a little more confidence. 

But the only reason Guns had two 
guitars was because Izzy and Axl came 
as a package deal. [Eddie cackles.] I had 
a band called Road Crew and I could¬ 
n’t find a singer. Singers are the hard¬ 
est thing to find. 
VAN HALEN: They are. 
SLASH: And Izzy and I never had a 
great relationship. I played what I 
played on my side of the stage, he 
played on his. Izzy couldn’t real¬ 
ly play guitar anyway—he’s a 
great songwriter. So I could do whatever I want¬ 
ed, as long as we had a basic arrangement. Then when Izzy quit, 
Gdby [Clarke] was like a godsend, ’cause we had to put somebody in 
that spot. But now Gilby’s gone... 
VAN HALEN: Hey, do it yourself! I think it’ll be interesting. 
SLASH: Guns is a two-guitar band. But when we go into the studio I 
end up doing all the guitars by myself. We do the basic scratch tracks 
with maybe two rhythm guitars, and then I go back and fix all the gui¬ 
tars. So it’s a weird kind of thing. 
VAN HALEN: So you just need a guy to do it live. 
SLASH: Yeah, but the whole thing about a rock ’n’ roll band, it’s sup¬ 
posed to be a cohesive unit? 
VAN HALEN: [laughs] Not necessarily! 
SLASH: Don’t say that—that’s the way Axl thinks too. 
MUSICIAN: Ed, any advice for Slash regarding lead singers? 

SLASH: I don’t want to think about lead singers. 
VAN HALEN: Lead singers are hell. It’s true! You gotta be a prick to be a 
lead singer, that’s half the deal. 
MUSICIAN: As guys who write songs but not lyrics, do you have a 

theme in mind when you write, and do you try to convey that to the 

singer or lyricist? 

VAN HALEN: Sometimes yes, sometimes no. I will definitely argue 
with the person who’s writing the lyrics if I don’t think they fit. Usu¬ 
ally the music speaks so loud for itself that if the guy misses it, there’s 

really something wrong with him. 
SLASH: In Guns I would make suggestions 

for lyrics, but the general vibe of the 
riff would pretty much provide it. The 
Snakepit thing is the first time I’ve ever 
had to write entire songs lyrically. Me 
and Eric Dover wrote the lyrics about 
50/50, and that was a whole new trip for 
me. I found I could express myself verbal¬ 
ly a lot better than I ever thought I could. 
MUSICIAN: Often the creative tension 

between the guitarist and the singer/lyricist 

ultimately pulls them apart. 

VAN HALEN: Well, I really don’t think friction 
is what makes something happen. What 
makes it work is the differences of opinion and 
ideas. That’s part of collaborating with anothei 
human being. But music is not a competitive 
thing, and that tears up a lot of bands. That’s 

why Roth quit. He thought he was King Cheese—go ahead! I don’t 
want to deal with someone who’s in competition with me, I want to 
work together and make music, you know? 

Alex and I are completely different in musical taste. But we don’t 
say, “I want it all my way”—we bring different elements to the table, 
stir it up and make a stew out of it. As opposed to: “We got too much 
olyou in the stew!” [laughs] Everybody in this band plays a role and if 
you remove any one of them, it won’t work. I guess it’s a band situa¬ 
tion at its best; we each have a role and we try to do the right thing. 
MUSICIAN: Which is unusual. 

VAN HALEN: Well, take Jimmy Page and Plant—they still don’t like 
each other! Or at least that’s what’s apparent. I read the interviews and 

THE ROTH OF GOD 

grunge bands tune down now thinking it’s cool. I had to do it and I hated it. There’s a 

reason why the A rings at 440 Hertz. The guitar sounds best at that tuning.” 

Edward’s amps include a Peavey 5150 and an old Marshall Super Lead 100 Watt 

amp (circa 1968) for recording. “Live, I just use the Peavey with an Eventide 

H3000 Harmonizer and two Roland SDE-3000 delays. In the studio I use one cabi¬ 

net with one head, either the Marshall or the 5150 head. I pan the main guitar dry 

signal to the left, put it through a Harmonizer on the other side and add a little 

delay—the same sound on everything.” 

Slash plays through Marshall amps. His effects are limited to a talk box, a Cry 

Baby wah and a custom rackmount wah that uses wireless remote controller 

pedals. 

E
DWARD VAN HALEN plays a Music Man guitar—the Edward Van Halen signa¬ 

ture model, of course—with pickups by Dimarzio, a type “you can only get in 

my guitar. You can’t interchange the front and rear ones like a Les Paul, 

they’re different.” SLASH plays a copy of a ’59 Gibson Les Paul “made by a 

guy in Long Beach who passed away,” fitted with a matched pair of Seymour 

Duncan Alnico II Pro humbuckers. “When we were doing ‘Appetite for Destruction’ 

I hadn’t really settled into my sound. Our manager brought this around and it’s 

been my main guitar ever since.” 

Both players prefer Ernie Ball strings of a fairly light gauge (.009 to .040 for Van 

Halen, .010 to .046 for Slash). “I used to use heavier strings—we had to tune down 

’cause Roth didn’t have much of a range,” Edward remarks. “It’s funny, ’cause all the 



That’s the worst obstacle.” 
it seems like they’re obviously doing it just for the bucks. I don’t 
know if it’s true or not. But you figure, guys who have been doing it 
that long would get over the ego bullshit by now. 
MUSICIAN: How are you and Alex different? 

VAN HALEN: He listens to everything and 1 don’t listen to anything. 
I guess I’m more driven or inspired by the way I feel, or by life in 
general. Even though I’m not a lyricist, emotionally things move 
me and they come out in my music. That sounds so funny to me: 
My Music. It sounds so pompous, because I really can’t claim to 
have ever written anything. I get into a state of mind playing after 
about an hour, where things just come out. I’m not like Barry 
Manilow, who can sit and write a jingle on the spot. I’m not a pro¬ 
fessional in that sense. I can’t force it like: [snaps his fingers and imi¬ 
tates a hypnotist 's voice] “ Come to me... ” 

The sound I’m hearing in my head, I haven’t heard it yet either. So 
it’s very difficult to explain. I’ve tried, I called it the “brown 
sound”—now everywhere 1 look, it’s “Eddie Van Halen’s Brown 
Sound”—well, that’s not what I meant. Really, I’m just searching. 
And one of these days, I’ll capture what I want. It’s all a learning 
process and just winging it and having fun. The process is the fun. 
But I don’t think 1’11 ever get what I want. ’Cause when I do, I’ll quit. 
MUSICIAN: You 've credited Eric Clapton as your one strong influ¬ 

ence, which has probably caused some fans to scratch their heads. 

VAN HALEN: Well, c’mon, that guy is still around—he’s doing great. 
I prefer the way he played back in the Cream days. A lot of people 
liked me better in the early days than now. And I can understand. 
You change—your outlook, your inspiration, your moods...it’s 
not a conscious thing. I’m sure Clapton didn’t say, “I’m gonna play 
a Strat now.” He just evolved. 
MUSICIAN: Slash has credited Mick Taylor of the Stones as an influ¬ 

ence. Taylor and Clapton both liked to swing around the beat, and 

you guys do that too. You 're not bound by meter, and you 're always 

playing off the drummer. 

VAN HALEN: ’Cause that’s what Alex and I grew up on! Our 
rhythm section is the guitar and the drums, not the bass and drums. 
Alex and I interact while Mike holds it all down, which is very 
Cream-like. Except that Jack Bruce wasn’t holding it down, he was 
soloing between the other two. 
SLASH: There’s a lot of stuff I still listen to that’s prehistoric now; 
that’s still the only stuff that does it for me. I always wondered why 
Mick Taylor was so underrated; people would say, “Who’s that, the 
guy from Foreigner?” No one seems to know him, but he was a 
great guitarist in the Stones. I grew up on Clapton too, and all these 
guitarists who were around in more or less the same time frame. 
They were really good “tone” guys who could use one note, as 
opposed to three, and make it do its trip. 

I kind of stopped listening to the Stones after Some Girls but I 
have the new record [ Voodoo Lounge] in my car, and I think it’s a 
great record. I’ve known Ronnie [Wood] since I was a kid and I spent 
a couple of weeks in his house when the only thing he had was the 
working roughs of that album. Some of the songs got very close to 
me. And I was at Don Was ’s house during the overdubs, and it was 
great to watch what goes on there, ’cause it brought this multimil¬ 
lion-dollar establishment down to all these people—just hanging out 
and the candles going and the drinks going around. It’s nice to see the 

older guys who have been there since the beginning; all of a sud¬ 
den you feel like, “Okay, calm down, it’s not that big a deal—just 
do what you do.” Because the business won’t let you be a musi¬ 
cian—it’s the worst obstacle. And it’s the time you spend onstage 
that makes any of it worth getting up to deal with the next day. 
MUSICIAN: Both of you grew up in families that were either very 

musical [Edward’s] or very connected to the world ofpop culture 

[Slash’s], To what extent was that a help and to what extent a 

hindrance to finding your own way? 

VAN HALEN: I don’t think it hindered me at all. I grew up around 
music and it was great. Granted, it was a different style of music. 
My mom hated it because my dad was always on the road. 
Growing up in Holland when me and Alex were seven years old, 
we used to go across the border to Germany to clubs where he 
played. That was just normal to me: eight years old, staying up to 
two, three in the morning, hanging in the club. 
SLASH: 1 didn’t know that. 
VAN HALEN: Oh yeah, my dad was a jazz musician. Clarinet and 
saxophone. But my mom wanted us to grow up and be some¬ 
thing respectable. The only way she’d let me play guitar was if I 
also did piano. 
SLASH: Well, that’s good—now you can play piano. I can’t. 1 
think the benefit I got from being around the music business as a 
little kid was it keeps me sane now. I dealt with so many neurotic 
“name” people for so long and saw so many things go on, that 
dealing with all the things that have happened through Guns N’ 
Roses’ career, it’s like “eh, whatever.” I can see the bad habits I 
picked up too—some of them obvious. But at the same time, I’m 
a little more rational than some unnamed musicians who wig out 
really quick. 
MUSICIAN: How about the effects of growing up in Los Angeles? 

VAN HALEN: I don’t think it matters where vou grow up. It’s 
what you’re exposed to. We were weaned on English rock, and 
it’s funny, ’cause they grew up on American blues guys. Now 
they say “the Seattle sound”—1 don’t think if you’re from Seat¬ 
tle you’re gonna sound that way. If some cat grew up listening to 
Black Sabbath and another guy in Seattle grew up listening to 
Joni Mitchell, he ain’t gonna sound like Black Sabbath. 

Yeah, but I think that’s partly record companies and partly 
people not having their own style. The companies go, “We’ve 
got to find another band like these guys that are happening,” and 
don’t sign anybody else. And the musicians go, “We’re gonna 
play that kind of music so we can get a record deal.” It’s such an 
incestuous, twisted thing. 

Look at cars nowadays—they all look alike. It’s like, that one’s 
selling, so let’s copy it. A Lexus looks like a Mercedes. And in the 
’50s and '60s, look at the cars—and look at the music. You had 
the Who, Led Zeppelin, Sabbath, Cream...different styles and 
no one was copying each other. I don’t think there’s really a hell 
of a lot happening musically right now. I mean, whatever you 
hear is pretty good. But there’s no Led Zeppelin, no Who—and 
that was all in a very short amount of time. How long was the 
Beatles’ career? Not very long. Look what they did. 
MUSICIAN: When you were coming up in the club scene, did you 

ever feel that your background affected your vision ? 

VAN HALEN: I never had a vision, [laughter] See, you almost 
make it sound like “Did you feel like you knew more than them 
because you were raised... ?” No. 
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SLASH: I thought [the scene] was just absolute stupidity. I liked to 
play, but all the other complications that went around it didn’t make 
sense to me. 
VAN HALEN: People ask now, what have vou learned after 11 albums? 
I’ve learned that I don’t know shit. ’Cause every time you start a new 
record it’s the same old anxiety. You don’t learn. 
SLASH: Ever since the beginning, it’s been a constant test. There’s al¬ 
ways some sort of obstacle and you deal with it and survive it and then 
it repeats itself. And if you’re bored with one obstacle, a new, bigger 
obstacle comes up. 
VAN HALEN: Same as it ever was. 
MUSICIAN: Max Roach once said that after a while his big fear 

became, what if I run out of ideas? 

VAN HALEN: That happened to me after our first record! Here we are, 
11 later. 
SLASH: Writing ruts have to be the most depressing. It’s a brick wall. 
You’re home with your acoustic and you’re trying to come up with 
something. Sometimes it lasts for a month, for three months, and it’s 
the most depressing, anxiety-ridden feeling. You think your life’s 
over, your career’s over... 
VAN HALEN: Now, that’s very alien to me. ’Cause I’m always coming 
out with shit. 
SLASH: You never have periods of down time? 
VAN HALEN: I have periods where I’ve written stuff I look back on 
now and I don’t necessarily like it at all. But like I say, after an hour or 
two playing, shit just comes out, whether I like it or not. I’ll always 

come up with something, some days better than others. I play and 
play and play. I guess it’s a form of meditation. But it doesn’t happen 
when I’m sitting watching TV and plinking. I’m generally here; main¬ 
ly Alex and 1.1 get off on rhythm a lot; Alex starts a groove and I start 
jammin’ and things come out. It’s a hit-or-miss thing, very simple and 
at the same time unexplainable. 
SLASH: 1 don’t tape anything, either. 
VAN HALEN: I generally do. Just a little ghetto-blaster. But not until I 
have something to report. After an hour of warming up, if 1 have 
some seed of something then I’ll turn the tape on, just so I won’t for¬ 
get it. 1 hate to listen back to all the tape. I’ve got a box of cassettes in 
the house that have a bunch of stuff on it, but I’m too lazy to go 
through it. There’s probably some great tunes in there somewhere... 
SLASH: Ifyou press “play,” you better have something to record. ’Cause 
the worst thing is to sit through three hours of you fucking around. 
VAN HALEN: And then you start titling them, but you forget what the 
title meant. That’s what happens to me. 
SLASH: Yeah—“Riff in A.” Our whole album was work tapes, and we 
did all the demos before there were lyrics or vocals; it was “Song in F#,” 
“Jam in this...” When we finally had names for the songs we couldn’t 
get used to them. We’d goback to “Riff in A.” 
VAN HALEN: I generally put “Good Shit” or “Bad Shit.” 
MUSICIAN: Ed,you described your music-making as "therapeutic." 

But when your first record comes out and it’s a huge hit, it must be 

weird to discover that your personal therapy is this enormous success. 

SLASH: It doesn’t seem like such an enormous success when it’s hap-
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pening. 1 remember when Guns first started, the motivation was just 

getting together and going gig to gig, and partying and playing and 

partying and playing...you don’t realize what’s going on. Then the 

record company calls you up and says, “We’ve sold this and this and 

this,” and when you get home at the end of the tour, life around you is 

different. But the motivation behind it is just playing. 

VAN HALEN: It’s like the Joe Walsh song: “Everybody’s so different, I 

haven’t changed.” It’s still the same to me when I’m in here; it’s like 

when I used to sit on the edge of my bed and play. I listen back to the 

first records sometimes and say, “I haven’t changed at all!” 

SLASH: It gets the most sterile when you try to analyze what you’re 

doing it for. ’Cause when you’re playing, it has nothing to do with the 

music business. You could be sitting in a hut in Iceland somewhere. 

VAN HALEN: It’s just very very lucky! To have found something in this 

life that 1 enjoy doing and that I can make a living at. 

SLASH: 'Cause I don’t think you’d want either one of us loose on the 

streets, [laughter] 

MUSICIAN: Hut is the flip side that it makes the rest of your life harder, 

or casts it in a grayer shadow? 

SLASH: I would say yes. It’s so much a part of you that it comes first. 

And it makes the rest of what you call daily lite difficult. 

VAN HALEN: In the beginning when I met mv wife, it was difficult. She 

didn’t understand this thing that 1 had. It was huge, it was my life. 

SLASH: I’m still going through that. 

VAN HALEN: You reach a balance. I got a kid, too. Now you’ve got 

another clement that takes awav from me doing this—to a certain ex¬ 

tent. But you deal with it and you find time to do it all. ’Cause at the 

same time, he inspires me. There’s good in anything if you look for it. 

SLASH: If the person you’re having a relationship with actually lets 

you have time where you don’t have to “clock out.” 

MUSICIAN: // imitation is the sincerest form off lattery, you've both 

been sincerely flattered a lot. How do you feel about that? 

SLASH: Man, you spawned a whole Satanic cult! 

VAN HALEN: Yeah, and I hated it. I’m going, I’m not that goofy, am I? 

These guvs start doing the finger-tapping thing and it’s like “Wow, 

watch me do this trick.” To me, it’s just been part of my playing for 

the last 20 years. I don’t even think about it. 1 cringe when 1 see people 

do it, but at the same time, I guess they like it, so what the fuck. 

SLASH: It was actually the whole scene that you guys started that 

spawned Guns N’ Roses in a way, because we were completely trying 

to not do that, ft was like “That’s cool, just leave it alone.” 

VAN HALEN: Yeah, let me do my thing. But the funny thing is the 

bands that were copying us weren’t like us. They missed the point— 

SLASH: That it’s an individual thing. You’d have guitars coming out 

with all different shapes and grooved necks—you couldn’t go to Gui¬ 

tar Center and buy a real guitar anymore. Now it’s sort of died off a 

little bit, because no one’s really talented enough to rip him off. 

MUSICIAN: At the beginning there was a resistance to both bands: Van 

Halen wasn’t the Eagles, and Guns N’ Roses weren’t Van Halen. 

VAN HALEN: To me, it’s all just good rock ’n’ roll. They weren’t acting 

and neither are we. All these other bands that are copying are acting— 

SLASH: You can see ’em from a mile away. It’s a sad state of events 

Vinnie Colaiuta makes his first solo recording ever on Stretch Records. Featuring 

the musicianship of Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea, John Patitucci, David Sancious 
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when you see a band just going through the motions. 
MUSICIAN: Yoh both grew up in the '60s-’70s eras ofg reat guitar solos, 

and you’ve carried that tradition forward. But that approach has 

waned considerably. How do you feel about that? 

VAN HALEN: I think guitarists right now in happening bands like Pearl 
Jam, that group of bands... I don’t mean this in a negative way but they 
don’t quite have their chops down yet to the point where they can play 
that well. It’s like every ten years or so everything breaks down to its 
lowest common denominator. When we got signed, it was punk and 
disco. Now it’s rap and grunge. It’s just starting all over again, and these 
cats just can’t play that well yet. But when they do, then it’ll break 
down for them again, you know? They haven’t really mastered their 
instrument to the point where they can play like a Clapton. 
SLASH: The business goes through these phases where there’s a scene 
with three million of the same band, then one band breaks out of the 
mold. That changes the scene for a while and then there’s three million 
of that band. But there’s some amazing musicians out there that don’t 
even have a shot. Because the door opens and closes so quickly. 
VAN HALEN: But I still believe that if you’re true to your art—I don’t 
mean to sound that deep or heavy about it, but rock ’n’ roll is an art 
form. We stuck with what we wanted to do. We didn’t change or con¬ 
form to anything. You guys didn’t either. 
SLASH: But we’re just as fucked up as bands now. 
VAN HALEN: So are we! I wasn’t comparing them to me. I’m far from 
having mastered my instrument. I can’t even read a note. But I realized I 
was a pretty good player when whatever idea came into my head, I could 

play it: Wow, this is great. That’s when I realized I know how to play. 
SLASH: Even though we play completely differently, I think there’s a 
similar influence, a blues sense. And the whole thing is to execute it 
from your head to your fingertips so fast that you do it spontaneously 
—then it has your own feel. And that’s the thing that they missed on 
this guy. ’Cause if you listen to Eddie—this is just a compliment—any 
Eddie Van Halen solo, it has a blues root to it. So there might be weird 
notes, but it all comes down to a soulful little thing. But then every¬ 
body else is going like “brrrrrrr”—it doesn’t go anywhere. 
VAN HALEN: It’s gotta come from in here. Really, you’ve only got 12 
notes; you can mix them up however you want, but it’s how you 
express yourself with those 12 notes. And they just looked at it like 
scales. I don’t even know what scales I’m playing. 
SLASH: What’s myxolydian? 
VAN HALEN: I don’t have a clue. There are certain notes that sound 
more pleasing to the ear than others. And if you hit a couple that don’t 
quite fit, hey, they’re passing notes. 
SLASH: Sometimes your emotion gets ahead of you and you end up 
hitting notes you weren’t really planning on. You just go with the 
flow, so to speak. And that’s when you really wail. All of a sudden 
you and the guitar become one— 
VAN HALEN: And you’re in a state of mind when you’re not thinking 
anymore. That’s when it’s great. 
SLASH: Ted Nugent once had a great quote. He said, “As soon as you 
start thinking about rock ’n’ roll, you’ve lost it.” 
VAN HALEN: You know something? That means he was thinking. 'J' 
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CLOSE ENOUGH TO SUE 
ARE 

RADE MARK LAWS 

PRESERVING 

GUITAR 

TRADITION □ R 

DESTROYING IT? 

ITT HEN THE VERY FIRST 
1/1/ luthier built the very first guitar hundreds 

I I of years ago, chances are the second guitar 

ever built was a carbon copy by some guy just 

down the road. Luthier number one was innovating, 

luthier number two was following 
tradition. Whether it’s paying tribute 

or ripping off, imitation is a part of 
craftsmanship that’s far from limited to 
guitar making. Take a look around at the 
number of would-be Stratocasters, Tele¬ 
casters and Les Pauls on the market and 
it’s obvious that the practice is alive and 
kicking. Which has some folks screaming. 

Are there patent and trademark laws to 
protect original designs? Yes and no. Is it 
possible to stop all the copycats that have 
flooded the market? No way. Are compa¬ 
nies actively fighting them anyway? You 
bet. Can a company cry foul if a guitar 
isn’t a knockoff but is “Fenderesque” or 

has some “Gibsonish” component? Good question. 
The lawsuit waters have been stirred up recently 

regarding trademark protection. Fender, Gibson, 
Kaman and Rickenbacker have formed a coalition of 
American guitar makers to fight Korean knockoffs dis¬ 
tributed in Europe. Gibson (who owns the Steinberger 
line of headless instruments) filed suit against Brian 
Moore Custom Guitars stating, in part, that BMCG is 
infringing on an original idea of Ned Steinberger’s; 
BMCG issued a press release (and $20-million coun¬ 
terclaim) asserting, among other things, that Gibson 
has no legally enforceable trademarks. Gibson is also 
suing Rich & Taylor Guitars over infringement issues; 
Mark Taylor asks if it’s a coincidence that he made Gib¬ 
son copies for decades but was never confronted until 
he teamed with Greg Rich, a former Gibson employee. 



The waters aren’t just stirred up, they’re boiling. 
As usual, a little history sheds light on current events. From the dawn 

of rock ’n’ roll (shortly after the introduction of the solidbody electric) 
up through the heady ’60s, most manufacturers went out of their way 
to make sure their instruments did not look like a competitor’s. Knock¬ 
offs didn’t become a major threat until the Japanese had 
finetuned their skills to the point where a Japanese copy of 
a Strat or Les Paul was not only near-indistinguishable 
cosmetically but was also extremely close in terms of 
sound, feel and workmanship. As the vintage market for 
discontinued models increased in the early ’70s, it was the 
copies of those designs that were most sought after; play¬ 
ers were paying higher and higher prices for pre-CBS (pre-
1965) Stratocasters because brand-new ’70s Strats just 
weren’t filling their bills. By the time the folks at Fender 
realized they should reissue their classics, the reputation 
and sales of Fender and other American manufacturers had eroded. 
Ironically, they were fighting an uphill battle against not only 
low-priced, high-quality Japanese copies but their own past as 
well—competing against the vintage instruments they’d 
designed and built decades before. 

One famous case of an American company policing 
Japanese copies has all the ele¬ 
ments of international in¬ 
trigue. The Fernandes compa¬ 
ny had been making Fender 
copies in Japan and began 
shipping them stateside in the 
early ’80s. These were exact 
reproductions of Teles and 
Strats, from headstock to strap 
button, the only difference 
being the name “Fernandes” 
on the peghead written in 
spaghetti-logo script to look as 
close to “Fender” as possible. 
There’s a popular legend that 
around 1983 Fender con¬ 
vinced U.S. customs to seize a 
shipment of Fernandes guitars 
arriving in California and saw 
the headstocks off before they 
were allowed to reach their 
destination. For years people 
have referred to the incident, 

some even claiming to own one of the “sawed-off headstock” Fernan¬ 
deses. Trouble is, according to Michael Wright, “that’s all fantasy.” 
Wright, who writes for Vintage Guitar magazine and has done extensive 
research into Japanese imports, explains, “What they made them do was 
unbolt the necks and send them back to Japan. So Fernandes retooled, 

came up with a different headstock, shipped the new 
necks back, reassembled and marketed the guitars 
here. The rumor of the headstocks being sawed off got 
around shortly after the incident, and Fernandes 
didn’t stop it because it increased their sales. People 
were more interested in them.” 

A similar event (with a similar end result) involved 
Ibanez and Gibson several years earlier. From the 
Fujigengaki factory came exact repros of Gibson 

Explorers and Flying Vs—some with the Ibanez 
name, some with Greco. Jeff Hasselberger, 

director of marketing at Ibanez from 
1973 to ’81 and also head of R.&D and 
artist relations, states, “Part of the 
appeal was that Gibson didn’t 
make them anymore. I followed 
what was fashionable more than 
what the big companies were do¬ 
ing. If people were paying $5000 

for old Explorers, ‘We better make a 
fucking Explorer’—even though 

Gibson didn’t make one.” Ibanez’s blue¬ 
print V copies were so good that they go for 

big bucks on today’s collector’s market. But in 
1977 Gibson sued Ibanez over its Les Paul knockoffs, specif¬ 
ically objecting to the carbon-copy headstock design. “They 
thought they were going to shut us down at the Atlanta 
NAMM show,” recalls Hasselberger. “Unbeknownst to 
them, we had already changed our headstock design. Out of 
all the Gibson-copy guitars Ibanez had on the floor, there 
wasn’t a Gibson headstock in sight. We were always more 
successful knocking off Gibsons because we could make 
them so much cheaper, whereas it’s very difficult to make a 
guitar much cheaper than Fender. That was part of Leo 
Fender’s genius.” 

Wright adds, “By that time Ibanez had pretty much 
decided to move away from copies and have their own 
designs. The total irony of that situation was that when 
they started making original designs, they really ate Gib¬ 
son’s lunch. That was what really propelled them to inter¬ 
national dominance.” 

This replacement 
NECK IS A VIRTUAL 

tracing ar Gibson’s 
TRADEMARKED LES 

Paul shape, but are 
OTHER SO-CALLED 

“DOVE-WING” DESIGNS 

INFRINGEMENTS? 

A KIT GUITAR MADE 

from Chandler parts, 
this Les Paul wanna¬ 
be DUPES EVERY DETAIL 
of Gibson’s most 
FAMOUS MODEL, FROM 

THE FAMILIAR BODY 

SHAPE TO THE “DOVE¬ 

WING” HEADSTOCK. 

Dressed td kill 
But why, one might ask, are the companies only willing or 
able to fight over the design of the headstock? Why is it 
wrong to copy the headstock shape of a Stratocaster but 
okay to dupe its body down to the last screw? Now we get 
into the rat’s nest known as patent and trademark law, 
which is itself undergoing changes in interpretation and 
application. To generalize, a utility patent must have some-
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thing to do with function—how this 
pickup cancels hum, how that whammy 
bar works. A design patent, to quote 
Gibson patent and trademark counsel 
Wayne Beavers, “covers the appearance 
of a product—the way it looks, not the 
way it functions or is constructed.” Both 
types expire: a utility patent in 17 years, a 
design patent in 14. You can later patent 
an improvement, but that’s all the second 
patent covers, not the underlying device. 

A trademark, on the other hand, lasts 
as long as it’s used, which could mean 
forever. Again quoting Mr. Beavers, “A 
trademark is a designation of source, a 
name or a logo—a word or symbol that 
the public recognizes as indicating that 
this product comes from some particular 
source.” An example often cited is Coca-
Cola, whose traditional bottle shape is 
trademarked, just like the name. 

But is the headstock shape of a partic¬ 
ular model of guitar (since companies 
often use different headstock designs on 
different models) universally recognized 
in the same way as Coca-Cola’s bottle 
shape, the Chevrolet logo or the NBC 
peacock? And if so, then what about the 
body shape? Even though its design 
patent may have long since expired, is the 
shape of the Les Paul body so widely 
recognized as to constitute a trademark-
—or has it, along with that of the Strat 
and other popular models, passed into 
the public domain? 

A guitar’s headstock has a function, 
but its shape is considered “decorativ 
and frivolous” enough to fall under the 
trademark category. It has come to repre¬ 
sent a company’s signature because, going back hundreds of years, the 
design of a classical guitar’s headstock denoted its builder. According to 
Fender’s Dan Smith (vice president of marketing, electric guitars), “It 
wasn’t until 1969 or ’70 that shapes were allowed to be trademarked.” 
Attorney Richard Gausewitz, who patented some of Leo Fender’s 
inventions going back to 1957, explains, “There were Supreme Court 
cases that were widely misinterpreted to mean that product shapes 
couldn’t be trademarked, but subsequent court decisions liberalized the 
law.” With that ammunition Fender succeeded, usually with a threaten¬ 
ing letter, in getting companies to steer clear of direct copies of their 
headstock designs. 

It is important to note that, unlike patents, it’s not who came first, it’s 
who is recognized tor a particular trademarked item. So when Gibson 
president Henry Juszkiewicz says, “Somebody may have done some¬ 
thing in 1640—although I’m not aware ot anybody who’s done a dove¬ 
wing peghead prior to Gibson—but that really doesn’t matter,” he may 

be correct in terms of the law but misinformed 
regarding guitar tradition, depending on how 
one defines a “dove-wing” peghead. The so-
called dove-wing peghead (or headstock) is 
sometimes called “open-book” or “center-dip,” 
and a quick glance through the book American 
Guitars by Tom Wheeler reveals Guilds, Epi¬ 
phones (predating Gibson purchasing the brand 
in ’57), Gretsches, Strombergs and D’Angelicos 
featuring the center-dip scroll at the top of the 
headstock, although no two were identical. The 
tradition actually does go back to the 1600s with 
Spanish classical guitars. 

Gibson is claiming the headstock motif as a 
trademark. Mark Taylor of Rich & Taylor Gui¬ 
tars, who are being sued by Gibson over that and 
other alleged infringements, says, “Agreed, only 
if it is in fact copied. Just because somebody 
curves the top and puts a dip in it does not classi¬ 
fy as a dove-wing peghead. The dove-wing peg¬ 
head that Gibson has copyrighted and protected 
is that entire peghead [on Les Pauls and other 
models], not just the little curlicue at the very 
top. If ours is a copy, I’ll show you that 1 have 
been copying it for 26 years from Stromberg. 
Where mine tapers and gets narrower toward the 
top, like a snake head, Gibson’s is just the oppo¬ 
site and flares out at the top. And copying is not 
really the right word. I’ve used those principles 
to come up with our designs.” Paying tribute to 
previous luthiers is a guitar tradition in itself. 

Every time Fender forces a 
copier to alter its six-on-a-side 
headstock, it gives that tradi¬ 
tion a little extra push. 

Juszkiewicz, who bought 
Gibson in 1986, cites decades 
of continuous usage to back 
his position. “If you showed a 

hundred people the headstock and asked what it was,” he insists, “they 
would say a Gibson headstock.” The question is, who are the hundred 
people? Show a Les Paul headstock to a hundred “Headbanger’s Ball” 
viewers and a hundred are likely to say Gibson. A committee of guitar 
experts might even say the same. But show a jury of experts just the 
open-book top, or several open-book variations, and they will almost 
certainly say, “There’s no way to tell; it could be one of several makers.” 
In fact, that was the reaction to such a hypothetical question posed to: 
Matt Umanov, whose Greenwich Village shop is one ot the biggest 
Gibson dealers in the country; Tom Wheeler, former Guitar Player edi¬ 
tor; and Marc Silber, one of the first dealers in vintage guitars. 

Two years ago Gibson also registered the Les Paul body shape, intro¬ 
duced 40 years earlier, as a trademark. Traditionally, body shapes have 
laid claim only to design patents, which expire after 14 years. But recently 
the law has been construed to protect them under a concept known as 
“trade dress.” Rickenbacker president John Hall details, “That’s some-

An amazingly convincing counterfeit of a Fender 
Stratocaster made from a Chandler body, Seymour 
Duncan pickups and a neck made by Yasuhiko Iwa-
NADE, WHO WAS SO GOOD AT COPYING FENDERS THE COM-

e PANY HIRED HIM TO WORK IN ITS CUSTOM SHOP. THE BO¬ 

GUS Fender decal was affixed by a previous owner. 
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thing that in the last five years or so has really 
been strengthened by court precedents. And 
that’s probably the best issue that a manufac¬ 
turer can protect himself on. Trade dress is the 
general appearance of an item that gives it its 
unique character. In some other countries, 
including the U.K. where it’s called ‘passing 
off,’ it’s actually a criminal offense, rather than 
a civil-type suit. In one of our cases it mainly 
came down to just the blackened silhouette— 
whether musicians could name what the 
instrument was.” 

While it’s true that for a trademark to be 
strong it must be actively protected, Jusz¬ 
kiewicz estimates that in 90 percent of cases 
“it really gets down to working something 
out.” If threatening letters don’t do the trick, 
cases are usually settled before they go to 
court, although some have been tried, such as 
Fender Musical Instrument Co. vs. ESP (in 
1985) and Fender vs. Schecter Guitar Re¬ 
search (in 1990). In both cases Fender won. 
But Dan Smith views the overall problem 
very seriously. “We’re going to go beyond 
just writing letters,” he predicts. “It’s got to 
come to the point where people are going to 
have to go to jail for this. Since 1980 it has 
cost us in the millions to police our trade¬ 
marks, with money that could have gone for 
research and development. In the end it isn’t 
in the best interest of consumers, because 
these costs get passed along.” 

Attorney Ron Bienstock, who is repre¬ 
senting both Rich & Taylor and Brian Moore 
Custom Guitars in cases against Gibson, rep¬ 
resented Heritage Guitars when the compa¬ 
ny was sued by Gibson a few years ago. As in 
most sealed, out-of-court settlements, details 
aren’t available. But Bienstock did say, “I 
think Henry spent a lot of money to get 
essentially what I offered in the first letter. 
You’ve seen a Heritage before and one after 
that period; they look extremely similar.” 

The portion of the two counterclaims 
(quoted in press releases issued by both Rich 
& Taylor and BMCG) that could conceiv¬ 
ably have the strongest repercussions is the 
assertion that “Gibson actually has no legally 
enforceable trademarks on items they claim.” 
Quoting Bienstock: “Certain companies will 
often use the threat of a common law trade¬ 
mark, which is not registered, as an anvil—al¬ 
most as a business practice—to prevent 
somebody from competing with them. The 
question is what Gibson really owns in terms 
of intellectual property versus what they 
claim they own. That’s often the crux of the 
matter in these cases.” 

Licensed to Kill 
If it sounds as though only large manufacturers 
get copied, it can happen to anyone who in¬ 
novates. In 1970, then Byrds drummer Gene 
Parsons and country guitar legend Clarence 
White patented the Parsons-White String Ben¬ 
der, but long before the patent expired there 
were several infringements. Parsons stopped 
short of court action because, as he puts it, 
“What it costs to fight something like that is 
not worth it. Instead of being in court all the 
time, we put that energy into very high quality 
and innovation.” 

The avenue of recourse taken by another 
small manufacturer, Ned Steinberger, is the 
ultimate if-you-can’t-beat-’em-join-’em sce¬ 
nario. Around 1980, with no interest from 
the majors in his headless bass, Steinberger 
hooked up with Hap Kuffner, who had 
cofounded the Mandolin Brothers vintage 
instrument dealership in ’71. “By 1982 we 
began to be flooded with copies from Asia,” 
Hap recounts. “Ned and I arranged a license 
with Jack Westheimer of Cort.” In addition 
to the Cort line, Westheimer had been im¬ 
porting guitars from Asia all the way back to 
Teisco Del Reys in the early ’60s. 

“Rather than sue every Tom, Dick and 
Harry who was going to rip us off,” Kuffner 
explains, “we decided to license to a big 
Korean manufacturer. We made one license 
for the name and another for the exact body 
shape [licensing royalties are typically 
between three and eight percent], and we 
started collecting between $80,000 and 
$150,000 a year a year in royalties.” 

The fact is, Steinberger had no patent on 
the concept of a headless guitar or bass be¬ 
cause previous patents existed. He was only 
able to patent such things as the double-ball 
string system and the leg-rest pivot, and he 
trademarked the specific body shape. But it 
was in the best interest of a company like 
Cort to give a small royalty percentage for the 
advantage of having the Steinberger “designer 
label,” if you will. Ned Steinberger offers, 
“They were selling at prices that were in a 
completely different market than we were in. 
So it didn’t really affect what we were doing, 
and we were able to profit from what they 
were doing. Being in the right is only remote¬ 
ly related to intelligent business decisions.” 

Kuffner’s analogy comes from his own ex¬ 
perience and that of others. “If you make a 
bridge that everyone wants to go over, you 
can’t stop them and make them take boats. 
Put up a toll booth and let ’em come through! 
Licensing is a way for a small manufacturer to 
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see his ideas come to fruition and channel 
money back into things like R&D rather than 
bleed it with litigation. In Asia and Third 
World countries, if you close down a guy, 
he’ll just move down the street. I told Gary 
Kahler [who battled Asian copies of his dive-
bomb tremolo units until legal fees essentially 
put him out of business], ‘If it’s not worth 
stealing, it’s not worth anything.’ ” 

In 1986 Steinberger was purchased by 
Gibson, who sued Brian Moore Custom 
Guitars last spring over a design that it says 
Moore, who had worked as Ned’s assistant, 
stole from Steinberger. Says Steinberger, “As 
far as I’m concerned, Brian Moore has taken 
ideas from me without permission. That’s the 
first time anything like that has happened to 
me. I’ve had things stolen from me by people 
across the ocean, but never by someone who 
I considered to be a friend, who I trusted. It 
was very upsetting for me.” 

BMCG president Patrick Cummings, who 
worked for Gibson from 1990 to ’91 (as gen¬ 
eral manager of the Steinberger, Tobias, 
Oberheim and Gibson Labs divisions), says, 
“According to Brian Moore, Ned had designs 
of curving-top guitars way back in the early 
’80s, but there was a complex radius, not a 
simple radius. Ours [the MC/1] is a simple 
radius, mathematically. Ned’s was more like a 
cross-section of a bar of soap, rounded at the 
edge.” Ned’s reply: “Not true.” 

Another pail of Gibson’s suit, according to 
attorney Bienstock, is: “The theory behind 
Brian Moore Custom Guitars is that you can 
actually get a custom guitar from the factory. 
Gibson is somehow saying that they have 
proprietary rights on the concept of a custom 
shop. I don’t think that holds a lot of water in 
the musical instrument business.” Haven’t 
there been companies (such as Fender’s Cus¬ 
tom Shop) and private luthiers building 
made-to-order guitars for eons? Cummings 
states, “When I first went to work for Gibson 
I certainly knew of custom guitars. Our posi¬ 
tion is that they are attacking ex-employees. 
To allege that I stole the idea of building cus¬ 
tom guitars is absolutely a harassing thing to 
do.” The Moore and Rich & Taylor press 
releases detailing their counterclaims against 
Gibson include charges such as “intimida¬ 
tion,” “defamatory and scandalous state¬ 
ments” and “deceptive trade practices.” 

Part of the suit Gibson has filed against 
Rich & Taylor involves, in Bienstock’s word¬ 
ing, “the customization of an instrument that 
came from another source [like a customer]. 
The theory being applied is ‘You can’t change 

or modify an instrument that came from us as 
a source and claim it as your own.’ Of course, 
that’s not being done by Rich & Taylor. But 
custom cars, custom guitars—the theory is 
not wildly different.” 

Mark Taylor adds, “If you’ve got a Gibson 
Les Paul and you bring it to me and want it 
painted pink, Gibson is saying I can’t do that. 
They’re saying that people can misconstrue 
that Gibson had done that customization, 
which could hurt their reputation. The point 
is, when Gibson sells that guitar, who owns 
that instrument?” 

People have been painting and modifying 
guitars for decades. There are many famous 
examples, including Eric Clapton’s psyche-
delicized Les Paul/SG during Cream and 
Eddie Van Halen’s striped Stratocaster. For 
that matter, the most famous player in Gib¬ 
son’s artist line is likely to be playing a name¬ 
sake with different knobs and pickups, a 
goose-neck microphone sticking out the top 
and an onboard delay unit called a “Les 
Paulverizer.” 

The case of Gibson vs. Les Paul will now 
come to order. 'u' 
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-WAY 
DAKAR, 1 990. “I’VE KILLED YOUSSOU N’ 

DOUR! I’VE KILLED YOUSSOU N’DOUR!” 

Waving a bloody knife, a man runs out of Youssou’s office, heads to 
the police station and turns himself in. 
Dakar, 1994. “Yeah,” Youssou shakes his head sadly, “the man was 

crazy. He stabbed the night watchman, thinking it was me. I was in 
Germany on tour at the time. It shocked me, but it didn’t make me 
change my habits. I still take the bus by myself. I will always fight to 
have my freedom. I need the contact with people.” 
For several days Youssou N’Dour has been a most gracious guide, 

showing us the city, taking us to his old haunts, proudly showing us 
his two nightclubs, his restaurant, his recording studio, Xippi. 
Everywhere we go people sing out happily, “You! You! Youssou!” 
He is treated deferentially; children flock to shake his hand. We even 
take the bus. There is nothing dour about the youthful-looking 

—■■■ BY JEROME REESE ——-



Senegalese citizens yell, “You! You! Youssou!” as he passes. 

Youssou, who at the age of 34 wears the mantle of West Africa’s lead¬ 
ing superstar (and important businessman) gracefully and serenely. 
He is a charismatic man, with the bearing of one who was born to 
lead. A member of the griot caste, he always knew he would be a 
singer. His voice, a high-pitched soulful Arabic wail that evokes the 
sound of the muezzins’ call to prayer from the minaret of a mosque, is 
one of the most glorious instruments in contemporary music. An 
achingly beautiful voice charged with centuries of ancestral tradition, 
soaring effortlessly toward the upper registers. 

Youssou’s surprisingly modest villa is located in a comfortable resi¬ 
dential neighborhood mischievously called “Cité des Mammelles,” in 
homage to the two curvaceous hills nearby jutting out towards Amer¬ 
ica, a provocative invitation from mother Africa. The only visible 
signs of Youssou’s wealth are his gray BMW and a huge parabolic 
antenna on his roof. A paradox that sums up his life: He is connected 
to the entire planet in this city located at the far ends of the earth. With 
Fela Kuti, he is that rare African star who refuses to move from his 
native land for the mirage of a gilded exile. One of his best and earliest 
albums (cassette, to be more precise; Youssou had recorded a dozen of 
them before his first western album, Nelson Mandela, recorded in 
Paris in 1984), Immigrés, evokes all the brothers and sisters who end 
up returning home with the bitter taste of deception. 

Youssou has become a model for Africans who want to avoid 

local artist, Mor Faye. He’s the African Van Gogh. He died penniless 
some years ago, in an insane asylum. Very few people bought his 
paintings while he was alive. When I invited Spike Lee to Dakar two 
years ago, he fell in love with his work and bought 300 of them.” 

Wearing an embroidered boubou,Youssou is watching soccer on 
TV and waiting for the phone to ring. Will the moon come out 
tonight? The entire city is waiting for the marabouts, the sorcerers, to 
decide whether the Ramadan, the annual month-long Muslim fast, 
will end tonight or tomorrow. Youssou awaits their verdict more 
expectantly than most. He hasn’t sung for a month (you don’t party 
during Ramadan), which was much more of an ordeal than fasting, 
and he intends to make up for it by singing better than ever to cele¬ 
brate the “Korité,” the return of earthly delights after a month’s 

abstinence. 
For the moment, he sips some bissap, 

the delicious sweet leaf tea which is the 
national drink, pursuing our interview in 
French and watching the game. For 
Africans, soccer is inseparable from 
music. When Youssou goes out, kids 
kick soccerballs at him to play with 
everywhere he goes. One of his songs, 
“Gaindé” (The Lion), is the national 
team’s anthem. His U.S. summer tour to 
promote the excellent new album, 
Wommal (The Guide), his eighteenth, 
which features the hit “7 Seconds” with 
Neneh Cherry, was chosen to coincide 
with the World Cup. 

Tomorrow, if the clouds clear, he’ll 
take us to his mother’s and grand¬ 
mother’s homes in the Medina, the 
labyrinthine neighborhood where he 
grew up, for at the end of the Ramadan 
one pays a visit to one’s family. Like all 
Senegalese, Youssou, though pro¬ 
foundly religious, makes the Muslim 
faith a perpetual celebration. Firebrand 
fundamentalists making their pilgrim-

“I WAS 

FAMOUS AT 

THE AGE OF 

THIRTEEN. 

WHEN I 

WALKED 

DOWN THE 

STREET I 

COULD 

HEAR MY 

VOICE ON 

THE RADIO. 
having to uproot themselves 
and yet evolve with the times. 
Griots, he reminds us, have 
always played a very impor¬ 
tant social role in Africa. For 
kings, they served as messen¬ 
gers, poets, even court jesters. 
Since the populace couldn’t 
read or write, griots were the 
memory of a people. In Wolof, 
the language of Senegal’s major 
ethnic group, to which Yous¬ 
sou belongs, griot, or “gawlo,” 
means “he who sings praises all 
the time.” 

age to Mecca might consider a 
detour via Dakar. The women 
here do not wear veils. They 
are some of the most beautiful 
women in Africa, they know it, 
and the men do too. Asked 
jokingly why he has only one 
wife, N’Dour answers with a 
smile: “Though I’m Muslim, I 
don’t think I’ll ever be polyga¬ 
mous, because it’s incompati¬ 
ble with my career. I already 
have a second wife, which is all 
I need: music.” 

Yet without women Yous-
There is little furniture in Youssou’s living room. A comfortable 

couch, a table and chairs. An awesomely kitsch John Wayne clock 
hangs from the wall, there are a few photos of Youssou in his 20s, and 
a striking watercolor. Asked about it, he says, “That was painted by a 

sou would be nothing and he knows it! He is a member of the griot 
caste on his mother’s side, and it was the ecstatic rapture of young 
women at the clubs where he sang that catapulted him to stardom. He 
was popular so quickly that jealous men suggested that his mother 
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was writing his hit songs for him. Even 
today at some of his African concerts 80 per¬ 
cent of the audience is female. When he mar¬ 
ried it was a national cause célebre. His 
falsetto, which calls to mind Al Green, Mar¬ 
vin Gaye and Prince, has the type of timbre 
that has always struck a sensuous chord. His 
mother, grandmother and grandfather were 
famous local singers who encouraged him 
from the start. “My father wasn’t a griot, he’s 
a mechanic, and he was firmly against me 
becoming a musician. I had to do everything 
behind his back. He had forbidden my 
mother from singing, so she and my grand¬ 
mother couldn’t help me openly and had to 
do so in secret. I finally got his permission to 
be a singer after years of battles.” 

His first gigs were at baptisms and “kas-
saks,” the celebrations following circumci¬ 
sion rites, where he could pick up a few coins 
singing. “During school vacations, 1 would 
sometimes do ten ‘kassaks’ a night, singing 
all over the Medina until eight in the morn¬ 
ing. During these feasts everyone can sing in 
turn, either a song or a ‘tassou,’ which is our 
traditional rap—the words are really erotic, 
nothing like the violence of American rap. I 
was really good at it and was famous at the 
age of 13. When I walked down the street I 
could hear my voice on the radio, it really 
had an effect on me, really moved me. It also 
showed that a young boy who really wants 
to do something can succeed. When I was 15 
I was already singing secretly in clubs until 
five in the morning, with the best group in 
the country at the time, the Star Band. One 
day, fed up with constantly fighting with my 
father, I ran away to Gambia, where the 
music scene was much more open and inter¬ 
esting. After a week, a cop stopped me and 
sent me home. Mv father finally gave in. He 
said: ‘Okay, you can sing, but you can’t leave 
Dakar!’ I was then hired to sing in a theater 
troupe at the Youth Center. There, 1 met a 
very great musician, the saxophonist Sallo 
Djé, called Pacheco, who asked me if I’d like 
to sing with an orchestra. He took me to the 
Kolobane, a popular nightclub at the time, 
where I found myself singing with guitars 
and horns. I had no idea what was going on, 
since up to then I’d only sung with percus¬ 
sion, but they all liked my voice. That’s how 
it all started.” 

What was the music scene like in Senegal 
when he was growing up in the ’60s? “The 
music scene evolved more slowly here than 
in countries like Nigeria and Ghana, which 
had developed their own styles, ‘highlife,’ 
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‘juju’ etc. Here, in the ’60s, people 
still listened to Cuban music like 
Orchestre Aragon and Johnny 
Pacheco. When I started playing 
with the Star Band, 1 was singing 
some songs in Spanish even though I 
didn’t understand a word. Some 
Senegalese bands, like Orchestre 
Baobab, had started to develop a 
purely Senegalese music, based on 
Cuban rhythms but mixed with our 
traditional rhythms, jazz, electric 
guitars, and sung in Wolof. But when 
I was with the Star Band we went Xippi, Youssou's studio, is one of the top rooms in Africa. 

small talking drum tucked under the 
armpit and played with such virtuosi¬ 
ty by Assane Thiam. Many Senegalese 
musicians feel that Thiam is one of the 
key reasons for Youssou’s success. He 
nods, “The tama is an instrument that 
answers my voice. It plays and ‘talks’ 
at the same time. In a traditional set¬ 
ting tama players play rhythms, but in 
my music it plays a role of call and 
response, imitating the intonations of 
Wolof. And women go crazy when 
the tama player takes a solo. I wrote a 
very rhythmic song in 1982 which had 

even further, and created a music 
which I called ‘mbalax.’” 

Youssou’s “mbalax” revolution¬ 
ized Senegalese music, and had a 
profound impact on musicians in 
other West African countries, not to 
mention Peter Gabriel, who first 
heard Youssou in concert in Lon¬ 
don in 1984, flew to Paris for anoth¬ 
er concert, then to Dakar to meet 
him and learn more about his music. 
Gabriel also invited Youssou to sing 
a duo with him on his album So in 
1985, and offered him the opening 
slot on his world tour. Paul Simon, 
busy recording Graceland in 1986, 
invited Youssou to play percussion 
on the album. When Youssou re¬ 
corded his first album for Virgin, 
The Lion, in Paris in 1988, Gabriel 
returned the favor, singing on 
“Shaking the Tree.” 

What exactly is mbalax? “In Dakar, when you say something’s 
‘very mbalax,’ it means it has a strong, distinct rhythm. The rhythm of 
a drum called the mbeung mbeung creates the rhythm, with other 
tvpes of percussion such as the ndende, the djembé, the nder, the 
tunge, the gorong and the tama. In a traditional group you have eight 
to ten drums. In my group, I gave some of the percussion parts to the 
guitars and synthesizer. In Senegal, there are so many tribal rhythms 
to choose from: Wolof, Peul, Bambara, Djola, etc. When I left the Star 
Band in order to play my own music, in 1977,1 took six of the mem¬ 
bers with me, including the best tama player in Senegal, Assane 
Thiam, who’s still with me, and one of the best percussionists, 
Babacar Faye, who’s still with me too, adding six more. I called the 
band ‘Etoile de Dakar.’ What developed into mbalax happened pro¬ 
gressively, very naturally. Mbalax is very complex, because it’s a 
rhythm played not to be heard, but heard in the head, to make the 
music less rigid. When the percussionist starts playing the mbeung 
mbeung, all the other instruments adapt in order to fit its groove. Our 
music has elements of jazz, calypso and soul too. Mbalax for me is the 
incarnation of life in Dakar, it’s both modern and traditional, majestic 
and vibrant. Young people can dance to it by doubling the tempo, 
while older people stay more calm.” 

One of the spectacular aspects of Youssou’s music is the tama, the 

“I DON’T 

THINK I’LL 

EVER BE 

POLYGAMOUS. 

I ALREADY 

HAVE A 

SECOND 

WIFE: 

MUSIC.” 

an irresistible tama rhythm, ‘Naru ya 
ctako’—Naru means ‘darling’—and it incited them to move their 
backsides in a very sexy manner, and which became famous as the 
ventilator dance. But mbalax really took off in 1983, when I sang in 
front of 30,000 people at the Dakar soccer stadium, opening for Toure 
Kunda. Up to then, people considered mbalax to be vulgar music. 
That concert really changed things here.” 

How does he feel about his experience playing with jazz musicians 
such as David Sanborn, George Duke, Kenny Kirkland and others? 
“I have to say that American musicians are less open than European 
musicians. Even black American musicians. They’re in too much of a 
hurrv. For a real exchange they would have to come here and take the 
time, adopt a more relaxed rhythm. Branford Marsalis is the Ameri¬ 
can musician I most enjoy playing with. He really wants to exchange 
ideas, he takes just as much as he brings to our music, he even sends 
faxes to Dakar asking our bassist Habib Faye [co-producer with 
Rykiel on Wommat] how he got this or that sound.” 

What music does he listen to? “Mostly stuff from the ’60s. Otis 
Redding, Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye. That will always remain the 

best music. Rap is a 
great technical inven¬ 
tion, but it doesn’t 
move me. Though I do 
like Arrested Develop¬ 
ment. They’d be right 
at home here. The con¬ 
temporary musician I 
respect most is Prince. I 
asked Spike Lee to con¬ 
tact Prince to do some¬ 
thing with me. He said: 
‘Prince is crazy.’ I 
answered: ‘Maybe to 

>» you. 
As for Lee himself, 

executive producer of 
1992’s Eyes Open, 

N’Dour says, “We’ve had a lot of talks about merchandizing and 
about how to market African music to the American public. We’ll 
work together in that direction in the future. The American public is 
very influenced by videoclips, what they see on TV, and if African 
music is presented to them visually in an exciting, original manner, it 
could change things. Singing in English is an interesting challenge for 
me, but it’s hard work. In fact, the language barrier is a big problem in 

“When you sing you give everything." 
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Africa as well. I’m a big star in French-
speaking countries. Anywhere else in Africa, 
I’ll draw maybe 800 people to the French 
cultural center and that’s it.” 

Youssou’s wife and young daughter, his 
third child, make their entrance, greeting us 
for lunch. Youssou is very much the happy 
father, as well as a tireless builder. His famous 
nightclub, the Thiossane, is being remodeled 
into the most luxurious nightclub in West 
Africa. His 24-track studio, Xippi, is the 
country’s best. Wommat was recorded there, 
with the complicity of his friend and co-pro-
ducer, the pianist Jean-Philippe Rykiel, the 
blind son of famed French fashion designer 
Sonia Rykiel. Youssou records other great 
Senegalese singers there, refusing to see them 
as rivals. His company, Saprom, which dis¬ 
tributes and promotes his cassettes on the 
African market, has succeeded in eradicating 
piracy, which everywhere else on the conti¬ 
nent is the gangrene of music production. In 
the space of a few years he has made a name 
for himself all over the world, yet continues to 
live according to the rhythm of the ancestral 
traditions which guide the griot’s existence. 

The phone rings. The moon, stars and 
clouds have had their say. Youssou is 
informed that the marabouts have decreed 
tonight the end of the Ramadan. Arrange¬ 
ments are made to give a concert at midnight 
at the huge mess hall of the Army bar¬ 
racks—one of Dakar’s major concert spaces! 
Youssou says with a huge smile on his face 
that night-long local dances like the one the 
group will be playing are the kind of gigs he 
enjoys most. 

What seems like all of Dakar has turned 
out for the occasion, the women resplendent 
in traditional costumes (tradition forbids 
sexy attire until after the Ramadan), the men 
elegantly attired. The drab mess hall has 
transformed as if by magic into an orgy of 
bright fabrics. Youssou, dressed informally 
in black jeans, black jean jacket, white shirt 
and baseball hat, stands in the back, deep in 
discussion with his manager, left alone by 
the respectful audience. Super Etoile de 
Dakar warms the audience with rusty rendi-
tiöns of Ellington tunes, a mercifully short 
“Girl from Ipanema” and some lukewarm 
salsa. Slowly but surely the group gets into 
the groove, the battery of talking drums 
starting to churn out that inimitable mbalax 
beat, the horns, synthesizer and guitars 
interlocking more and more effortlessly, the 
rhythms and harmonies taking ever more 
complex turns. 
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Then Youssou hops up onstage, and the 
change that comes over him as he strides to 
the mike is immediate and uncanny. Smiling 
at the adoring women flocking to the front of 
the stage, he looks at least 15 years younger, a 
proud, jubilant man. It is a startling sight, 
especially after three days in his presence. A 
much better dancer than he lets on, his mas¬ 
tery of the art of performing betrays over 20 
years of hard work, much of it long hours in 
cramped nightclubs. As if possessed, he sings 
almost constantly for over four hours, stop¬ 
ping only once for a half-hour break. The 
women, in a trance as each song rises relent¬ 
lessly, hypnotically, Youssou improvising 
chorus after majestic chorus like the greatest 
jazz artists, await the catharsis of the tama 
solos, churn into overdrive in time to the 
explosions of AssaneThiams mighty percus¬ 
sion work. After each song the women return 
to their seats, quietlv sipping Cokes and wait¬ 
ing for the next tune, the men milling about 
and talking. 

There is no applause between numbers. 
The music Youssou and his Super Etoile de 
Dakar play tonight, with the percussionists 
upfront and the synthesizer parts relegated 
to the background, sounds more timeless 
and satisfying than the overly produced 
“world music” gloss of his recent work. And 
it evokes his best music, the period in the 
mid-’80s when he was recording master¬ 
pieces such as Jaam and Kocc Barma every 
six months, but with ten years of touring 
now added to the heady brew. The contrast 
of Youssou’s angelic, ever-youthful yet pro¬ 
found voice cresting over wave after wave of 
thunderous polyrhythms, the melodies 
swooping in unexpected directions, gives the 
music an almost unbearable tension. 

At five in the morning Youssou brings the 
proceedings to a halt, a dazzling smile on his 
face. He’ll be giving another night-long con¬ 
cert here at the barracks tomorrow night, yet 
the man is barely sweating. Asked how he 
does it, he laughs: “Sleep. That’s my only 
secret. No matter what, I have to have eight 
hours’ sleep a day. And I quit smoking. You 
see, for griots, our caste in particular, when 
you sing you always give everything you’ve 
got. It comes from the gut, in order to 
express what’s inside you. My mother and 
her ancestors learned to sing that way, and 
taught it to me. It’s our tradition.” 

In some African legends, it’s said that a 
man who sings falsetto is closer to the gods. 
Youssou laughs again. “Yeah, I think that’s 
true!” 'S' 
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ups. Channel volume and phase can 
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along with a ground-lift switch, and 
the unit runs on either batteries or 
AC. ♦ Fishman, 340-D Fordham Rd., 
Wilmington, MA 01887; voice (508) 

988-9199, fax (508) 988-0770. 
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as a push-pull switch that activates pick¬ 

up coil taps for enhanced tone. Necks 
are either rock maple or maple with rose¬ 
wood fingerboard, fitted with hand¬ 

ground and -polished medium jumbo 

frets. ♦ Schecter, 6920 Santa Monica 
Blvd., Los Angeles. CA 90038: voice 
(213) 851-5230, fax (213) 851-9409. 

MACKIE LM-3204 
MIXER 
How many mixer inputs is enough? In 
a MIDI studio there’s no such thing, 
which is why Mackie offers the 32-
input LM-3204 ($995). But it's the 
features that make this mixer: 16 
stereo channels, each with two stereo 
aux sends, two mono sends, three-
band EQ, solo (with metering), mute, 
balance and overload LED. In addi¬ 

tion, two phantom-powered mike 
preamps are provided, patchable to 

any channel. ♦ Mackie, 20205 144th 
Ave. N.E., Woodinville, WA 98072: 
voice (800) 898-3211, fax (206) 487-
4337. 
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FAST FORWARD 

NEW TOYS & NEW TOOLS 
GUITARS & BASSES the head without affecting tone, pitch or decay. tive—less than $500—alternative to traditional 
♦ The chambers and multi-string pickup built into 
Godin's Multiac acoustic/electric arc designed to 

♦ Rhythm Tech’s Alpha scries of conga drums, 
made of oak, are designed for a füllet, rounder low 

stage monitors. Benefits include more focused 
sound and the ability to move without affecting 

deliver exceptional tone while resisting feedback. end. Other new releases include timbales, bongos monitor audio. ♦The PowerMax 3 is a full-range 
The instrument is optimized for accurate MIDI 
tracking in conjunction with a Roland GR-1 guitar 
synth, for which a multipin jack is built in. ♦ Burns 
of London affixes their resonant Rcz-O-Tubc tail¬ 

and a new color (purpje) for their Solo tambourine. 

PROCESS 
♦ The Quadraverb 2 is the latest multiprocessor 

stage monitor from ARX that provides three angles 
of operation for near, far and fill applications. It is 
designed for use with the PowvrPro Loudspeaker 
Processor, which supplies EQ, crossover, phase 

piece to their Shadows bass. It features three Rez- from Alesis. In addition to reverb, the device cre- correction and speaker protection. ♦ Elliott intro-
O-Matic pickups, five-way selector, two rotary 
tone controls and master volume. ♦ Leduc’s U-
Bass is designed to produce an upright bass tone via 
a “free-floating soundboard” and asymmetrical 
bridge. Leduc instruments are handmade in France 
and bear a lifetime guarantee. ♦ Trace Elliot's new 

ates up to eight simultaneous effects routed in any 
order, and the stereo channels cat Jndepen-

put is 
Desert Island 

dei/tly. An ADAT-compatil¿^tírfB 
included. ♦ Debut products f 
include the Hurricane, a mike pre? th gain 
and limiting; the Cyclone transformerless sol id -

duces the Amplidyne line of speaker enclosures in 
various sizes, all loaded with Electro-Voice drivers. 
Protection circuitry warns of overload conditions 
while keeping power at the maximum safe level. 

SOFTWARE 

problems assqgj 

SwerMac cq 
Works line of 

•ul 

owners ($15 sht] 
! lock-up time and äutollcator functions, speeds 

include a rackmount tube preamp, head, 4x 12 

iao offers a DAT cleaning cartridge, KD4-CL5. 
ORUMS & PERCUSSION 

IES 

in the Amp 11, i Plug-ins, up to thre^Bi, 
AA Roctag^^^^^Hnbkl from Sabían now 

and 10' models made of pun comes in 6 "J 

color/finish options have 
p line. ♦ The eight-sided 

specs. An input-responsive cd 
ALink interface are included. ♦ 

I tape formatting and tit 
! tures more accessible. T 

System) solves Mi 
modem port/fn 

es several advanced fea-
; SY-88 also has new soft-

action. Also, 
been added I 

¡ ♦ Operating sol 
i DA-88 digital Q 

! simulate the tonal response of various classic tube 
i guitar amps. ♦ BGW\ Performance Scries 3 power 
'amp delivers 450 W/channel into 4 Ohms in a rack-
I njount package featuring selectable clip elimina¬ 

tion, dual -speed forced-air cooling and both XLR 
and 1/" inputs. ♦The E03 from Nady is a wireless 
Iti-ear monitoriystem intended as a cost-effec-

from Monster encompasses a range of applications, 
including instrument, mike, speaker, MIDI, digital 
and patch cords as well as connectors and adapters. 
♦ The Clamp from Middle Atlantic Products is a 
rackmount shelf for mounting nonrack gear. It 
comes in two-, three- and four-space heights. 
♦ Twice Shy offers unique CD caddies built from 
post-consumer materials including 45 r.p.m. 
records. 

deck, offered free to registered 
tin^nd handling), improves 

state mike preamp; the Typhoon Jensen trans¬ 
former-based mike preamp; the Light Speed 
photo-optic comprcssor/limitcr; and the Nayrri 
polc magnetic compressor/limitq» 

bronze. The tone is said to be “di 
round splash cymbals. The Pro sc 
8” and 10" extremely high-pitche 
♦ Evans offers the Patch, a bass 
designed to enhance attack and < 

♦The bass drum pedals on all 5000-series kits from 
Drum Workshop have been upgraded to Delta 
models, featuring ball bearings in the hinge, rocker 
<and hex shaft for a smoother, more responsive prietary tube emulation circuitry in their Amp ILXm a single rack space. ♦ The Prolink line of cables 

justable width and height. The BX-716 and B. 
718 are keyboard benches featuring a springJ^ 

p combos in four dual-
katts/lxU, 80 Watts/ 
vith or without stereo 
V bass amps and speak-
Fange. V-Typc models 

dUvie con 
nLÄTOvides 
MiieiferaJ new 
^hqpL-609 
Oses without 
nobs or pins, 
features ad-

AMPS& SPEAKERS 
♦ Trace Elliot unveils their 

line of bass strings is designed for a strong, articu-
hm« lamentai note as well as precise intonation 

and maximum sustain. ♦The Guitar Tune-Up Kit 
from D'Addario. in acoustic and electric versions, 
includes two sets of strings, guitar polish, polishing 
cloth, peg winder and six picks. 

amplifier “mainframe” and “plug-in 

B 

IF power amps, Alesis introduces Matjun 
Matica 900, stereo units boasting^J^m 
channel into 4 Ohms with low ilstor®« ; 

i ware, version 3.06, providing full implementation 
¡ of Sony’s P2 9-pin protocol for VTR emulation, 

KEYBOARDS 
♦ä amplifying acoustic pianos without feed-
br< kordead spots, Barcus-Berry introduces the 

Wave Pickup System. T he sensor 

Drum Dg/tor DSés Drums fror Big Fish 

collection of 1000 stereo drum a^^M 

p. mum and ¡ ♦ Re-Anmuroduces the MA-96 patch bay, fcatur-
Vll uses pro- । injj^b nylon-isolated Tiny Telephone-sized jacks 

ftware version d.Wonffé Tascam 

^vith the 

Audio, a 

^BRlon 

■y2 and 80 '3^ns/2x^^ 
Borus. Trace also offers ne 
1rs in the all-tube V-Type 

speaker cabinets and combo. ♦ Debuting thej^fi^t J fester lock-up and enhanced MIDI capabilities. 

Is” r ACCESSl 

SBks to the piano’s sou nd bj 
trolurttt, with 2000 hours ot/S 
high- and low-impedanceA® 
stands are available from Quick 
Next Generation “X” WjnM 
requiring the adjustment olthj 
while the BX-619 Universal 

nets (4*12) in ejtÇfHtat- or angled-front styles. 
The L« als^pclud^^^j 
chatmcl conligysmwn-aW® 

¿bounds produced by drum tech Ross Garfield, is 
now available on CD-ROM configured for Digi-

, desigi^Roland, Akai, E-mu and^NED samplers. 

, Recording & pi^äck^ 

♦ Opcode introduces Ovcnturc^music notatipft 
program for the Apple Macuifosh. The program 
provides MIDI playbad^pdynamics, repeats and 
tendings. Also, version^? 3 of OMS (Open MIDI 

ed locking system for easy height adjacents. 
Z 10 is designed for consumed^Éoards. 

“modern vintage” amps and cabinets with several 
models. The all-tube, 100-Watt Trident H-100 
head boasts thm*Sfujcpendenr ncfs^nd 
unusual features such as EŒj^ie and voicing, pen-
todc/triode switching and variable Sampirç. Tn? 
Bonnevill^htad is a stripped-down single-channel 
version. Moth are compleqftfited by SC-412 cabi-
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SR SERIES II, THINK OF IT 
AS FREEDOM OF CHOICE. 

There 's a little somethingf or 
everyone in SR Series If From 
small comho vocal reinforcement to 
large club systems, from mobile DJ 
and recorded music reproduction to 
stage monitoring, front fills and 
main PA stacks in concert 
applications. SR Series II bas 
evolved to be the first choice of 
musicians and sound engineers 
world wide. Here's what this 
evolution has produced. 

MORE MODELS 
You have a greater number of 
configurations from which to 
choose. With more systems 
containing large format 
compression drivers plus a dual 18-
inch subwoofer system. SR Series II 
is sure to have the loudspeaker 
systems to fit your needs. 

OPTIMIZED 
APERTURE‘ 
TECHNOLOGY 
(tur newest horn 
technology, available 
in five models, yields 

outstanding pattern control 
(90° A' 50°) and exhibits the lowest 
midband distortion we have ever 
achieved in large format systems. 
Equally important, the 2447J 
compression driver extends high 
frequency response well above 
18 kHz, virtually eliminating the 
needf or a separate tweeter. 

INNOVATIVE COMPONENT 
DESIGNS 
Many of the models incorporate 
recent breakthroughs in component 
design. The 2119H has been 
engineeredf or extra output power 
capability in dedicated midrange 
applications. Our 2417H small 
format compression driver 
incorporates the lightest diaphragm 

we have ever 
made, 
resulting in 
exceptional 
transient 
response, 
enhanced 
high 
frequency 

clarity and 
crisp, clear 

ROADWORTHY CONNECTORS 
& CROSSOVER NETWORKS 
You now have the choice ofS peak-
On® connectors or phone jacks. 
Speak-On ’s permit the use of multi¬ 
conductor cable for quick and 
reliable 
set-ups. 
Oryou 
can choose 
the 
simplicity 
and 
convenience of 
1/4-inch phone jacks. 
The input terminal cup is made of 
heavy gauge steel to endure years of 
road use and abuse. A heavy-duty 
rotar)' switch makes selecting 
Passive or Bi-amp operational 
modes quick, easy and reliable. 
Crossover networks have been re¬ 
engineered to survive years of road 
work and offer outstanding acoustic 

performance. Highest quality close 
tolerance capacitors, high power 
resistors and low insertion-loss 
inductors assure the smoothest 
possible acoustic response. 
Regardless ofy our application, large 
or small, you can turn to SR Series II 

for the most 
reliable sound 
reinforcement 
solutions. 
For complete 
technical 
information 

via fax. call the 
FlashFax number 

below. Better yet, stop by your local 
JBL Professional dealerfora 
personal demonstration. 

’JBL 
JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
(818) 893-8411 FlashFax"': (818) 895-8190, Reference 512 

H A Harman International Company 



^ HFQRWARD 

TOMORROW'S AUDIO 
TODAY 

Digital 
audio plugs 
into the 

rest of the 
world at 
the Audio 

IF YOU want to see into the future, you might visit a psychic—or 
take a trip to the annual convention of the Audio Engineering Soci¬ 

ety (AES). Amid the tech talk, exhibits, demos and after-hours “din¬ 
ing for deals,” the undercurrents that shape the flow of the future are 
laid bare for all to see. At the 1994 show, held next door to Silicon Val¬ 
ley at San Francisco’s Moscone Center, two streams surfaced with 
undeniable force: project studios and interconnectivity. 

Two modular digital multitracks (or MDMs), the Alesis AD AT and 
Tascam DA-88, have transformed recording virtually overnight. 
While major studios continue to use analog tape—they can afford to 
do analog right—project studios and smaller commercial facilities 
have embraced inexpensive but effective MDMs. At the show, Sony 
vowed to adopt Tascam’s DTRS format for their PCM-800 digital 
eight-track, and Panasonic announced a partnership with Alesis. It’s a 
safe bet that more MDM action lies ahead. 

Digital gear lends itself to inter-equipment communication. Picture 

this: You plug your tube mike (maybe 
the A KG C12VR, a remake of their 
vintage Cl2) into the new Symetrix 
620 ($1000), a 20-bit analog-to-digital 
converter. Coming out of the 620 
your audio is digital, and high-quality 
digital at that (20 bits rather than the 
usual 16). Rather than degrade the sig¬ 
nal, you feed it through Rane’s RC-24 
PaqRat adapter ($1000), which con¬ 
verts the data format for an ADAT’s 

Engineering 
Society show 

in San 
Francisco. 

♦ 
BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

or DA-88’s eight 16-bit tracks into two sets of 24-bit stereo tracks. 
Now for a little editing. Send the 24-bit MDM data through an appro¬ 

priate interface to a hard-disk recorder such as the newly updated Pro 
Tools III from Digidesign (more features, lower price) or Otari’s 24-
track RADAR ($21,300). Scoring a film? Use OSC’s Transport Macin¬ 

tosh software ($700) to blast your digital audio files 
into an Avid video editing system. 

Of course, SMPTE synchronization ties every¬ 
thing together. For improved sync and lockup capa¬ 
bilities, you’ve already updated the operating system 
of your Tascam DA-88 and SY-88 to versions 3.01 
and 3.06 respectively, your AD AT to System 4 and its 
companion BRC sync box/remote to System 2. 
Syncing up a MIDI sequencer is a breeze, and now 
you can integrate a mixer automation system, such as 
Mackie’s Ultramix Pro/OTTO-34 or JL Cooper’s 
V/Deck, so your Mac can record mixdown moves. 

You won’t get very far without an instrument. The 
new Kurzweil 2500 is a good choice; the optional 
Digital MultiTrack interface transfers samples direct¬ 
ly to an AD AT or DA-88. And for voice-intensive 
projects, E-mu’s Emulator IV sampler ($5995) has 
128 of them to go around. (The first Moog synthesiz¬ 
er, introduced 30 years ago at the 1964 AES in New 
York, provided only one voice.) 

After you’ve mixed to DAT (check out Tascam’s 
DA-30 Mk II—only $1500 and it has a jog/shuttle 
wheel), you can record your own audio CD, CD-
ROM or even CD-I on Apex’s $7000 CD recorder. 
Hey, why not go all the way and get ISDN phone 
service, offered by a number of companies exhibiting 
at the show, so you can play decent-quality audio to 
your satellite offices located in major music capitals 
around the world—or at least to the ad agency that 
wants to hear your jingle now. 

We’re not done yet. When it’s time to play onstage, 
check out the rear panels of the sound reinforcement 
amps and processors for ports [cant’d on page 7^] 
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What do you like best about your DA-88? 

“We really like the convei mience of the 

DA-88 

“The frame accuracy is so fantastic, I can-

“We love the jog/shuttle wheel. 

VARI SPEED 

DIGITAL IN 

REMOTE 

RECORD 

7 like the size, the editing 
:apabilities, and the price. 

F even like the way it looks. ” 

“It locks up a 

helluva lot faster 

than our other 

digital multi-

track recorder. ” 

*7 like the auto-locator and 
rehearsal modes, and of course 

we're doing our next album on it. 

“The 108 minutes of recording time 

means we can do something we never 

could before — get an entire perfor¬ 

mance on a single piece of tape. ” 

“It's just faster. 

Speed counts. 

Time is money. ” 

“The punches are very clean 

and accurate. A dream. ” 

‘7 needed over an hour and a half 
recording time. The DA-88 is the 

only digital recorder to offer that. ” 

“Punching in and out 

is so simple. That fact — 

alone made it worth 

buying a DA-88.'' 

“I just finished scoring two 

movies on it. Unbelievable 

machine. ” 

CASSETTE IN - ( EJECT 

edit voice-overs and guitar parts as small 

as two frames using the Absolute Time 

capability. ” 

“MIDI synching is so easy 

and clean. It's hard to know where 

the virtual recording ends and the 

taped recording begins. ” 

“The sync card has 

built-in SMPTE, 

video sync and Sony 

9-pin. Perfect for our 

video house. ” 

“Built-in headroom. It makes a big difference 

when you're trying to track quickly. ” 

Hi8 format. You don't get tape stretch, 

you get much more time per tape, and 

it's really cost-effectiv 

“It's trouble free. All I have to do is -

clean the heads. I'd call it the stress-

free modular digital multitrack!'' 

“The TASCAM unit is clearly 

more dependable. 

“Our DA-88 ended up in a pile on the floor 

after the earthquake. I put it back together, 

turned it on, and it worked fine. It's earth¬ 

quake proof. ” 

“I've been on the DA-88 nonstop for three 

weeks now. The transport is phenomenal. ” 

“Bouncing. I can 

bounce forever, it 

seems. The DA-88 

just doesn't distort 

like other digital 

decks.'' 

I can now offer my customers 

digital recording at analog prices. ” 

‘7 can't help but notice the difference 
in the sound. Unbelievable. ” 

“It just feels better than 

any other recorder in its 

price range. ” 

“With the sync 

card it's so easy to 

synchronize our 

audio both to 

video and other 

audio reels, 

including our 

DAT reels.'' 

“I've had a lot of experience with TASCAM. .. 

the dependability and the value. It was a no 

risk investment for us. ” 

The Hi8 format is a 

superior recording 

medium, and it's a 

TASCAM." 

“It sounds great. Especially in 

the upper frequencies. ” 

I like having the A/D and D/A converters on an interface 

card because you can drop in a new card without having 

to disassemble the whole machine. ” \ 

It's working out great. ” 

No wonder the DA-88 is the preferred digital multitrack. 
It features the latest generation in digital multitrack recording technology. According to users, 

it’s the best sounding, best built, most functional and affordable digital multitrack on the market. 
You’re going to love the DA-88. Get to your dealer now and see why! 

Two things. First, the DA-88 gives me a full one-hour and fifty minutes of 

record time. Second, the wind times are so wonderfully tight and quick... 

it takes my other digital recorder a day and a half to rewind. ” 

AUTO AUTO NSERT RHSL IN/OUT 

miwi r, 
7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello. CA 90640 (213) 726-0303 

“It's the name. They make the best 

recording equipment, period. ” 

“I'm focused on the TASCAM. 

It will become the standard. And 

I don't want to be left out. ” 

*7 wanted the serious machine for music 
production. That's TASCAM." 

/ TASCAM. 
I tan lock it to video and my analog machines with T । . c

no hassle. Life is so easy now that 1 have my DA-88. ” advanta§e of °ur experience. 



FAST FORWARD 

A TANGLE OF STRINGS 

Thirty 
brands but 

only a 
handful of 

W HAT’S THE DIFFERENCE between different brands of 
guitar strings? Can anyone even tell? Steve Kimock, lead gui¬ 

tarist with San Francisco jam meisters Zero, describes shopping for 
strings in an Aspen, Colorado music store. 

“I wanted a plain steel .018, and the guy gave me an Ernie Ball. I 
said, ‘Get me a D’Addario.’ He said, ‘You can’t tell the difference.' 1 
said, ‘I’m going to turn my back and shut my eyes. Hand me a string, 
and I’ll pinch it between my fingers and tell you which kind it is.’ You 
really can do that, because each string has its own way of moving 
when you hold it in the middle and feel how it flexes. He handed me 
an Ernie Ball and I said, ‘You jerk, it’s an Ernie Ball!' But he still didn’t 
believe I was for real.” 

Many guitarists would agree with the clerk. David Fiuczynski 
(Me’Shell NdegéOcello, Screaming Headless Torsos) takes the cynic’s 
position: “When anyone asks me what strings I use, I think, ‘Well, 
which company is most likely to give me the big endorsement deal?’ 
Because otherwise it doesn’t make much difference. I’ll take what I 
can get.” 

Are different brands really different? In between the positions 
taken by Kimock and Fiuczynski lies a world full of closely guarded 
secrets—a world that insiders are reluctant to discuss. “It’s a paranoid 

nearly everyone admits to the phe¬ 
nomenon, most of the actual manu¬ 
facturers won’t identify themselves 
or name the brands they make. On 
the other hand, the only source 
to speak on record, Dave Holcolm 
of GHS, denies that any of this is 
true. “It’s been a long time since the 
days of four companies controlling 
the market,” he asserts. “The last 
time I checked, every major manu¬ 
facturer in the U.S. made their own 
products.” 

In some ways, the farming-out 
approach makes good sense. Once you’ve established a string plant, 
it’s capable of tremendous production. (The largest, D’Addario’s, 
churns out 220,000 strings a day.) If you own one, you have an in¬ 
centive to maximize your productivity by selling to other companies. 
If not, you need only buy from a manufacturer and print up your own 
labels. Keep in mind that all strings are not designed alike. Different 
brands, even if they’re made by a single manufacturer, often are made 
to different specifications. 

But not always. Reportedly, one prominent “gourmet” brand of 
acoustic guitar strings is the same as that put out by its manufacturer 

under the manufacturer’s own name. The only differences are 
an acid wash (for cosmetic purposes), packaging and a 
higher price. 

News like this is kept quiet because, in the $90-million 
string market, brand loyalty rules. “People often pick 

strings for no discernible reason,” Terry Dennis, marketing 
director at Maxima, says. “But then they stick with them for 

years.” 
String making begins with high-carbon tinned steel 

wire (one exception: plain classical strings, generally 
made of nylon). The wire comes from a foundry in 

bales, pre-cut to particular gauges of thickness. 
Two varieties, round and hexagonal, are used 
most often. Round wire is used as is, and less 

often as a core wire for wound strings; hex wire is 
the usual core wire. “The six corners of the hex enable the cover 

wire to cling more tightly to the core,” explains Dan O’Con¬ 
nor, product manager at Kaman. “A round core can give you 

more sustain, but also makes it easier for the cover to loosen.” 
Whether round or hex, the wire is cut to correspond to various 
scale lengths. Plain strings need only to be fitted with a ball 

end, which is attached by twisting the wire around itself at 
the bottom. 

In addition to a ball end, wound strings receive a 
wrap—the wire that covers the core. The composi¬ 
tion of the wrap depends on the tone desired and 
the instrument for which the string is intended. 

Nickel-plated steel is the usual wrap for electric 

industry,” relates Les O’Connor, production manager at DR Strings. 
“Lots of skeletons in the closet.” 

One skeleton in particular leaps out, all eye sockets 
and toothy grin, at anyone who opens the 
door. According to several sources, nearly 
all the 30 or so major brands on the f 
market are manufactured by the same / 
handful of companies. Although I 

manu¬ 
facturers. 
Are guitar 
strings 

really all the 
same? 

♦ 

BY MAC RANDALL 
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a string 
classical and specialty string products. 

Ms 

Now sold in more than 60 
countries, GHS has set the world 
standard for consistent quality, 
personalized service and the 
variety of string choices. Since 
1964, our leadership in 
stringmaking technology has 
produced Boomers®, the world's 
favorite electric guitar and bass 
strings, as well as many acoustic, 

Mfg. by G.H.S. Corp., 2813 Wilber Ave., 
Battle Creek, Ml 49015 USA 

After 30 years, GHS products 
are still the result of 
uncompromising values; 
crafted around a 
commitment that 
says, when you 
buy GHS, you buy 
the world's 
best. 

We've got the 
world on 



FORWARD 
guitars; pure nickel sounds darker, stainless 
steel brighter. Bronze alloys are standard for 
acoustic, phosphor bronze being the most 
popular. 

Wraps also vary in texture. To make 
roundwounds, the wrap is left as originally 
applied for a string with easily defined 
grooves and a slightly rough surface. For flat¬ 
wounds, the wrap is filed down so grooves 
are less detectable and the string feels 
smoother and slinkier. 

Among wound brands, the most impor¬ 
tant difference is core-to-wrap ratio. This 
simply describes how much of the wound 
string is core and how much is wrap. A light 
core with a heavy wrap yields more flexibil¬ 
ity, but also a more breakable string. Each 
company has its own core-to-wrap ratio, 
but none will reveal it. “The difference be¬ 
tween too much and too little is less than 
a human hair,” says Don Dawson of 
D’Addario. 

The number of twists above the string’s 
ball end, which affects tone and stability, is 

another important distinguishing mark. 
Three twists are found most often, but num¬ 
bers vary widely. 

Curt Mangan of Ernie Ball believes that 

♦ Ernie Ball, 151 Suburban Rd., Box 4177, 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401; voice (805) 
544-7726, fax (805) 544-7275. ♦ D’Addario. 
210 Rte. 109, E. Farmingdale, NY 11735; 
voice (516) 391-5400, fax (516) 391-5410. 
♦ DR, 7 Palisade Ave., Emerson, NJ 07630; 
voice (800) 782-1901, fax (201) 599-0404. 
♦ GHS, 2813 Wilber Ave., Battle Creek, MI 
49015; voice (800) 399-4447, fax (800) 860-
6913. ♦ Kaman, P.O. Box 507, Bloomfield, 
CT 06002; voice (203) 243-7941, fax (203) 
243-7102. ♦ Dean Markley, 3350 Scon Blvd. 
#45, Santa Clara, CA 95054; voice (800) 800-
1008, fax (408) 988-0441. ♦ Maxima, 57 
Crooks Ave., Clifton, NJ 07011; voice (800) 
888-1899, fax (201) 772-5410. ♦ Vinci, 2885 
S. James Dr., New Berlin, WI 53151, voice 
(414)784-8388, fax (414) 784-9258. 

brand loyalty can’t be explained by such vari¬ 
ations alone. “It’s all nuance. I can’t honestly 
say that anyone is putting out an inferior 
product, and I sure can’t tell brands apart.” 

Mangan’s statement is largely borne out 
by my own examination of eight brands of 
electric strings, all gauged .010 to .046: 
D’Addario XL, Ernie Ball Regular Slinky, 
Ernie Ball Stainless Steel, GHS Boomers, 
Vinci, DR, Dean Markley and Dean 
Markley Blue Steel. Of the eight, almost all 
sounded and felt exactly alike. Only the two 
Dean Markleys bore any quirks. The stan¬ 
dard nickel-plated steel set was slightly infe¬ 
rior in its workmanship; the wrap on the 
.026 unraveled in a couple of spots, leaving 
odd gaps and bulges. On the other hand, the 
Blue Steels were outstanding, with a deep, 
resonant tone, easy playability and no initial 
stiffness. 

According to Dean Markley, Blue Steels 
are “cryogenically activated,” pre-frozen in a 
way that changes their molecular structure 
and makes them last longer. Whether or not 

SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST 
musk & media conference 

"An intimate party of 4,000..." -Los Angeles Reader 

March 15-19,1995 
Austin Convention Center 

Austin, Texas 

REGISTRATION RATES & DEADLINES: 

(payment must be received or postmarked by deadline date.) 
$250-January 20,1995 
$295-February 24,1995 
$350 - Walkup registration. 

After March 2, FAX or telephone credit card registrations only 
or bring payment to conference. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, write 5XSW, Box 4999, Austin TX 78765 
Tel. (512) 467-7979; FAX (512) 451-0754 

E-mail: 72662.2465 @ compuserve.com 
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E. Cornhusker Hwy., Lincoln, NE 68505 

Exactly what you’d expect from a sound company like Telex. © 1995 Telex Communications. Inc. 

The Telex engineers in Lincoln 
have been designing wireless 
systems for over two decades. 
They know what works and what 
doesn’t. They also know your real 
world from small clubs to outdoor 
festivals - and how to give you the 
best wireless performance in 
any situation. 

So when they set out to design 
the latest Telex ProStar® Wireless, 
they gave it features like Posi-
Phase™, a patented auto-diversity 
circuit that reduces drop-outs to 
zero. 

And Posi-Squelch , an auto¬ 
suppression circuit that keeps stray 
signals out of your music. 

Telex wireless systems are the 
only systems in the industry to be 
backed by a limited lifetime 
warranty. Plus, if you ever need 
factory service, you won’t have to 
send your unit across an ocean 
to get it. 

The best engineered wireless is 
designed and built in Lincoln, 
Nebraska, but it’s available at a 
music store near you.Try one today. 

Telex ProStar* Systems - Engineered for the best vocal 
and guitar performance. 

Headquarters: 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 • Manufacturing: 8601 
Tel: (612) 887-5550 • Fax: (612) 884-0043 

The best engineered wireless in the world tomes from 
Mn, Nebrasho! 

Telex. 



that’s straight talk, to these ears (and fingers) 
the process makes a difference. But no less an 
authority than British acoustic wizard Adri¬ 
an Legg calls it “a load of bollocks”—adding 
yet another twist to the tangle of fact and 
opinion that surrounds guitar strings. 'S' 

AES REPORT 

[cont'd from page 70] that transmit and re¬ 
ceive Lone Wolf’s MediaLink protocol. 
MediaLink is a communications protocol for 

audio control devices. For instance, a system 
controller such as a computer might monitor 
the temperatures of all of the amps in the sys¬ 
tem, adjusting settings in response. Even if 
you’re not wired for MediaLink, you may 
need the feedback elimination provided by 
Roland’s AFP-700 Anti-Feedback Processor, 
or the self-adjusting room EQ of Sabine’s 
RealQ Real-Time Adaptive Equalizer. 

MDM users will benefit from two new 
eight-channel compressor/limiters, the ART 

National 

Independent 

Hand 

tm tlight 

' All styles of music are welcome 

- Your music is featured for a minimum 
of four shows 

- Reach Chicago, the northern 
suburbs and southern Wisconsin 

' Get feedback from area listeners 

- Receive a tape of your spot on the 
show 

, »<■*■« (The Bear) 
n».v fm in Chicago 

> Fridays, a-v pm. CST 

- For more information, call today: 
■ -moo-v«. a :i:»O3 

MDM-8L ($499) and Symetrix 488 ($575). 
Patch one of these babies between the source 
and deck and reclaim the lower end of the 
dynamic range, and maybe even impart an 
analog-type tape saturation effect as well. 

Other fun signal processors: Lexicon’s 
PCM 80 ($2500), the successor to the ever-
popular PCM 70, and Digitech’s Studio 
Vocalist ($1050), a further refinement of their 
excellent vocal harmonization technology. 
Roland downsized its expensive RSS sur¬ 
round-sound system into the single rack 
space RSS-10 (c. $3000). Keep in mind that 
signal processors needn’t be rack-mount 
boxes; software-only signal processors that 
“plug in” to Digidesign’s Pro Tools (and ride 
on generic DSP hardware that plugs into the 
Mac’s expansion slots) are on the rise. 

Tape-based MDMs are hot, but stand¬ 
alone hard-disk recorders are right on their 
heels. Yamaha’s four-track CBX-D5, having 
been neglected with the success of their 
ProMix 01 budget digital mixer, returned at a 
lower price ($1995) and with crucial support 
from makers of sequencing software. Ro¬ 
land’s DM-800, a more powerful, less expen¬ 
sive version of their DM-80 hard disk re¬ 
corder, has a remarkably easy-to-grasp user 
interface. Akai’s DD1500 allows up to 16 
tracks and accommodates both magneto¬ 
optical and conventional hard disks. 

The current generation of digital recorders 
has left the world reeling, but the next step is 
nearly here. In a secluded hotel suite away 
from the show, Oberheim demonstrated the 
F.A.R. system, based on a process called re¬ 
synthesis. Conventional digital recording 
lends itself only to very limited forms of 
manipulation. Resynthesis analyzes a record¬ 
ing to determine its basic components (par¬ 
tials) and rebuilds it from the ground up, mak¬ 
ing it possible to manipulate each partial 
individually. Applied to recording, this makes 
for unparalleled flexibility. Applied to making 
music, it means greater expressive power. 

The AES show is a technologist’s drcam, as 
it should be. Still, I couldn’t help but notice 
one missing element: music for music’s sake. 
The emphasis was on audio as only one part in 
a larger production—broadcast, video, games, 
multimedia, movies. While cool new toys are 
always welcome, it’s fitting to bear in mind the 
words with which producer George Martin, 
who delivered the convention’s keynote 
address, closed his speech. “Don’t,” he cau¬ 
tioned, “forget the music.” 'S' 



Sounding Off 
My Community CSX-S2 

monitors are a critical part 

ot my touring setup. They’ve 

got unbelievable power. 
They’re rugged, punchy and 

For Community! 
Explosive, no-holds-barred drummer 
Bobby Rock is known among musicians 
as the most powerful, punishing 
performer on the road today. Bobby 
plays non-stop in countless clubs, 
arenas, recording sessions and drum 
clinics around the world. And despite 
the pounding and the pace, Bobby's 
Community monitors haven't failed 
him once. If you need a system that 
sounds great and works as hard as you 
do, go see your Community dealer! 

Community 
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FORWARD 
DESPITE HIS success throughout the ’70s and ’80s as 

lead guitarist for the Jefferson Starship, Craig Chaquico never 
expected his first solo album, Acoustic Highway, to be a hit. 

Nor did he imagine that its follow-up, Acoustic Planet on 
Higher Octave, would reach number one on Billboard’s New 

Age chart. More surprising to the listener, though, may be the 

simplicity of his studio, nestled among the redwoods of 
northern California. 

Chaquico’s partner Ozzie Ahlers starts by sequencing 
keyboard, bass and rhythm with MOTU's Performer software 

running on an Apple Mac Plus O. A Sonus Macface inter¬ 
face sends MIDI data to an Alesis HR16 drum machine 0 and 

a variety of modules. An Akai S900 sampler 0 delivers the 
bass through a dbx 163 0 or 161 0 compressor/limitcr. 

With MIDI tracks in place, Chaquico plugs one of several 
Washburn EA-20 guitars 0 directly into a Scholz Rockman 

XPR O or Soldano Series II tube preamp 0 (Korg DT-1 
Oand stick-on Sabine AX-800 © tuners keep them in proper 

pitch). A Rocktron Hush IICX ©reduces noise before the gui¬ 

tar is patched to a Fostex B-16 16-track deck ©. Why not a 

digital multitrack? “I’m comfortable with the Fostex 4050 

autolocator,” Chaquico replies, “plus, tape has a warm com¬ 

pression—though I may go digital next time.” 

Chaquico uses “an elaborate chain of effects, which I don’t 

print until mixdown.” Gizmos include a t.C. electronic TC 

1210 ®, Yamaha SPX90II ©and two SPX90s ©, Lexicon 

PCM 70 ©and Roland SRV-2000 © routed through two 

Rane SM26 mixers ©. “I also just got an Alesis QuadraVerb 

2,” he reports. “It gives me almost every effect I need!” 

For mixdown, Chaquico hauls his racks to new age artist 

William Aura’s studio in Ojai, California. Consequently, he 

uses his Mackie MS1202 ©and two Carvin MX1688 consoles 

® for monitoring rather than finished mixes. Their stereo out¬ 
put gets hushed by a Rocktron Hush IIC @, brightened with a 

BBE 402 Sonic Maximizer, juiced by a Carvin FET 900 amp 

and Tascam MH-40 headphone amp, and finally heard through 

Yamaha NS10 © and Auratone 4C ©speakers, or Fostex T20 

phones ©. Chaquico often tracks while listening to speakers, 

so two Sabine FBX900s ©seek and destroy feedback. 

Sony Discman ESP © and CDP-302 CD players are on 

hand, and for rough mixes Sony TCD-07 and TDCD-D3 DAT 

decks plus Aiwa AD-S37, AD-R40 and Onkyo R1 cassette 

decks. Fostex 3010 © and Tascam P864 © patch bays han¬ 

dle the ins and outs, and a Furman PL-8 © keeps the power 
immaculate. 

“Even in a million-dollar studio,” Chaquico muses, “you’ll 

never see an ‘emotion’ knob—so once you have the technolo¬ 

gy, it’s up to you to add your feelings to the music.” 
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West Coast 
swing, 

emerging with 
a sound of 
his own.” 

—LIVING 
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GROOVE TIME, 
the new release from blues 

WILLIAM CLARKE 
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Where Are 1 ow? 

in court real soon. —Dave DiMartino 

N FIVE YEARS' TIME—BEGINNING WITH MEET THE BEATLES 

and ending with Abbey Road—a once-popular British rock 
combo released a total of 12 very substantial albums. With Second 
Coming, the Stone Roses—themselves a highly regarded band— 
have managed two. The similarities, of course, are stunning. 

Or maybe not. 
That the long-awaited new Stone Roses album isn’t stunning, 

isn’t the deliberate, go-for-the-throat sonic knockout some 
expected, is actually part of its understated charm. Second Com¬ 
ing is a groove album, filled with both the subtleties and loose 
musical interaction only natural to a band that, due to a painful 
legal struggle with their former record label, has spent the past 
five years playing with itself. 

Before hearing this, I’d thought those five years could only 
work in favor of the band. The surging melodic pop that made 
their debut so alluring went out of fashion in the ’90s—replaced 
by the crappy Manchester dance music they themselves helped 
launch—only to return half a decade later, via fashionable fellow 
limesuckers like Oasis. But no, there’s little of the concise pop 
that was “She Bangs the Drum,” “Elephant Stone” or “Water¬ 
fall” here; instead there’s an 11-minute opening track, promi¬ 
nent, noodling guitar in spots recalling Led Zeppelin (“Love 
Spreads”) and even Deep Purplish organ (“Ten Storey Love 
Song”), provided by producer Simon Dawson. The snaking, 
insinuating riffs of guitarist John Squire dominate nearly all the 
songs on Second Coming; he and singer Ian Brown cowrote 
everything on the last album, here he wrote almost everything 
on his own. 

As for prettyboy Brown, never Joe Cocker Jr. in the first 
place, his vocal presence is likewise lessened, his singing through¬ 
out strangely wispy, almost half-spoken, and often remarkably 
similar to that of—and I drop the name advisedly, for I do not 
intend to be obscure—-one Mike Hugg, who sang with the jazzy 
Chapter Three version of Manfred Mann in 1969 and did not 
change the future of music as we know it, but was damn good. 

So here sit the Stone Roses—signed to Geffen Records, 
boasting A&R direction by Tom Zutaut (Motley Crue, Guns 
N’ Roses) and an album mixed by Bill Price (Sex Pistols, Clash, 
Guns N’ Roses). And here sits a world that has passed them by. 
Geffen reportedly picked up the mammoth legal tab racked up 
from the band’s struggles to depart their former label; it’s there¬ 
fore likely they—and maybe the band itself—are expecting 
something massive to happen here. Whether it will, on these 
currently anti-Anglo shores, is anybody’s guess; I suspect 
America may not even care. Still, five years on, Second Coming 
is unexpectedly tasteful, a damn fine listen, and not even the 
slightest bit self-conscious in its late arrival. Let’s all get our day 

THE STONE ROSES 
Second Coming 

(Geffen) 



MAKING THE BEATLES' 
LIVE AT THE BBC 

“IT WAS quite a bit of detective work." That’s 

how BBC producer/archivist Kevin Howlett de¬ 

scribed assembling the tapes for the “new” Bea¬ 

tles album, Live at the BBC. Many of these re¬ 

cordings present a side of the Beatles few 

American fans ever heard—the tough, tight 

cover band whose cleanly harmonized versions 

of American R&B and rockabilly hits had earned 

them a big following even before “Love Me Do.” 

Though Howlett wasn't there for the original ses¬ 

sions—“I was listening, as a very young boy, to the 

radio”—he was more than happy to have been 

asked, in 1982, to comb the BBC archives in search 

of Beatles recordings. “It turned out there were 

52 radio programs from March ’62 to June ’69. 

But some of the material was not easy to find.” 

For one thing, there was no central archive; 

another problem was finding the best source for 

remastering. Fortunately, he said, “these record¬ 

ings have survived very well. On some of them, 

we are actually using the transcription discs that 

were made for the BBC transcription service. In 

fact, a very good, clean vinyl copy of a transcription 

disc is a very good source to master something." 

Executive producer George Martin sorted 

through the tapes to decide which performances 

warranted inclusion. From there, the recordings 

were cleaned up using the Sonic Solutions Sys¬ 

tem at EMI's Abbey Road studios. “All you can do 

is make them sound as good as they sounded in 

the studio,” he said. “So you remove anything in 

the way of distortion. But that's the limit.” 

The BBC's equipment back then wasn't quite 

state of the art. “The recording was a little bit 

behind what was happening in America,” How¬ 

lett admitted. "It’s interesting to note that 

Atlantic had eight-track recording machines in 

the late ’50s, but EMI didn’t get one until ’68.” 

Moreover, the BBC engineers had a hard time 

dealing with the volume of Ringo Starr's drum¬ 

ming. “The sound engineers would experiment 

with Ringo behind partitions, or behind curtains 

even,” said Howlett. “But that didn't really work, 

because they were such a tight live band, they 

needed to be near each other. And Ringo didn't 

like being set apart. ” —J.D. Considine 

NICK LOWE 
The Impossible Bird 

(UPSTART) 

WHATEVER THE MERITS OF THE LITTLE 

Village experiment two years back, it’s 
had a distinct loosening effect on that band’s 
members. After it was over, John Hiatt put to¬ 
gether a raucous rock ’n’ roll band and enjoyed 
the best-selling record of his career. Ry Cood¬ 
er’s sweet-sounding duet album with Ali Farka 
Toure struck a popular chord with world music 
fans as well. Nick Lowe isn’t as likely to enjoy 
that kind of success; dropped by Warner Bros., 
his new solo album has been released on the 
tiny Upstart label. So The Impossible Bird 
won’t be Lowe’s big hit, which is too bad; it 
might be his masterpiece. 

Always a composer of unimpeachable craft, 
singalong hooks and pub-thumping rhythms, 
Lowe’s put something extra into the mix this 
time: his soul. The songs frequently address ten¬ 
der matters of the heart, sometimes with gospel 
affirmations (a cover of “True Love Travels on a 
Gravel Road”), sometimes with rue. Backed by a 
funereal organ, “Lover Don’t Go” equates the 
end of a romance with death, while “Withered 
on the Vine” expresses a fool’s regret in classic 
country cadences. Even Lowe’s humor is darker 
than usual; his “12-Step Program” to ditch a bad 
relationship rocks with energy, but the steps are 
so obviously lame (“step nine/Pick out a place to 
dine”) that you know he’ll never get through it. 

Nor does Lowe confine his sentiments to 
broken hearts. “The Beast in Me” was recently 
covered by a rumbling Johnny Cash, but 
Lowe’s gentle version somehow seems scarier; 
he’s the killer who sounds like a nice guy. On 
“Where’s My Everything?” he employs a 
chiming Buddy Holly arrangement to wonder 
why money, fame and the joys of family 
haven’t materialized on a silver platter; it’s the 
sort of irony Randy Newman could admire. 
By the time “Ell Be There” drives the album to 
an upbeat conclusion, the song sounds less like 
vintage Rockpile than a warm welcome home 
from a storm-tossed journey. 

Of course, we always knew Nick Lowe had 
a heart. But after 20 years of going steady, it’s 
nice to discover he’s serious about it. 

—Mark Rowland 

THROWING MUSES 
University 

(SIRE/REPRISE) Kristin hersh may envy the commer-cial inroads made by Belly and the Breed¬ 
ers, but she’d never let it show. Having helped 
pave the way for her more mainstream sisters, 



the head Throwing Muse has no intention of 
making a cheesy bid for mass acceptance. 
Although University lacks the overt eccentrici¬ 
ties of the band’s early efforts, this alluring, elu¬ 
sive opus resists reduction to easy formulas. It’s 
easy to admire Hersh’s evocative textures and 
tantalizing implications. Hearing them as a con¬ 
vincing whole is harder. 

The ingredients are familiar enough: Hersh 
can rock stomping a wah-wah pedal with free¬ 
wheeling abandon (“Bright Yellow Gun”), 
fashion a glittering bauble (“That’s All You 
Wanted”) or wail like a wounded, grungy beast 
(“Start”). What she can’t do is deliver a straight¬ 
forward punchline. In grand Muses tradition, 
she avoids clichés like the plague, crafting 
appealing hooks that melt away upon close 
inspection, while obliquely outlining common 
phenomena like desire, anger and, especially, 
uncertainty. Fumbling to connect, Hersh con¬ 
fesses, “I can’t think under pressure,” and 
admits (or perhaps brags), “There’s nothing on 
my brain.” Her pleasantly noncommittal 
singing rarely reveals more. However intrigu¬ 
ing, especially for those sympathetic to the shy 
guy/gal mindset now prevalent on the “alterna¬ 
tive” scene, Hersh’s reluctance to fill in the 
blanks ultimately suggests simple evasiveness 
rather than serious strategy. We’re talking pop 
music here, not conceptual art. 

Amid the haze, vivid details offer immediate 
pleasures. Nobody would ever mistake Hersh 
for J Mascis, but she seems most comfortable 
talking with her axe. Twangy and wistful, “Surf 
Cowboy” features lonely guitar Tom Verlaine 
would admire, and the dramatic bridge of 
“Flood” could be reconstituted Zeppelin. De¬ 
spite the fuzzy surroundings, David Narcizo’s 
ardent drumming guarantees a firm pulse; his 
exhilarating fills, in tandem with Hersh’s bracing 
power chords, turn “Hazing” 
into an old-fashioned display of 
brawn. Otherwise, University 
needs more cheap thrills. Kristin 
Hersh has too much integrity for 
her own good. —Jon Young 

LEON PARKER 
Above and Below 

(EPICURE) 

VINNIE COLAIUTA 
Vinnie Colaiuta 

(STRETCH) 

BE IT A BUCK ’N’ WING OR A 

funkadelic fling, melodic, 
groove-oriented drumming is 
the source of jazz’s enduring 
power, and a major impetus in its 

evolution. Leon Parker is an exceptionally 
musical thinker who has transformed the 
American trap kit by approaching it from the 
point of view of a Latin percussionist. Employ¬ 
ing a miniature version of kits drummers such 
as Baby Dodds played in the early days of 
jazz—before the invention of the sock cym¬ 
bal—Parker made his reputation on the New 
York jazz scene by showing up with nothing 
but a Sabían HH Flat Ride and the determina¬ 
tion to elicit maximum melody and color from 
minimum instrumentation. 

Here the left foot is still the timekeeper, 
friends, but Parker pedals away at a ghost beat— 
his clave—forcing himself to play orchestrally 
on nothing but a flat ride and small crash, 16-
inch kick, snare and a shallow single-headed 

floor tom. Parker has a truly distinctive cymbal 
pulse, puffy and melodious. On “Celebration,” 
“Caravan” and the title tune he chants away on 
his flat ride as if it were a timbale or a choked hi-
hat cymbal. By editing out the left-foot click, 
there’s less emphasis on modulations and fills; 
the beat is more pronounced than the variations, 
allowing the colors of individual voices to shine 
through. Parker’s elemental hamboning (with 
kick drum accompaniment) is a funky metaphor 
for Above and Below’s spare canvas of voices, 
flutes and reeds, signaling his return to a more 
elemental, tribal collective. On Monk’s “Bemsha 
Swing” and “Epistrophy” his concoction of 
dance beats and swing beats brings a fresh Afro-
Cuban perspective to these themes. 

Vinnie Colaiuta could have stepped off a cliff 
after his collaborations with Frank Zappa, and 
drummers would still be talking about his epic, 
free-form approach to polyrhythms, his over¬ 
whelming technique. Vinnie did the next best 
thing, disappearing into the one-two-chachacha 
of the L.A. studios, where his berserko subdivi¬ 
sions of time were not in great demand. 
Meanwhile, players the likes of Dave Week], 
Dennis Chambers and Terry Bozzio were mes¬ 
merizing jock drummers from Singapore to Sing 
Sing, and while Vinnie’s collaboration with Sting 
granted him greater visibility, Sting’s tightly craft¬ 
ed charts offer Colaiuta little opportunity to ad¬ 
vance his personal approach to texture and time. 

Vinnie Colaiuta remedies that situation, and 
then some. While bits and pieces border on stock 
fusion, the music never descends to sappy happy 
jazz.. .and some of it’s quite visionary. Asa com-
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poser and home recordist, Colaiuta employed 
modern MIDI technology to cultivate an elec¬ 
tronic canvas on slaved ADATs, and layer by 
layer, replaced the original sequences and sam¬ 
ples with live players—adding the drums last. 

Colaiuta has an ear for jarring ascerbic tex¬ 
tures and tricky convolutions of the groove that 
put me in mind of Ives, McLaughlin, Pastorius, 
Varese, Zappa and Zawinul. Some of his intu¬ 
itive textures and beats sound like futurist hip¬ 
hop, although he employs more radical tempo 
and key changes. His manner of superimposing 
meters and rhythms proceeds freely from the 
hallowed altar of Tony Williams, and some¬ 
thing else...his own hyper species of Afro-
Cuban funk. It’s funny, but both Colaiuta’s and 
Parker’s differing approaches suggest that to 
really free up your blues and swing, gringo, you 
gotta go south of the border. —Chip Stern 

appeal of a homemade demo; Lamprey is 
melancholy and more ambitious. The produc¬ 
tion is still retro (at times, shrill), though the 
group deftly adds touches of orchestral strings, 
flute, tympani and organ to acoustic strumming 
and finger-picking. “Cybor D” and “Ray Ray 
Rain” provide a swinging Beatlesesque diver¬ 
sion to the sadness of “21 Days,” “Silent 
Spring,” “Tell Me Sad” and Lampreys center¬ 
piece, “D. Feathers,” sung by van Dijk in her 
pretty, forlorn voice as the band creates a warm 
womb around it. That song’s chorus—“I can’t 
trust the things I see/I can only trust in me”— 
preludes a brief guitar solo, until the band 
crashes over van Dijk with pure, funereal 
pathos. It’s an unusually sad moment that 
frames the rest of the record and hints at Bettie 
Scrveert’s potential. Lamprey assures there’s 
more to come. —Ken Micallef 

BETTIE SERVEERT 
Lamprey 

(MATADOR/ATLANTIC) Bettie serveert is easy to love. While American bands such as Dinosaur Jr. 
and Buffalo Tom have made careers out of imi¬ 
tating Neil Young’s grand guitar noise, this 

VANESSA WILLIAMS 
The Sweetest Days 

(WING/MERCURY) 

VANESSA WILLIAMS’ CAREER HAS BEEN marked by a series of noteworthy prece¬ 
dents—as the first black woman to be named 
Miss America, as the first Miss America to be 

dethroned after a nude photos scandal, 
and finally and most remarkably, as the 
first Miss America to have a career 
which has overshadowed her original 
claim to fame. That her first album 
went gold could partly be chalked up 
to notoriety, but the platinum follow¬ 
up (The Comfort Zone) made it on its 
own. The logical next step would be 
Zone II, and while The Sweetest Days 
does have a bit of that previous album’s 
billowy contempo pop/soul sound, it’s 
far less predictable and more expansive 
in its musical choices. Williams is in 
her early 30s now, the mother of three 
and currently a critical smash in a seri¬ 
ous Broadway musical (Kiss of the Spi¬ 
der Woman), so damn it if she wants to 

Dutch quartet adds the yearning sweetness of 
the grunge godfather’s earlier works to their 
rambling garage-folk. From delicate moments 
of reflection to big moody guitar brawls, Bettie 
Serveert play their instruments in an almost 
amateurish fashion, making their comfy songs 
all the more friendly. Carol van Dijk’s introvert¬ 
ed lyrics and bristling vocals (she calls herself a 
“bedroom singer”) are the perfect foil for a 
band that would still probably play in their 
basements if no one cared to buy their records. 

Last year’s Palomine had the charming 

stretch she’s gonna stretch. 
Which means making only an occasional nod 

to Zone’s wall-to-wall ear candy and filling out 
this album with essentially low-keyed and more 
sparsely arranged numbers. This is a bit of a risk 
since Williams is not one of your more emotive 
divas. But Days' relatively stripped-down ap¬ 
proach reveals her restraint as a virtue. Her style 
is devoid of excess mannerism; she knows how 
to squeeze a note without milking it, displaying 
a natural actor’s instinct not to chew the scenery. 
Dueting with herself on “Constantly” she effec¬ 

tively undersells the song’s content; on “Higher 
Ground” she makes vaporous spirituality 
sound like soulful common sense. 

It’s significant that one song is a tribute to 
Ella Fitzgerald (“Ellamental”), a singer who, 
when she wasn’t improvising scat, was less 
interested in taking interpretive liberties than 
revealing the beauties that were already there 
(hear her various Songbooks). The recurring 
phrase in “Ellamental” is “she spoke her mind” 
—an acknowledgment that a singer needn’t 
have written the song she sings in order for it to 
be a personal statement. Williams is no Ella— 
who is? But she knows how to speak her mind 
with a minimum of fuss and a great deal of 
unforced charm. —Richard C. Walls 

DAN HICKS 
Shootin’ Straight 

(ON THE SPOT/PRIVATE) 

WITH “SINGER/SONGWRITER" BECOMING 

synonymous with a genre rather than a 
role, Dan Hicks reminds us that Hoagy 
Carmichael wrote and sang songs, as did Louis 
Jordan and Bob Wills. Combining a sly, dry wit 
with innate swing and serious musicianship, 
Hicks could be the last of the breed, excepting 
longtime devotee Tom Waits. 

Having ushered in San Francisco’s psychedelic 
scene as a Charlatan and predating “Unplugged” 
by 25 years with his innovative Hot Licks, Hicks 
may hold the all-time record for staving off A&R 
types. This, folks, is his first release since 1978. 
While substance abuse accounted for much of the 
hiatus, the 14 “new” originals on this live set are 
up to the standard of his early-’70s output. The 
moods swing from a stark monologue by a fe¬ 
male barfly (“Bottoms Up”) [cont’d on page 90] 
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Phone Number_ 

I certify that I have read/understood/accept all Song Spree Competition official rules 

Signalure(s)’_ 
"(Porent or Guardian must sign if entrant is under age 18) 

My Free CD: Up to four Category CDs will be produced. Send me (use Category #): 
1st choice_ 2nd choice_ 3rd choice_ 
Free CDs will be mailed in Fall of 1995. 
Mail this entry form, along with payment, labeled cassette & lyric sheet to: 
Spree Productions, RO. Box 40405, Nashville, TN 37204-0405 

Son? Spree 
Competition Rules 

1) Songs must be original, no 
longer than 4.5 minutes. 'One 
song per cassette. ’Lyrics must 
be typed or legibly printed. ' En¬ 
trant may send any number of 
songs but a separate, signed 
entry form (or copy) is required 
for each ' Cassettes and lyrics 
will not be not returned. 

2) Each cassette/lyric sheet 
must contain a legible name, 
address, phone ». song title 
and category. 

3) A non-refundable. per-song 
check or money order payable 
to Spree Productions must ac¬ 
company each submission. For 
multiple submissions, a check 
or money order for the total is 
acceptable. 

Judçinç 
Songs scored on Originality/ 
Melody/Lyrics/Rhythm/and 
Composition (not production or 
performance). ’First-Round 
judging by Spree Productions. 
’Second-Round judging by 
Nashville music industry person¬ 
nel. ’ Finalists chosen by los An¬ 
geles and Nashville industry 
professionals. 

Details 
This Competition is open to any¬ 
one who has earned less than 
s3500/year (average) from roy¬ 
alties or music industry-related 
contests since 1992. 'Category 
winners will be notified by mail 
and are required to sign and re¬ 
turn an affidavit of eligibility 
within ten business days or be 
disqualified. In such cases an 
alternate Category Winner will 
be chosen. 'In the event co¬ 
writers win, division of prizes is 
the responsibility of the first 
name on entry. Winners under 
age 18 must have parent or 
guardian approval on affidavit. 
‘False, inaccurate, or mislead¬ 
ing statements are grounds for 
disqualification. ’Affidavits re¬ 
lease Spree productions from 
product and all other liability 
and allow use of winners' 
songs, lyrics, names and/or like¬ 
nesses and voices for promo¬ 
tional and advertising purposes 
without additional compensa¬ 
tion. ’Relatives.employees and 
affiliates of Spree Productions. 
Bostwick & Pose Accountants, 
or County Q Productions not 
eligible. ’ Spree Productions not 
responsible for late, damaged, 
lost, misdirected or stolen mail. 
■Entries with insufficient post¬ 
age or received after deadline 
will be refused. ’Number of al¬ 
bums produced depends on 
number of songs re¬ 
ceived:’ 10.000 entries (total for 
4 categories) = one (compila¬ 
tion) CD: 12.000 = 2 CDs (Rock/ 
Soft & Country/Blues/R&B). 
20,000 = 4 CDs (one each cat¬ 
egory). '5.000 minimum issue 
of each CD.) 'Standard Statu¬ 
tory Licensing paid. 'Winners 
announced Summer, 1995. 

Spree Productions 
P.O. Box 40405 

Nashville, TN 37204-0405 

what 

Tired of 
trying to guess 

a winning song 

sounds like? Guess no more! Spree 
Productions introduces its First Annual Song 

Spree Songwriting Competition. All winning songs 
get recorded in a Nashville state-of-the-art studio on Compact 

Disc! And when the judging—by music industry professionals from 

Nashville & L.A.— is final, every entrant will receive a free CD of winning songs! 

But that's not all... 
1 ) At least the top three songs in each category will be produced and recorded at County Q Studio in 
Nashville—and presented on Spree's 1995 Songwriter Series CD(s). All Category Winners will earn 
standard publishing royalties based on the number of albums produced (5000 minimum guaranteed), 
but retain their publishing rights. Writer(s) may elect to sign a publishing contract, if desired. 
2) Twelve Category winners will receive two round-trip tickets to Nashville. While in Music City, winners 
and their guests will stay for 3 days and 2 nights at the magnificent Opryland Hotel, with spending 
money provided by Spree Productions. (Or 51000 in cash, if preferred.)* 

'CDs. prizes awarded for 2,500/category minimum entries, nationwide. In the event that fewer songs are received in 
any category, entries will be added to/judged with those received in the following year. Once entries exceed 5,000/ 
category, a separate 10-song CD will be produced for that category—including at least 5 category winners. 

3) Honorable Mention winners (top 5% per category) get an extra free CD. 

Categories... 
ûospel 

will be accepted 
in all four categories 

Roch 
(Uptempo, 
including 

Alternative) 

(Traditional 
to Crossover) 

Blues .Rhythm ? Blues 
(Including 
Pop R&B) 

4 
Soft Alternatives 
(Soft Rock/Pop. 
Semi-Classical. 
New Age & Folk) 

fees 8 Deadline... 
All entries must include a 
labeled cassette, lyric 
sheet, and check/money 
order made payable to 
Spree Productions for the 
total number of songs 
entered. 

ßong Spree Entry Blank OK to photocopy) [total010 $ 

! Song Title_ 

■ Category (circle one) I (Rock) 1 (Country) ) (Blues. Rhythm & Blues) 4 (Soft Alternatives) 
' Names_ 

I Address_ 

1 song. s20 
2 songs. s30 
3 songs. s40 
4 songs. s50 
5 songs. s60 

Entries must have a final 
entry postmark no later 
than March 15th, 1995. 
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PRINCE 

OY METHO BLUE COMPACT DISCS AM) CASSETTES 

Bob Belden 

Musical alchemist and arrangée 
BOB BELDEN has taken the ‘ 

music of Prince and reshaped 
it into amazing new forms. 

featuring: 
Cassandra Wilson 
Holly Cole 
Phil Perry 
Everette Harp 
Benny Green 
Jimi Tunnell 

Loris Diran 

Tsiidi Le Loka 

Greg Osby 

Tim Hagans 

Kevin Hays 

Fareed Haque 

Joey Calderazzo 

When 
Doves 
Cry!! 

metro blue 

ew of more than 

Wynette— 

in 

Bl 

ET CETERA 
THE EVERLY BROTHERS 

OUT ON THE ROLLING SEA 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

DR. ISIAH ROSS 

tha 

Rhi 

display here i 

jrners. 

pipeli 

1993. was a 

Jbriquet “the 

bum. his first 

nchmg into the rei 

onstrates here pr 

irst. they've tackled one of the most 

influential acts in pop music in the 

. Secund, they’ve cut no corners in 

production: Both the sound and the famous 

harmonies are achingly crystafclear through¬ 

out. Finally—and here's where Rhino's true 

power lies—they've licens 

every label the duo ever record 

ing Columbia, Cadence. RCA, Passport and 

Mercury. That that remarkable 3O-year 1 

even exists is a tribute to the Everl 

s like "I'm a One Woman 

like his life, reads like a B-

're into early Jones, check 

am's Cup of Loneliness, a

on culled expressly from his 

ordings.—Michael Lipton 

ribute to Joseph 

& the Pinder Fa 
IHOKEV POKEV/GREEN LINNET) 

A tribute that doesn't e 

artist it's eulogizing. 

Spence is probably 

ence on Ry Cooder, 

here. But Spence's uplifting spirit permeates 

Ralph McTell's honey baritone, Wavy Gravy's 

croak and a typically amazing David Lindley 

bouzouki solo. Other inspired turns—Jim Dick-

insen. Victoria Williams. Madagascar's Rossy 

—and the fact that all profits go to disabled 

decades of 

sides like “Love Bug' 

duet wi 

ibute to Merle Haggard 
(HIGHTONE) 

' SIDE of that other Merle tribute 

which celebrated the Nashville hit-

this disc posits Haggard as a pop¬

ulist rebel, and inspired covers like “Daddy 

Frank“ by Robert Earl Keen and “Kern 

River” by Dave Alvin evoke Haggard's trade¬ 

mark Bakersfield sound, with its roots in 

western swing. But presenting Merle as a 

modern Woody Guthrie by stacking the deck 

with p.c. tunes like “Irma Jackson” and 

"They're Tearin' the Labor Camps Down” 

ultimately feels less like a tribute than a 

full-length release after singles for Sun. 

Chess and Fortune, offers ample evidence 

that the nickname was quite apt. Ross, who 

played both harp and guitar left-handed (ac¬ 

reeducation program. A worthy collection 

overall, though, and Iris Dement's version 

companied by a kick drum), nodded deeply to 

the influence of Sonny Boy Williamson I. but 

his takes on such medicine show-era show¬ 

pieces as “Freight Train’ and “Fox Chase" 

betray a debt to such primitives as George 

“Bullet“ Williams and Jaybird Coleman. He 

could also be a dizzyingly eclectic performer: 

One wonders what Harold Arlen made of 

Ross's solo version of "Blues in the Night.” 

This energetic, superlatively entertaining set 

is part of Hightone's reissue of the Testa¬ 

ment catalog, which includes fine '60s sets 

by Otis Spann. Johnny Shines. Johnny Young 

and other blues stars.—Chris Morris 
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Your music is only as good as the instrument you play it on. When it sounds good, you sound good. When it’s expressive, 
your music comes alive. When it’s easy to use, you keep the creative idea that inspired you in the first place. This is the kind 
of truly musical performance you get when you choose an ENSONIQ instrument. 

We recognize that your needs, like your music, are unique — so we offer a range of instruments with the features you want. 
All with the great sound, effects, and sequencing that have made ENSONIQ famous. Whichever you choose, you’ll get an 
instrument that's as musical and creative as you are. Make music? Then think ENSONIQ! 

Weighted Action Keyboards 

All feature true piano touch, 76 keys, at least 32 voices, and onboard effects 

TS-12 

Our most advanced sequencer 
and synthesis engine! 

600 Sounds/Presets 
Loads ENSONIQ sample disks 
Disk drive/optional SCSI 
GM compatible 

KT-88/KT-76 
64 Voices! 
88 or 76 Keys 
308 Sounds 
16-track sequencer 
Keyboard transpose 
PCMCIA card storage 
GM compatible 

KS-32 

Our most affordable weighted 
action keyboard! 

180 Sounds 
16-track sequencer 
Card storage 
MIDI controller features 

Synth Action Keyboards 

All feature 32 voices and onboard effects 

TS-10 

Our most advanced sequencer 
and synthesis engine! 

61 Keys w/Poly-Key™ Pressure 
600 Sounds/Presets 
Loads ENSONIQ sample disks 
Disk drive/optional SCSI 
GM compatible 

SQ-2/SQ-1 PLUS 
Our most affordable 

synth workstations! 
76 or 61 Keys 
180 Sounds 
16-track sequencer 
Card storage 

Sampler 

Great fidelity and huge sound library 

ASR-10 

Keyboard fw/Poly-Key™ Pressure! 
and rack versions 

64 Effects 
16-track sequencer 
Digital audio recording 
Disk drive/optional SCSI 
Optional digital I/O 

Effects Processor 

Powerful parallel processor 

DP/4 
4 Independent effects 
processors in one 

4 lnputs/4 Outputs 
Process 1,2,3, or 4 input signals 
47 Effects/400 Presets 
Advanced MIDI control 

[om Demo CD 

. Hear ENSONIQ make music, with our new free demo CD ioniy$5S/H). 
I Fill out this coupon or call 800-553-5151 to order today. 
I □ Send me the CD, here's my $5. 
i Send me info on these products: 

Or call 800-257-1439 to try our new automatic fax system. 

I Name_ 
I Address_ 
I City-State Zip_ 
I Phone (_)_ 
I ENSONIQ Corp. Dept. M-50,155 Great Valley Pkwy., P.O. Box 3035, Malvern. PA 19355-0735 

© 1994 ENSONIQ Corp 



World Cafe ran be heard on 72 stations, including: 

90.1 KPFT, Houston 
89.1 KU AR. Little Rock. AR 
91.3 KUOP, Stockton. CA 
90.5 KCSU, Ft. Collins. CO 
89.7 WNK1I. Cincinnati 

91.1 KUHB. St. Paul Island. AK 
89.7 WLNZ, Lansing. Ml 

90.7 WFUV. New York City 
89.5 KOPN. Columbia. MO 
91.1 KLSU, Baton Rouge 

90.7 WWGC, Carrollton. GA 
88.5 WXPN. Philadelphia 

REVIEWS 
to a goofball take on space travel (“Hell, I’d 
Go!”). As ever, Hicks treats all his subjects with 
equal respect and no apologies. The title song, 
addressing the leader’s years of sobriety, is one of 
the few overtly autobiographical lyrics he has 
ever performed. 

The Acoustic Warriors’ backing mav lack the 
blowing strength of the Hot Licks and eschew 
the Lambert, Hendricks and Ross vocal interplay 
that was the Lickettes’ hallmark, but as a result 
the songs and Hicks’ vastly underrated singing 
take center stage, driven by a tight, turn-on-a-
dime rhythm section. And while a studio setting 

MAIRE BRENNAN 

Misty Eyed Adventures 
(ATLANTIC) 

Where Brennan’s work in Clannad stresses 
the lush, melodic side of her Irish roots, this 

album showcases the music’s rhythmic 

undercurrents—whether in the Afro-Celtic 

fusion of "Heroes,” the eddying percussion 

of “The Watchman" or the sly, Moorish cast 

of “Days of the Dancing.” The arrangements 

play off the rhythmic possibilities, but it's 

Brennan’s warm, expressive voice that ulti¬ 

mately brings these songs into focus. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

It's Now or Never: The Elvis Tribute 
(MERCURY) 

Less about paying respect to Elvis than in re¬ 
staking country music's claim to his legacy, 

this CD ignores Iggy Pop and David Bowie in 

favor of Travis Tritt and Billy Ray Cyrus. But 

to tell the truth, the country singers “get” 

these songs on a level the rockers rarely do. 

While Wet Wet Wet treats “It’s Now or 

Never” more as Dean Martin than Elvis, and 

Chris Isaak gives "Blue Moon” the partial¬ 

eclipse treatment, Dwight Yoakam steams 

through “Mystery Train” and Faith Hill brings 

just enough honky-tonk twang into "Trying to 

Getto You.” 

might have allowed for more ambitious arrange¬ 
ments or instrumentation, the trade-oil is I licks’ 
priceless between-song patter. —Dan Forte 

ZUMPANO 
Look What the Rookie Did 

(SUB POP) 

WITH OBLIQUE '60S CHORI) CHANGES. 

daisy-tripping guitar breezes and “Bov, 
am / in love” lyrics, Zumpano is as simple as a 
sockhop, as boffo as a beach party. In the deep 
department, these guvs are right around “wad¬ 
ing pool,” but that’s what gives Look What the 

MARY J. BLIGE 

My Life 
(UPTOWN) 

As THE album’s intro makes plain, even 
Bilge's own camp worried whether she could 

"do it again,” and to be honest, she doesn't 

—she does it better. It isn't just that the 

material is better than it was on What's the 

411. though she certainly takes advantage 

of the extra melodic element in tunes like 

“My Life” and "No One Else”; there’s also 

enough confidence in her singing that she 

easily meets the demands of something as 

classic as “I'm Goin' Down" and even pulls 

off a rewrite of the Mary Jane Girls' "All 

Night Long” (here called “Mary Jane”). Plus, 

she still knows how to work a groove, as "Be 

Happy" makes abundantly clear. 

THE BEATLES 

Live at the BBC 
(APPLE) 

HERE'S PROOF that the range and clarity of 

the Beatles' sound was the result of years 

spent covering the great R&B and rockabilly 

hits of the '50s. Not only do the Fabs han¬ 

dle Chuck Berry, Carl Perkins and Elvis Pres¬ 

ley tunes with Liverpudlian aplomb in these 

mid-'60s radio broadcasts, they do a mean 

Coasters as well (check their appropriately 

SHORT TAKES 
BY J.D. CONSIDINE 

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL 
RADIO STATION FOR AIR TIMES 

OR CALL 215-898-6677 
SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES 

The Rapture 
(GEFFEN) 

Presumably, the actual end of the world 

won't be as bad as this. 

cosmic "Youngblood"). But not even the 

Everly-esque harmonies on “So How Come 

(Nobody Loves Me)" are enough to explain 

the incandescent vocal work that illumi¬ 

nates live versions of “I’m a Loser” and "I 

Feel Fine.” 
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Simply the best headset mies available. And to 
prove it, we’ll give you one to try—risk free. 

"The 311 gave use as good a 
performance as a regular hand 
miefor sound quality and 
rejection. They're reliable, 
comfortable and sound great. " 

Patrick Hamp, Sales Engineer 

Systems Wireless 

"I've tested every headset mic on 
the market, and by far, Crown was 
the winner. They offer the best 

question, the best 
service I've ever 
Mark K. Bennett, Percussionist 

"We went through every head mic we 
could get our hands on. The CM-311 o 

solved a lot of our problems by keeping 
the drums and monitors out of the 
vocals. It's the most natural sounding 
headset mic we've ever used." 
David Baker, Monitor Engineer 

Restless Heart 

Our headset mies are making an 
impression on audio pros and per¬ 
formers worldwide. And now, were 
giving you the opportunity to try 
them yourself— risk free! 

The CM-311 is simply the best mic 
you’ll hear for gain-before-feedback 
and rejection—it virtually eliminates 
bleed-through from on-stage instru-

The Adaplapack * belt pack lets you access an 

internal 9-volt battery or external phantom power. 

ments and hot stage monitors. It’s rug¬ 
ged too—to handle life on the road— 
yet lightweight and comfortable enough 
for hours of use. And, the small profile 
lets you put your best face forward. 

The new CM-312 provides out¬ 
standing performance with an even 
less obtrusive profile and lighter weight, 
making it perfect for aerobics, sports 
broadcasting and live entertainment. 

And now, with our Loan for Trial 
program, your Crown dealer will give 
you a CM mic to actually hear for 
yourself how well it performs in your 
situation. After the trial period, if you 

don’t agree that it’s the best headset 
mic you’ve heard, simply return it. 
No questions. No hassles. 

All Crown microphones are 
manufactured in Elkhart, Indiana 
and backed by our full, three year 
unconditional warranty. 

For complete information, see 
your Crown dealer or call us toll-free 
at 1-800-342-6939 ext. 51. 

@ crown 
Guaranteed Excellence 

P 0 Box 1000 • Elkhart. IN 46515 • (219) 294-8200 • Fax (219) 294-832 



A world class recording studio with 

top-flight equipment (Studer, Neve, 

Amek) ■ 48 track digital/analog ■ 

Overnight accomodations ■ Only 50 

miles from NYC ■ Peaceful country 

setting ■ Extremely competitive 

rates ■ Many major/indie label 

clients (Sony, A&M, RCA, Arista, 

Island, MacMillan, Rykpdisc/ESD) 

■ 20 years of quality recording 

Lafayette, New Jersey 07848 

(201) 300-0030 

RELEASE YOUR 
OWN CDs! 
500 CDs plus 
500 Cassettes 
with two-color inserts & chrome tape 

for only 

Includes FREE inserí design, film, and 
two-color printing. No hidden costs! lust 
supply us with your master tape and 
photograph, and we ll do the rest. 

Call today for our FREE 
1994-95 full color catalog 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS TOLL FREE 

DISC MAKERS 
AMERICA'S »I MANUFACTURER FOR THE INDEPENDENT MUSIC INDUSTRY 

1328 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122 
Outside USA (215) 232 4140 • FAX (215) 236 7763 

REVIEWS 
Rookie Did (another adventurous signing for 
Sub Pop) its playful, lovably eccentric edge. 

The brainchild of drummer Jason Zumpano, 
this combo takes the Beach Boys/Merseybeat 
ethos and twists it to its own alternative-minded 
designs. “Evil Black Magic” (one of those fabled 
black magic women) has a chorus punched up 
by trumpet; “Oh That Atkinson Girl” (another 
filly these wranglers failed to rope) has fitful 
stops and starts and a flute-played bridge; 
“(She’s a) Full-Blooded Sicilian” (need more be 
said?) meshes thumping tom-toms, wah-ooh 
backing vocals, a jangly Byrds riff and a melody 
line plucked out on, of all things, a banjo. And 
when’s the last time you heard a blatant ode to 
feminine pulchritude like “I Dig You,” framed 
by a goofy Vince Guaraldi-style piano arpeggio 
and Peter Noone-ish self-deprecations (“Al¬ 
most anyone can take you from me/So what 
does that make me now?”). 

There are a few moments where the pop 
percolator isn’t completely plugged in here— 
“Temptation Summary” and “Platinum Is Best 
Served Cold” simmer instead of boil. But then 
you hear Zumpano’s clavinet-tinkled take on 
Jimmy Webb’s “Rosecrans Boulevard,” and 
the agenda returns to sharp focus. This is a rec¬ 
ord custom-made for the sick-of-dogma-and-
diatribe rock fan who’s grousing about MTV 
and how they just don’t make songs like they 
used to. Now they do, so shut up and get this 
disc already. —Tom Lanham 

what it lacks in intellectual or moral content. I 
love the Cramps—I’m tempted to ask “who 
wouldn’t?” but I know better—and, given that 
theirs is a sonic sideshow that I can revisit end¬ 
lessly without guilt, the only yardstick available 
is the current album’s comparative stature in the 
group’s now-sizable canon. Flamejob comes up 
slightly stumpy, but it still contains just enough 
dimestore thrills to slake the bloodthirst of the 
average Crampsgeek. 

Yea, there are sordid delights to behold here: 
“Let’s Get Fucked Up,” a bestial revel worthy 
of its title; “Ultra Twist,” which, Chubby 
Checker (and Hank Ballard, for that matter) 
might be appalled to learn, is about sex; “Naked 
Girl Falling Down the Stairs,” whose title may 
be more than enough; and “Swing the Big Eyed 
Rabbit,” which is probably the only song ever 
penned as an endorsement of the murder of ter¬ 
rified bunnies. All these are roared with tuneless 
abandon by frontman Lux Interior and drilled 
home instrumentally by guitar dominatrix Poi¬ 
son Ivy Rorschach, as ever. 

However, the rest of the album, heavy on 
covers both pointlessly obscure and just plain 
pointless (“Route 66”?!) and filled out with 
tamer originals, never ascends (descends?) to 
the heavy-crude level of hydrophobic classics 
like the band’s Alex Chilton-produced curtain-
raiser Songs the Lord Taught Us or even such 
latter-day epics as Stay Sick! As nutted-out as its 
most primo moments are, Flamejob just isn’t 

fucked-up enough. Fans can 
only hope that Lux and Ivy, 
Satan’s answer to Ozzie and 
Harriet, can make a deeper con¬ 
nection with their muse on their 
next trip up the Styx. 

—Chris Morris 

ED KUEPPER 
The Butterfly Net 

Character Assassination 

(RESTLESS) Australian song writer and guitarist Ed Kuepper 
has, for two decades, been ad¬ 
venturous, consistent and pro¬ 
lific: Since his three now-leg-

THE CRAMPS 
Flamejob 

(MEDICINE) 

endary LPs with the influential punk band the 
Saints (which he founded with Chris Bailey), 
Kuepper has so far issued nine solo records, 

FOR 15 YEARS. THIS NEW YORK-BRED. L.A.-based combo has specialized in a high¬ 
ly peculiar blend of horror movie-rocka-
billy-gutter camp-swamp noise swill, a musical 

three with the Aints, and four with the wildly 
exploratory Laughing Clowns. Still, these two 
discs—a post-Saints retrospective and his most 
recently recorded LP—are the only recordings 

style that makes up in sheer hedonistic abandon by Kuepper available in the U.S. 
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A LITTLE ON THE CD SIDE 

VOLUME 16 

ALL NEW 
RELEASES 
Joe Jackson 

Nanci Griffith 

Soul Coughing 

Dionne Farris 

Nick Drake 

Praxis 

Essra Mohawk 
o 

Roger Varian 

Rabih Abou 
Khalil 

MUSICIAN MAGAZINES NEW MUSIC SAMPLER Steve Hackett 
Set a sneak preview of 95's best forthcoming releases now. Volume 

6 spans the musical spectrum with a selection of great new music 

hat you won't hear every day on the radio. Tune in now! 

16 TRACKS FOR $3.99 

id me_copies of A UTILE ON THE CD SIDE Volume 16. Enclosed is S3.99 per disc, shipping included (S5.99 for 

eign orders—US Funds only). Please include appropriate sales tax in CA, DC, IL, MA, NJ, TN, PA, VA, OH, CAN. OR 
ISCRIBE TO CD SIDE and hear a minimum of 75 new releases a year! Receive the next 5 CD samplers (a new vol-

e every 3 months) for a mere S18.__—Sign me up! Enclosed is S18 for each CD Side subscription (S30 for for-

n subs—US Funds only). Please start my subscription with_Vol 12_Vol 13_Vol 14 

Ite: if the volume you requested is sold out, your subscription will begin with the next available volume. 

Id check/money order (US Funds Only) to: MUSICIAN CD SIDE, PO Box 99100, Collingswood, NJ 08108. 

Iress_City_State_Zip_ 

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

SO AVAILABLE 
Volume 15. featuring Jeff Buckley, Big Head Todd, Lyle Lovett, Walter Becker, Dag, Orbital, the Who and 10 more! 

d me copies of Volume 15 at S3.99 each (S5.99 foreign—US Funds Only) shipping included. 

volume 14, featuring the Cranberries, Meat Puppets, John Scofield/Pat Metheny, The Band, Jack Bruce, Chris 

L Booker T & the MGs, AI Kooper, Young Dubliners and 9 more! ! 

d me_copies of Volume 14 at S3.99 each (S5.99 foreign—US Funds Only) shipping included. 

David Gray 

Sarah 
Nagourney 

Marc Farre 

Songhai 

Donald Byrd 
with Guru and 
Ronnie Jordan 

Michael Zentner 
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VIDEO 
ANTON FIG 

In the Groove 
(DCI MUSIC VIDEO) 

As the DRUMMER on the "Late Show with David Letterman." Anton Fig has to play covers of old 
rock songs with the gusto of a kid in a garage band, back upa variety of guest artists with the 

finesse of a studio musician, and supply rimshots for Letterman’s jokes and gestures with the 

timing of a Catskills show drummer. Such versatility depends more on the ability to bend and 

blend than on having a recognizable style, and while Fig’s playing might not have as much per¬ 

sonality as that of his predecessor, Steve Jordan, Fig gets a lot more work by being adaptable. 

That point is driven home on this video during a segment in which Fig uses the same sim¬ 

ple beat throughout a medley of songs (played by Paul Shaffer, Will Lee and Sid McGinnis) 

that evolve through a variety of styles. In segments featuring the Ace Frehley Band, Blondie 

Chaplin, the Andy Laverne Trio and Ojoyo, Fig displays various sides of his musical personality 

while effectively demonstrating that the key to his success is based more on feel and groove 

than on hot licks and pyrotechnics. The bulk of this 75-minute video features Fig playing live 

with different bands, which is ultimately more educational than anything he could have talked 

about. A couple of cameos from Letterman, including the top ten reasons Anton Fig made a 

drum video, add entertainment value.—Rick Mattingly 

The Butterfly Net compilation is solid from 
top to bottom, providing a taste of the full range 
of Kuepper’s creative restlessness. It opens with 
tracks from his aggressive, horn-drenched, 
folk/rock solo period, proceeds through the 
earlier more experimental Laughing Clowns 
material, and reverts to some more pastoral solo 
material. The remarkable thing is how seamless 
it all sounds. As an album, it’s a delight; as an 
introduction, it’s indispensable. 

Character Assassination showcases Kuepper 
at his darkest and most reflective; hints of Nick 
Drake, Chris Bell and Neil Young flit through 
the spare, airy mix. “By the Way,” a tawdry 
ballad of sin and regret, features Kuepper’s 
dryer-than-dust voice speaking to an absent 
other. The guitars weave in and around Kuep¬ 
per’s words, while keyboards and strings prop 
him up, allowing him to continue before he 
chokes on his lyrics and the track falters to an 
end. From here, the tone is set and Kuepper 
goes deeper into the luscious depths, some¬ 
times with a wry devastating humor, some¬ 
times with dead-on harrowing observation (“I 
always wondered how long before you turned 
to god or smack”). After the third song, “The 
Cockfighter,” you lose track: You’re in the 
dark and feeling the instruments as they push 
you down further into this disturbing, gor¬ 
geous little nightmare. 

Ed Kuepper may be a well-kept cult secret 
here in America, but this pair of gems should go 
a long way toward rectifying that problem. 

—Thom J urek 

BRYAN FERRY 
Mamouna 

(VIRGIN) Listening to this predominantly gloomy album, it’s easy to forget that, at his 
best—in “Over You,” say, or “More Than 
This,” Bryan Ferry heretofore has actually been 
fairly sunny. He’s chipper here only briefly— 
most notably “Chain Reaction,” in which he 
learns at last to enjoy his romantic desperation. 
But so vivid is his despair in the elegiac likes of 
“The Only Face” and “Your Painted Smile” that 
only the sort of person who goes around telling 
total strangers, “Hey, smile" is apt to be disap¬ 
pointed. The instrumental interplay at the end of 
the hugely depressing “Which Way to Turn,” 
with seemingly the whole cast alternately join¬ 
ing and playing counterpoint to the hypnotic lit¬ 
tle guitar motif, will take your breath away. 

The album even offers a couple of surprises. 
On “The 39 Steps,” the great man deviates from 
his familiar vocal evocation of melting butter 
with a guttural little moan. What sounds like a 
theremin (think “Good Vibrations”) but is here 
identified as a “witch” shimmers in the back¬ 
ground of “N.Y.C.” and “Gemini Moon”—and 
turns “Wildcat Days” into the sort of thing we 
older types used to believe was best appreciated 
while in a state of chemically induced tempo¬ 
rary psychosis. Indeed, thanks to the participa¬ 
tion of one Eno, who’s given credit for “at¬ 
mospherics” and “sonic awareness,” the whole 
album has a gently hallucinatory quality, as 
unintelligible bits of conversation chase the 
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familiar synth swirls and terse little guitar pro¬ 
nouncements that are forever ducking in and 
out of the fog. 

I’ve saved the best for last. After the old 
groaner shuts up at the end of the title track, 
heretofore notable mostly for how brazenly it 
recycles the wah-wah guitar part from Isaac 
Hayes’ “Theme from Shaft,” the most gorgeous 
sax solo you’re apt to hear during the Clinton 
presidency wafts past, duplicating the singer’s 
inflection so perfectly that you’d swear he 
played it himself—as indeed he did, on “syn-
sax”! He also played the piano bit that follows, 
and it’s his most exquisite since the coda of 
“Over You” 14 years ago, positively swoon¬ 
inducing, a marvel of musical cogency. 

After last year’s appalling stop-gap Taxi, 
whereon he demonstrated that he could 
squeeze the jubilation and melodic interest out 
of even “Just One Look,” no one would have 
blamed you for being wary of Ferry. But don’t 
be without this. —J ohn Mendelssohn 

[cont’d from page 28] my own material and dis¬ 
tribute it. So you have to make the decision to 
break down the shop and not make music any¬ 
more or go to a label, and at that point a major is 
no worse than an indie, depending on the major.” 

Of course, one’s leverage with the major 
labels is considerably increased when you’ve 
already recorded an album with a hot producer 
that boasts a surprise hit single. In the end, Gef¬ 
fen won out over Virgin—and over another 
label with a male rep who apparently thought he 
was trying to sign Lita Ford. “There was one 
guy who refused to kiss me on the cheek,” Gor¬ 
don explains. “1 Ie always turned his head to kiss 
me on the lips and always told me how hot and 
sexy we looked instead of telling us how good 
our shows were. I was offended by him.” 

Asked about the dollar amount, Post says, 
“It was a good deal as far as deals go, I under¬ 
stand.” Around town the figure being bandied 
about is $1.8 million, the pair are told. “Eek!” 
says Gordon. 

CAN VERRUCA Salt survive the stardom 
they didn’t court? Approaching their third year 
of friendship, the pair remain close. “We can 
talk for seven hours about our personal life and 
talk for another seven hours about business,” 
avers Post. So far, the big controversies in the 
band tend to be over photographs. “The 
worst,” says Gordon, “is when there’s a photo 
where you think you think you look good, and 
you say, T want this one, I want this one,’ and 



Instruction: To be considered for CROSSROADS 95, 
submit a completed application along with a 2 song cas¬ 

sette of original music, bio, photo, and a $15-00 process¬ 
ing fee (check or money order). Only $10.00 if post¬ 
marked by 12/15/94. All submitted material becomes the 

the property of CROSSROADS and will not be returned. 

Mail To: Crossroads 95 
RO. Box 41858 
Memphis, TN 38174-1858 

Note: Application in each genre of music will be review¬ 
ed seperately by selection committees made up of three to 
five music industry professionals who are experts in that 
particular area. Artists will be notified by mail on or before 
March 1, 1995 of acceptance status. Please make sure 
your package is complete before mailing. Incomplete 
packages will not be sent to selection committees. 
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Guitar Special, Steve Vai, Bono, Waterboys 

Steely Dan, Belly/Breeders, Daniel Lanois 
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I have ordered _ issues of MUSICIAN at $5.00 each ($6.00 outside of the U.S.— U.S 

funds ONLY). Enclosed is check/money order for S_ 

Name 

Address_ 

City_ State_ Zip 

Send check/money order to Musician Back Issues, PO Box 2163, Marion OH, 43305-2163. 



someone else hates themselves.” “The worst,” 
says Post, “is when I think Nina looks great, 
and I think I look great, and she says, no, you 
look great and 1 look terrible.” 

Both musicians worrv if they’re making 
the right decisions; they admit to being hurt 
by criticism, too. (“I’ve never been the sort of 
person who said, ‘Oh, I don’t give a fuck what 
other people say about me,’” says Gordon.) 
But ultimately the indie-underground analy¬ 
sis misses the mark. While Veruca Salt certain¬ 
ly has the opportunity—and the right—to 
screw up their careers and their art if they 
want to, bringing all the indiecentric clichés 
home, it’s not clear that they or their music 
were ever a part of that world. 

“It’s a mindset I can’t relate to. I’ve listened 
to pop music my whole life,” says Gordon. 
“I’ve also listened to heavy metal and hard 
rock, and now I’m responding to it in my 
own way.” 

No matter. What cynics will call hype un¬ 
paralleled and fans will call talent rewarded 
has conspired to shake the pair’s plans up a 
bit. “Things have just grown beyond our 
expectations these last few months,” says 
Post. 

“I don’t totally love the record,” Gordon 
agrees. “But I do think there’s some good 
things about it. I do think we’re going to be a 
great rock band. We just got put in the spot¬ 
light a little too quickly.” 'S' 
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10-song CD • $15.00 postpaid 

MYSTERIH0 MUSIC 
R0. BOX 44195 • DETROIT, Ml 48244 

(313) 532-3954 

An exciting blend of Blues. Rock, 
and Psychedelia, this twelve-track CD is a 

“must for your record stash.” 

MAGIC MUSHROOM—MUSIC 
THAT WILL ENTER YOUR EAR AND 
BECOME ONE WITH YOUR SOUL 

Order direct ( Visa/MC) SI3.95 CD 
(S2 P&H each item) 

MMPI 503 Peachtree Street 
Murphy, NC 28906 
1-800-327-3706 Toll Free 

Airplay and distribution inipuries welcome 

Indie 
Marketplace 

Now independent labels 

can advertise in MUSICIAN 

for $400 a month! 

Call Andy Myers at 

212* 536’5209 
to find out how. 
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800-223-752^ 

ACCESSORIES B OO K S / P U B LI C AT I O N S INSTRUCTION 

INGERS! VOCALS! 
★★★STEAL LICKS!★★★ 

(404)282-4189 Ext 20 

1-800-FRET-PRO. Master, Visa, Discover 

FOR SALE 
INSTRUMENTS 

ACOUSTIC FOAM 
JEWELRY FOR SALE 

B O O KS/ P U B LI C AT I O N S 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MUSICIANS 

I NSTRUCTION 

PLAY GUITAR 

FOR BOOKS ON MUSIC 
COME TO THE SOURCE 

FREE CATALOG—Instruments by Warwick, Charvel, Martin, 
PRS, Rickenbacker, Deering, Fender Custom Shop, Clevinger, Dobro, 

Custom 
or stock 

sizes: 
our 

prices 
can’t 

SUBSCRIBI”. NOW to our monthly used and vintage instrument 
list with hundreds of quality instruments at down-to-earth prices. 

CATEGORIES: Please mark category desired. 
J Accessories J Books/Publications J Computers 
J Employment J For Sale J Instruction J Instruments 
J Miscellaneous J Musicians J Records & Tapes 
J Services J Software J Songwriters J Talent J Video 

MUSICIANS NATIONAL REFERRAL—Professional 
musicians seeking bands— bands seeking professional musicians. 
Bands register free. Call now for information. I (800) 366-4447. 

Need an ad fast? 
Call Jeff Serrette. 
In NY State (212) 536-5174 
Outside NY St. (800) 223-7524 

Please fill in the information below if you want to charge the 
cost of your classified advertising. 

ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N 
DR5, Lansing Ml 48901 (517)372-7890. 

★ THA  IN AT HOME 
Easy Home-Study practical training in 
Multi-track Recording. Join our successful 
working graduates or build your own studio. 

books, effects, strings, straps, pickups, accessories. ELDERLY 
INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Washington, POB 14210-DR5, Lansing 
Ml 48901 (517)372-7890. 

COMPLETELY REMOVE LEAD VOCALS FROM 
RECORI )S, (T)S AND TAPE. Use backgrounds for your own singing. 
Call (718) 507-0800 for quality demo and brochure. Or write Singer’s 
Best Friend, Inc., 46-16 65th Place. Dept. M1, Woodside NY 11377. 

Do you know what your 
guitar is worth today? 

NILS LOFGREN FAN CLUB. At last! Join now. You have been 
looking for this for years. Send SASE—#2 ()ak Village, Greenville TX 
75402-6919. 

REMOVE VOCALS from music—Tanco Voice Decoder— 

Call now for our catalogue or quote: 
Roadie Product*. Inc. 
/-W-675-/7//7 

MC/Visa/Discover/AmEx • We Operate By The Golden Rule 
P0 Box 20384, Indianapolis IN 46220 • Fax 317-257-2USA 

Call USAFoam At 1-800-95-WEDGE 

r Diploma. Job Placement. & More. 
Wf INFORMATION; 

\ikIk» Institute of lineric«i 

★ WORLD’S BEST ABSORPTION & PRICES ★ 
Users: Ford • Hitachi • Kodak • US Gov’t • Warner Bros. 
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• MTX • Manley Audio Labs • Rockwell Int'l • Baldwin 
Piano Co. • Penn State University • Carvin • Opryland USA 
• WhisperRoom * Intertel • Mike Wanchic (j. Mellencamp) 

COLLEGE OF MUSIC 
BOOKSTORE 
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with B&W ¡mart» 

7982 Hightower Trail 
Lithonia, GA 30058 

I Hour Domo/lnfo Arquait 
ie (404)482 2485 Ext 20 
jnguêa Supply. WuHuvu. 

For over 5,000 titles on nearly every 
music subject, don’t waste time. 
Call for your free catalog today. 

(800) 670-0023 
We’re the musician's bookstore. 

800-877-4867 
612-854-5229 

$28.95 4th Class 
$30.95 1stClass/UPS 
Prices ind. S/H in USA. 

2nd Edition 

Blue Book of Guitar Values 
Blue Book Publications, Inc. 
1 Appletree Square, Dept MNC 
Minneapolis, MN 55425 

RIDGE RUNNER'S SLO-MO SIX SPEED DIGITAL 
LEARNING RECORDER. Made for copying licks! 
Slow to half-speed, 1/3,1/4,1/5, or 1/6 speed. 

NO PITCH CHANGE! EDIT LICKS! 
Repeating memory-loop of .5 to 16.7 seconds. 

★★ Price: $699.95 ppd.’A-^ 
TOTALLY NEW! 

RIDGE RUNNER PRODUCTS, Dept MU413 
84 YORK CREEK DRIVE 

DRIFTWOOD, TEXAS 78619 

REPLICA SWISS WATCHES! 18KT GOLDPLATED! 
Lowest Prices! 2yr Warranty! Heavy Weight! Waterproof! Sapphire Crys¬ 
tal! Submarins, Daytonas, others! (404)682-0609, FX: (404) 682-1710. 

¿Most guitarists in the industry do not read music - they ¿ 
* play by oar. And you can too! With this easy illustrated * 
* beginner's manual, you'll be playing rock and country in no* 
J time! Guaranteed - or your money back Order your copy * 
*of "Play Guitar By Ear Quickly & Easily today! Rush* 
*$9.95 plus $1.50 P&H ($11 45 total) to: * 

MUSIC VIDEO 101—IIOME CAMCORDER production. 
Create music videos! “The best how-to manual that anyone making 
videos can use." —HIT PARADER. Satisfaction guaranteed! S9.95 
postpaid (USA). Tl MTV, Box 2251, Douglasville GA 30133. (404) 
489-7371. 

COUPON 

HOW TO ORDER AN AD 
regular classified (ads without borders): 
20 word minimum. $2.90 per word, minimum 
$59 per insertion. 
classified display (all ads with borders): 
1x/1” $163 per, 6x/1” $152 per, 12x/1" $142 per. 
bold face CAPS: First line, additional $20. 
musician box number: Add $4 per insertion 
for handling. 
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED with your ad. 
Send to Musician Classified, Jeff Serrette, 
1515 Broadway, NY, NY 10036. 
deadline: Two months prior to date of 
publication. 
ALL AD CANCELLATIONS MUST BE IN WRITING 
AND MAILED TO THE MUSICIAN CLASSIFIED 
DEPARTMENT. 

FAX YOUR AD TODAY (212) 536-5055 

“RECORDING ENGINEER h n 

- „-fs' From Standard Records & CD’s with the "lompson Vocal Eliminator™ Call for Free italog & Demo Record. 

EREE Graphic Design • Ready In 3 Weeks 

Maior Label Quality • Money Back Guarantee 

DISC MAKERS 
1-800-468-9353 
Call today for our FREE ^5 

full color catalog 
-



RECORDS, TAPES, CCf‘5 ■ SERVICES SONGWRITERS 

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD & I P COLLECTIONS 
Rock, Classical, Jazz, More. 130,000 titles in stock. PRINCE TON 
RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St.. Princeton, NJ 08542 (609) 
921-0881. 

SERVICES 

DUPLICATION 
COMPACT CISC 

At WMG, we offer the high¬ 
est quality Compact Oise, 
Audio & Video Cassette, S 
CO ROM duplication in the 
industry. Let us help you 

i with the most professional 
and friendliest service to 
guide you and your project 
every step of the way. 

INC. 
WORLD MEDIA GROUP 

8478 Brookville Road 

FOR COMPLETE COMPACT DISC, 
CASSETTE & RECORD MANUFACTURING 

QQQ (800) 859-8401 
QCA, INC. • 2832 SPRING GROVE AVE. • CINCINNATI, OH 45225 

(513) 681*8400 • FAX (513) 681-3777 

MASTERING • MANUFACTURING • PRINTING 

FOR COMPACT DISCS • CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 

COMPLETE PACKAGES • COMPETITIVE PRICING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO • PERSONALIZED 
EXPERT SERVICE • FAST TURN AROUND 

CALL (800) 815-3444 
(212)730-2111 

130 WEST 42ND STREET» NEW YORK. NY 10036 

CD SPECIAL 1000 FOR $2200 
(Rdad QwÀy ~ wheats nocí f 2 fuß. caUrt, 9 -

paya, a»uí tMtJuiyvny aà» in'iyZ a»id coamUjus a/ 

t»a> psLtzJ Lmm 28 yaviA and m  (fit kd maUruaL, 

GABOR PKODl.CTiONS 1(800)478-4004 

^udiomation 

Lowest Prices 
CD & Cassette Manufacturing 

1-800-375-2060 

M ̂PJAWORKS rhe one you 
W need to call! 

Compact Discs. Cassettes, and Vinyl Disc Manufacturing. 
Graphics. Priming, and Packaging. 

Best Quality Competitive Pricing ! astest Turnaround Tune 
CalKbWlb-VKl 

^Factory 

Producing Your Own CD 
v Shouldn't Make You Scream 

your music is a masterpiece...our prices are a steal. 

"S1E31Q$J1M 
500 Cassettes 

design*duplica1ion*mostenng .Ají ■ 

call far oar FIÍ! brochare! Jpyk 100010 

THE BEST CD MASTERING... 
Custom-designed hardware & software by Chief Engineer Bob 
Katz. 128x Oversampling 20-Bit Ato D. Unique Digital Processors. 
Hard Disk Editing. Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders. 
CD Mastering is an art. Levels, fades, equalization, 
spacing... everything is important to you and to us. 

CD REPLICATION... 
1000 CDs at $1.55 w/Jewel Box, Shrink Wrap, Insertion 
2500 at $1.50. Glass Mastering Free with 2500+ CDs. 

CO BOOKLET PRINTING... 
1000 4-Panel Booklets at $0.35 
Full-Color Outside, B&W Inside. Full-Color Tray Card. 
Let our Graphic Artist give your presentation the same 
attention you give your music. 

...COSTS LESS! 
Djgita/ Audio for the Golden Ear... 

“ New York, NY (212)369-2932 

CDs in 1 Week 
1-10 CDs for as low as $45 ea. 
transferred from almost any 2 track source 

Call: (804)464-4924 
Write: 4924 Shell Rd., Virginia Beach VA 23455 

SONG # TOUCH is the analog outpost for tape traders of North 
America. 1-800-300-7664._ 

SONGWRITER PRODUCTS, IDEAS, NECESSITIES! 
Contracts, Copyrights, Books, Critiques, Bios, Photos, Short Cassettes, 
Printed Labels, Ml DI-Track Sheets, Duplication! FREE CATALOG! 
345 Sprucewood Rd.,#MU, Lake Mary Fl. 32746-59171 (800)487-SPIN 

TALENT 

^NATIONWIDE TALENT SEARCH '94 ; 
SEEKING: * BANDS ★ ARTISTS 

* ACTS * SONGWRITERS 
* All types of original music considered. 

* FREE Promotion & exposure if you qualify. 

* NOE a contest! This is a career-launching opportunity. 

Send a cassette of your music with neme, 

address, phone & best time to contact to: 

RODELL RECORDS 
P.0. Box 93457* • Holywood, CA 90093 

WANTED: INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
for Karaoke Discs 

To be purchased as work for hire. Must be 
sequenced, voiced, and mixed. Guitars, sax, 
and vocals must be live. Must be made from 
your own ''in house" sequence. Sequences 
from catalogs or that are "farmed-out” will 
not be accepted. Send demo tape, catalog 
and letter of application to: 

MUSIC DIRECTOR 
PO BOX 193 

NARRAGANSETT, RI 02882 

TAPES 

TDK PRO SA BULK 
CUSTOM LOADED 

HIGH BIAS COBALT 

CASSETTES 

©TDK 

32 WEST 39th STREET 
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10018 

TELEPHONE: 212 768 7800 ♦ 800 859 4579 

CUSTOMER PICK-UP. MESSENGER OR MAIL ORDER 
WE CARRY ALL BRANDS OF RECORDING SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES 

WANTED TO BUY 

WANTED TO BUY/SELL: GUITARS, BANJOS, Man 
dolins: Gibson, C F Martin, Gretsch, D’Angelico, D’Aquisto, 
Stromberg, Dobro, National, older Fender, Rickenbacker, Gibson, 
B&D, Epiphone, Paramount, Vega, Fairbanks,Stewart. MANDOLIN 
BROS., 629 FOREST, #MU, STATEN ISLAND NY 10310. I REI 
CATALOG. 718-98I-3226. 

MUSICIAN CLASSIFIED 
To advertise in Musician magazine’s 
classified section, call Jeff Serrette 
at (800) 223-7524 or fax him at 

(212) 536-5055. 

MUSICIAN 



BALK SIDE 

THE GOLDEN GLOVES OF 

BROTHERLY LOVE 
Lately the British rock band Oasis has been getting lots of press over the 

fights between singer Liam Gallagher and his songwriter/guitarist brother 

Noel. Every other week NME or Melody Maker report that the band is on 

the verge of breaking up over the latest brouhaha between those fightin' 

Gallagher boys. The Black Crowes, too, have made it a point of their recent 

Every time Dave made a mistake onstage he turned around and yelled at 

the roadie. One night in Europe, the story goes, Dave played especially 

badly, got mad with his guitar, stormed over to the side of the stage where 

the tech was waiting with another, and punched the roadie in the face in full 

view of the audience. 

publicity that singer Chris Robinson and guitarist/sibling 

Rich almost broke up the band while feuding dur¬ 

ing the making of their new LP. 

It’s an old story! Put three broth¬ 

ers in a rock group (INXS, the Bee 

Gees, Beach Boys, Isleys, j 

Jacksons) and profession¬ 

alism is possible. But 

ever since Don Everly 

first beat up Phil, a 

pair of brothers in 

the same band 

has meant an end¬ 

less blood feud. Re¬ 

member when Duane 

Allman talked a drunk¬ 

en Gregg into shooting 

himself through the 

foot? How about 

when Mark and 

Dave Knopfler 

got into such a 

battle in a New 

York recording 

studio that Dave 

stormed off back 

to England and 

Mark erased all 

Dave's tracks? We 

may not hear much 

about struggles between 

the Van Halen brothers, but 

if Dave and Phil Alvin could have worked 

out a few compromises the Blasters might be 

bigger than ZZ Top today. 

Still, no brothers in rock 'n’ roll will ever come close to the carnage left 

behind by those loony Kinks over their 30 years of fraternal fistfights. Ray 

and Dave Davies set a standard for sibling rivalry that makes Cain and Abel 

look like Romulus and Remus. 

Here’s a story too good to fact check: It comes from another musician 

who says he got it from the horse’s mouth. Seems that this musician 

knows a guitar tech who got a job roadying for Dave Davies. It was torture! 

That was over the line! While Dave went back into the spot¬ 

light the roadie packed up his gear, walked out of 

the arena, headed back to the hotel and 

booked a flight home to the States for 

the next day. In the morning he 

was checking out of the hotel 

when Ray Davies came up 

and said, Hey, man—I 

saw what happened and 

I just want to person¬ 

ally promise you it 

will never happen 

again. Now, come 

on. Put down that 

suitcase. 
Sorry, Ray, 

the roadie said. 

Nothing person¬ 

al, I like you, but I 

will not stand for 

being struck. See 

you later. 

Ray said that’s 

absolutely right. 

Dave was way out 

of line. He knows it, 

everyone’s told him, he 

feels like a jerk. Now let’s 

let bygones be bygones. 

Sorry, Ray, the roadie said. 

I’m out of here. 

Listen, Ray explained. The 

Kinks are a family. And families 

fight. But at the end of the day the family 

stays together. 

Sorry, Ray, the roadie said. I quit. 

Oh, said Ray. Okay. And then Ray hauled back and punched the roadie! 

Oasis are a fine band. And we really admire the Black Crowes’ fightin' 

spirit. But will those brothers still be beating up each other and employ¬ 

ees in 2025? There is a golden gloves of rock ’n' roll brother fights, and 

as long as the Kinks are still on the road somewhere, the Davies boys 

hold the title. 
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KM 184 

Neumann's new 
KM 184 Microphone 
shown actual size 

* MSRP 
Subject to change 
without notice. 

Robert Scovill knows microphones. Named by his peers “Best Sound Reinforcement Engineer” 
worldwide for two years running, he has mixed for acts like Rush and Def Leppard. 

I lis first choice in microphones is Neumann. 

“During the pre-production stages of a tour, an incredible number of decisions are placed in my 
hands. Neumann has made some of these decisions very easy, indeed. There are a lot of look-alikes 

out there, but Neumann is the real thing.” 

Introducing the KM 184 - a small diaphragm condenser microphone designed for critical recording 
and live sound applications. With 201 Iz to 20kIIz frequency range and 138dB maximum SPL the 
KM 184 is particularly usefid for percussion, cymbals and brass instruments. It is also excellent for 
capturing the subtle nuances ot acoustic guitar and orchestral performances with its extremely quiet 

(16dB A-weighted) self-noise. Best of all, it has that Neumann Sound. 

Now, with the KM 184, you have hand-built, legendary Neumann performance for less than $600.* 
Neumann... the choice of those who can hear the difference. 



Once you’ve designed the most popular 

studio monitor in the business, the legendary 

Yamaha NS 1 (IMS, what could you possibly 

do for an encore? 

Thal was lhe challenge facing Yamaha’s 

lop-notch speaker designers. And the fruits of 

their labor are the exceptional home studio 

monitors you see before you, the new 

Yamaha S15 and S55 speakers. 

Compact, two-way ported speakers that 

IDE HUKE THE MOST 
POPULAD STUDIO 
MOHITOfíS IH THE OJOBLD. 
HOW OOE SETTIHG 
PUD SIGHTS II LITTLE 
CLOSED TO HONE. 

are capable of handling high 

power, and delivering true sound 

without a hint of coloration. 

Both use Yamaha wave 

guide enclosures for smooth, 

high-frequency wave dispersion. 

And low-frequency drivers with 

heavy-duty magnets and long-

throw voice coils for light bass 

and high output. 

The end results of all this fine tuning are Next to the legendary NS10MS, the new 

two affordable studio monitors that can help Yamaha S15 and S55 could very well be the 

you make sure that any mix you make al home next most popular monitors in the world. 

will hold up in the real world. Or al least, in the home. YAMAHA 

11-800-937-7171 I 

Cull for more, information. 

© 1995 Yamaha Corporation of America. I'm Audio Producís, P.O Box 6600. Buena Park. CA 90622 (714) 522-9011 
Yamaha Canada Music LTD. 135 Milner Avenue. Scarborough, Ontario MIS 3R1 (416) 298-1311. 


